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Abstract
The primary contribution of this thesis is to introduce and examine the planar modular partition monoid
for parameters m, k ∈ Z>0, which has simultaneously and independently generated interest from other
researchers as outlined within.
Our collective understanding of related monoids, in particular the Jones, Brauer and partition monoids,
along with the algebras they generate, has heavily influenced the direction of research by a significant
number of mathematicians and physicists. Examples include Schur-Weyl type dualities in representation
theory along with Potts, ice-type and Andrew-Baxter-Forrester models from statistical mechanics, giving
strong motivation for the planar modular partition monoid to be examined.
The original results contained within this thesis relating to the planar modular partition monoid are: the
establishment of generators; recurrence relations for the cardinality of the monoid; recurrence relations
for the cardinality of Green’s R, L and D relations; and a conjecture on relations that appear to present
the planar modular partition monoid when m = 2. For diagram semigroups that are closed under vertical
reflections, characterisations of Green’s R, L and H relations have previously been established using the
upper and lower patterns of bipartitions. We give a characterisation of Green’s D relation with a similar
flavour for diagram semigroups that are closed under vertical reflections.
We also give a number of analogous results for the modular partition monoid, the monoid generated by
replacing diapses with m-apses in the generators of the Jones monoid, later referred to as the m-apsis
monoid, and the join of the m-apsis monoid with the symmetric group.
A further contribution of this thesis is a reasonably comprehensive exposition of the fundamentals of
diagram semigroups, which have traditionally been approached from the representation theory side and
have since blossomed into a thriving area of research in their own right.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
As with any increasingly vast body of human knowledge, to give an exhaustive historical account would
quickly turn into its own body of work. Nevertheless the author has attempted to provide the reader
with a historical account of where, how and why the diagram semigroups relevant to this thesis arose
and have since blossomed into a thriving area of research in their own right.
In 1896, Eliakim Moore [49] established a presentation by way of generators and relations for the symmet-
ric group Sk. Later in 1927, Issai Schur [55] identified that a duality, now famously known as Schur-Weyl
duality, holds between the symmetric group algebra C[Sk] and the general linear group GLn(C) (in-
vertible n × n matrices over the complex field C with a fixed ordered basis). Ten years later Richard
Brauer [8] identified that an analogous duality holds between what is now-known as the Brauer algebra
Cξ[Bk] and the orthogonal group On(C), it would be almost impossible to overstate the influence that
the identification of these dualities has since had on the direction of research by a significant number of
mathematicians and physicists.
Then in 1971, Neville Temperley and Elliott Lieb [60] identified what is now known as the Temperley-Lieb
algebra, from which certain transfer matrices may be built. An understanding of the Temperley-Lieb
algebra has played an important role in statistical mechanics, in particular, as noted by Ridout and Saint-
Aubin [54], with Potts models [48], ice-type models [6] and Andrew-Baxter-Forrester models [2]. The
Temperley-Lieb algebra was later rediscovered independently by Jones [36] in 1983, identifying what is
now famously known as the Jones polynomial in knot theory. The planar diagrams in the Brauer monoid,
typically referred to as either the Jones or Temperley-Lieb monoid, form a basis of the Temperley-Lieb
algebra.
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The Partition monoid was then introduced independently by Jones [37] and Martin [47] after both
considered generalisations of the Temperley-Lieb algebra and Potts models from statistical mechanics.
Jones [37] did so when considering the centraliser of the tensor representation of the symmetric group
Sn (when treated as the group of all n× n permutation matrices) in the endomorphism ring End(V ⊗k),
where V is an n-dimensional vector space on which Sn acts diagonally on V ⊗k.
Graham and Lehrer [28] introduced and provided a unified framework for obtaining a great deal of
information about the representation theory of what are referred to as cellular algebras. East [14] then
showed that under certain compatibility assumptions, the semigroup algebra of an inverse semigroup is
cellular if the group algebras of its maximal subgroups are cellular, while Guo and Xi [31] and Wilcox
[63] later examined cellularity for twisted semigroup algebras, allowing the cellularity of such algebras to
be established using the theory on cellular algebras introduced in [28].
Motivated to generalise the aforementioned duality results from Jones [37], Tanabe [59] examined the
centraliser algebra in the endomorphism ring of V ⊗k on which the unitary reflection groups of type
G(m, p, n) act diagonally, where G(m, p, n) is an index-p subgroup of G(m, 1, n), and G(m, 1, n) is a group
of n× n matrices whose non-zero entries are mth roots of unity. Note that the unitary reflection groups
were introduced by Shephard and Todd [56]. A year later, FitzGerald and Leech [26] independently
examined the structure of both the monoid of block bijections and monoid of uniform block bijections Fk,
which has previously been described as the largest factorisable inverse submonoid of the dual symmetric
inverse semigroup I∗k (see [24]). Kosuda [38] then identified that in the case where m > k, the centraliser
algebra considered by Tanabe corresponds to the monoid of uniform block bijections Fk.
Fitzgerald [24] and Kosuda [38] both independently gave the same presentation by way of generators and
relations for the monoid of uniform block bijections Fk. While the aforementioned presentation of Fk was
economical in terms of the number of generators used, the inherent symmetry possessed by the monoid
of uniform block bijections Fk was not reflected in the defining relations. With the addition of more
generators, Kosuda [38] and Kudryavtseva and Mazorchuk [45] also independently gave an equivalent set
of relations that better reflected the symmetry possessed, and using the same set of generators East [15]
also arrived at an equivalent set of defining relations. Kosuda [41] further constructed a complete set of
representatives of the irreducible representations of the algebra of uniform block bijections Cξ[Fk].
Kosuda [40] later identified that in the case where m ≤ k then the centraliser algebra considered by
Tanabe corresponds to the modular partition monoid Mmk . Furthermore, in [42] Kosuda presented a
candidate of the standard expression of the modular partition monoid Mmk , and in [43] established a
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presentation by way of generators and relations for the modular partition monoid Mmk for all 1 ≤ m ≤ k.
A number of presentations by way of generators and relations have recently been given for diagram
semigroups: Halverson and Ram [33] gave presentations for the planar partition monoid PPk and the
partition monoid Pk, with their exposition since becoming reasonably famous as a survey-style treatment
of the partition algebras; Kudryavtseva and Mazorchuk [45] gave presentations for the Brauer monoid
Bk, the partial Brauer monoid and, as previously mentioned, the monoid of uniform block bijections
Fk; Posner, Hatch and Ly [52] have suggested a presentation of the Motzkin monoid, though the paper
appears to remain in preprint; and Easdown, East and FitzGerald [13] gave a presentation for the dual
symmetric inverse monoid, which may also be described as the monoid of block bijections.
Motivated by Fauser, Jarvis and King’s work on symmetric functions and generalised universal characters
[20, 21, 22, 23], Fauser put the idea forward to Jarvis that it may be fruitful to consider the consequences
of replacing the diapses in the generators of the Jones and Brauer monoids with triapses. When the
author sought suggestions from potential supervisors on possibly suitable doctoral research topics, Jarvis
shared this idea from Fauser. The author felt like the topic had more than enough potential to be fun,
which it most certainly has been, while also appearing to have the potential for applications which seems
increasingly promising.
During a visit to Leeds in July of 2015, James East had a discussion with Chwas Ahmed, who is currently
one of Paul Martin’s doctoral students. It turned out Ahmed has also been examining the planar modular
partition monoid during his candidacy. In a preprint on the arXiv, Ahmed, Martin and Mazorchuk [1]
study the number of principal ideals, along with the number of principal ideals generated by an element
of fixed rank, of the (planar) modular partition monoids.
The remainder of the thesis is organised as follows. In Chapter 2 we: outline general notation, terminology
and results that will be useful at various stages throughout; give a reasonably comprehensive construction
of the fundamentals of diagram semigroups from scratch; and review known presentations for a number
of contextually relevant diagram semigroups. In Chapter 3 we: characterise the monoid generated by
m-apsis generators, which we refer to as the m-apsis generated diagram monoid Amk ; characterise the
join of the m-apsis generated diagram monoid Amk with the symmetric group Sk, which we refer to as
the crossed m-apsis generated diagram monoid XAmk ; and establish a minimal generating set for the
planar modular partition monoid PMmk . In Chapter 4 we give recurrence relations for the cardinalities
of the (crossed) m-apsises generated diagram monoids |Amk | and |XAmk |, along with the (planar) modular
partition monoids |PMmk | and |Mmk |. In Chapter 5 we begin by giving a characterisation of Green’s D
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relation for diagram semigroups closed under the vertical flip involution ∗, then count the number of
Green’s D, R and L relations for the modular and planar modular partition monoids. In Chapter 6
we conjecture a presentation of the planar modular-2 partition monoid, establish a bound on reduced
PM2k-words and conjecture a number of further results on the quest to identify candidates for PM
2
k-words
in normal form.
4
Chapter 2
Background
 2.1 Preliminary notation and terminology
The reader may find it of use to have precise definitions for the terminology and notation that will be used
consistently throughout this thesis. Whenever it has been possible to do so the author has attempted to
select terminology and notation that, at least in the author’s opinion, is preferably descriptive, succinct,
unambiguous and grammatically correct. Furthermore, the author has also attempted to select termi-
nology and notation that is commonly used, at least in the author’s experience, however the terminology
and notation that the author has selected comes from a range of different sources rather than being
identical to any particular reference on related literature.
§ 2.1.1 Sets
2.1.1 Definition: We denote by:
(i) R the set of real numbers; and
(ii) Z the set of integers, that is Z = {. . . ,−2,−1, 0, 1, 2, . . .}.
Furthermore for each integer z ∈ Z and subset of the integers A ⊆ Z, we denote by:
(i) Z≥z the set of integers greater than or equal to z, for example Z≥0 = {0, 1, 2, . . .} is the set of
non-negative integers;
5
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(ii) Z>z the set of integers greater than z, for example Z>0 = {1, 2, 3, . . .} is the set of positive integers;
and
(iii) zA the set {za : a ∈ A}, for example zZ = {. . . ,−2z,−z, 0, z, 2z, . . .}, zZ>0 = {z, 2z, 3z, . . .} and
zZ≥0 = {0, z, 2z, . . .}.
2.1.2 Definition: For each real number x ∈ R, we denote by bxc the greatest integer less than x, which
is typically referred to as the floor of x.
2.1.3 Definition: Given sets A and B, we denote by:
(i) A−B the set containing elements of A that are not elements of B as A−B, that is A−B = {a ∈
A : a /∈ B};
(ii) A×B the Cartesian product of A and B, that is the set {(a, b) : a ∈ A, b ∈ B}.
Furthermore given n ∈ Z≥2 sets A1, . . . , An, we denote by:
(i)
⋃n
i=1Ai the union of A1, . . . , An; and
(ii)
⋂n
i=1Ai the intersection of A1, . . . , An.
§ 2.1.2 Families of subsets
2.1.4 Definition: Let X be a set. A family of subsets of X, which we will refer to more succinctly as
a family of X when we may do so without any contextual ambiguity, is a set A such that each element
of A is a subset of X, that is A ⊆ X for all A ∈ A. The power set of X, which we denote as P(X), is
the family of all subsets of X.
The reader should note it follows by definition that given a set X, P(P(X)) is the family of families of
subsets of X.
2.1.5 Definition: Let X be a set and A be a family of subsets of X. We denote by:
(i)
⋃
A∈AA the union of the elements from A; and
(ii)
⋂
A∈AA the intersection of the elements from A.
Furthermore let Y be a set, B be a family of subsets of Y and f : A → B be a function. We denote by:
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(i)
⋃
A∈A f(A) the union of the elements from A mapped under f ; and
(ii)
⋂
A∈A f(A) the intersection of the elements from A mapped under f .
§ 2.1.3 Binary relations
2.1.6 Definition: Let X be a set. A binary relation on X is a subset R of X ×X.
2.1.7 Definition: A binary relation R on a set X is said to be:
(i) reflexive if (x, x) ∈ R for all x ∈ X;
(ii) symmetric if (x, y) ∈ R implies (y, x) ∈ R for all x, y ∈ X;
(iii) antisymmetric if (x, y) ∈ R implies (y, x)∈ R for all distinct x, y ∈ X;
(iv) transitive if (x, y), (y, z) ∈ R implies (x, z) ∈ R for all x, y, z ∈ X; and
(v) total if (x, y) ∈ R or (y, x) ∈ R for all x, y ∈ X.
We refer to reflexivity, symmetry, antisymmetry, transitivity and totality as properties of binary relations.
§ 2.1.4 Order relations
2.1.8 Definition: A binary relation R on a set X is referred to as:
(i) a pre-order if it is reflexive and transitive;
(ii) a partial order if it is an antisymmetric pre-order; and
(iii) a total order if it is a total partial order.
2.1.9 Definition: Let X be set partially ordered by ≤ and A be a subset of X. An element a ∈ A is
referred to as:
(i) the greatest element of A if a is greater than or equal to every element of A;
(ii) the least element of A if a is less than or equal to every element of A;
(iii) a minimal element of A if there does not exist an element of A that is greater than a; and
(iv) a maximal element of A if there does not exist another element of A that is less than a.
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Furthermore an element x ∈ X is referred to as:
(i) an upper bound of A if every element of A is less than or equal to x;
(ii) a lower bound of A if every element of A is greater than or equal to x;
(iii) the least upper bound of A if it is the least element of the upper bounds of A; and
(iv) the greatest lower bound of A if it is the greatest element of the lower bounds of A.
§ 2.1.5 Lattices
2.1.10 Definition: A partial order ≤ on a set X is referred to as a:
(i) join-semilattice if each two-element subset {x, x′} ⊆ X has a greatest lower bound, which is typi-
cally referred to as the join of x and x′, and denoted as x ∨ x′;
(ii) meet-semilattice if each two-element subset {x, x′} ⊆ X has a least upper bound, which is typically
referred to as the meet of x and x′, and denoted as x ∧ x′; and
(iii) lattice if it is both a join-semilattice and a meet-semilattice.
For example, for each k ∈ Z>0, the subsets of {1, . . . , k} are partially ordered by ⊆, set union gives
us a lattice join operation and set intersection gives us a lattice meet operation. Hence the subsets of
{1, . . . , k} form a lattice under ⊆.
Let X be a set. The reader should note it follows inductively that:
(i) given a join-semilattice ≤ on a set X, every finite subset A ⊆ X has a least upper bound which is
referred to as the join of the elements of A; and
(ii) given a meet-semilattice ≤ on a set X, every finite subset A ⊆ X has a greatest lower bound which
is referred to as the meet of the elements of A.
2.1.11 Definition: A property P of binary relations is referred to as closable when for each binary
relation R on a set X, while ordered by ⊆, there exists a least element in the set of binary relations that
contains R and satisfies property P . The least element, when it exists, is typically referred to as either
the P relation generated by R or the P closure of R.
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For example transitivity is a closable property of binary relations. The transitive closure of a binary
relation R is stated in Proposition 2.1.12.
2.1.12 Proposition: If R is a binary relation on a set X then the transitive closure of R is the
set of all (x, x′) ∈ X × X such that there exist a1, . . . , an ∈ X satisfying x = a1, x′ = an, and
(a1, a2), . . . , (an−1, an) ∈ R.
Proof. See page 337 of [46].
Given a closable property of binary relations P :
(i) a lattice-meet operation is defined by taking the P relation generated by the intersection of two
binary relations with property P ;
(ii) a lattice-join operation is defined by taking the P relation generated by the union of two binary
relations with property P .
§ 2.1.6 Equivalence relations
2.1.13 Definition: A binary relation R on a set X is referred to as an equivalence relation if it is a
symmetric pre-order.
2.1.14 Definition: Let ∼ be an equivalence relation on a set X. The equivalence class of x ∈ X is the
set {y ∈ X : y ∼ x}, which we denote as [x]. The set of equivalence classes {[x] : x ∈ X} is denoted by
X/∼.
Note that reflexivity, symmetry and transitivity are all preserved under intersections of relations, hence
equivalence relations are also preserved under intersections, which forms a lattice meet operation on
equivalence relations.
However while reflexivity and symmetry are preserved under unions of binary relations, transitivity may
not be, consequently the union of two equivalence relations may not be an equivalence relation. Never-
theless we already noted that transitivity is a closable property of relations, hence giving us Proposition
2.1.15.
2.1.15 Proposition: Let ∼1 and ∼2 be two equivalence relations. The smallest equivalence relation
under set inclusion containing the union ∼1 ∪ ∼2 is equal to the transitive closure of the union ∼1 ∪ ∼2.
Furthermore, this operation forms a lattice join operation on equivalence relations.
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We shall adopt the style of indicating that there will be no explicit proof (as in the case above) by
terminating the statement itself with .
§ 2.1.7 The finer and coarser than pre-orders
2.1.16 Definition: Let X be a set and A,B be families of subsets of X. We say that A is finer than B
and that B is coarser than A, which we denote as A  B, if for each A ∈ A there exist B ∈ B such that
A ⊆ B. We denote the finer than relation as .
Note that the finer than relation  is trivially reflexive and transitive, and hence pre-orders families of
subsets. Further note that  is not a partial order, for example the families {{1, 2}} and {{1, 2}, {1}}
are finer than and coarser than each other.
§ 2.1.8 Set partitions
2.1.17 Definition: Let X be a set and A be a collection of non-empty subsets of X. We say that X:
(i) is pairwise disjoint if for each A,A′ ∈ A, A ∩A′ is the empty set;
(ii) covers X, or is a cover of X, if
⋃
A∈AA is equal to X; and
(iii) partitions X, or is a partition of X, if A is pairwise disjoint and covers X.
2.1.18 Definition: Let k ∈ Z≥0. Each partition α of {1, . . . , k} may be graphically depicted as follows:
(i) for each j ∈ {1, . . . , k}, the vertex j is depicted as the point (j, 0) ∈ R2; and
(ii) lines connecting points in {1, . . . , k}×{0} are drawn non-linearly below the horizontal line {(x, 0) :
x ∈ R} and between the two vertical lines {(1, y), (k, y) : y ∈ R} such that the connected compo-
nents form the blocks of α.
For example, Figure 2.1 illustrates a graphical depiction of the partition {{1, 5}, {2, 3}, {4}, {6, 7, 8}, {9},
{10, 11}}.
Figure 2.1: Given k = 11, as outlined in Definition 2.1.18, the partition {{1, 5}, {2, 3}, {4}, {6, 7, 8}, {9},
{10, 11}} may be graphically depicted as:
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2.1.19 Definition: The number of partitions of a set X such that |X| = k is referred to as the k-th Bell
number, which we denote as Bk.
Note the Bell numbers Bk are listed on the OEIS [53] as sequence A000110.
When restricted to set partitions, the finer-than relation is additionally antisymmetric, hence set parti-
tions are partially ordered by the finer-than relation.
2.1.20 Proposition: Let X be a set. If A is a family of subsets of X that covers X then there exists a
finest partition of X that is coarser than A.
Proof. Let ∼ be the relation on A where for each A,A′ ∈ A, A ∼ A′ if there exist k ∈ Z≥2 and
A1, . . . , Ak ∈ A such that A1 = A, Ak = A′ and Ai ∩ Ai+1 6= ∅ for all i ∈ {1, . . . , k − 1}. It is trivially
the case that ∼ is an equivalence relation and hence partitions the elements of A.
Let B = {⋃A′∈[A]A′ : A ∈ A}. It follows from how we defined ∼ that ⋃B∈B B = ⋃A∈AA = X and for
each B,B′ ∈ B, B ∩ B′ = ∅, hence B partitions X. Furthermore for each A ∈ A, A ⊆ ⋃A′∈[A]A′ ∈ B,
hence A is finer than B.
Let C be a partition of X that is coarser than A. Let A,A′ ∈ A such that A ∼ A′, therefore there exist
k ∈ Z≥2, A1, . . . , Ak ∈ A and such that A1 = A, Ak = A′ and Ai ∩ Ai+1 6= ∅ for all i ∈ {1, . . . , k − 1}.
It follows from C being coarser than A that for each i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, there exist Ci ∈ C such that Ai ⊆ Ci.
Now for each i ∈ {1, . . . , k − 1}, Ai ∩ Ai+1 6= ∅ implies Ci ∩ Ci+1 6= ∅, which requires Ci = Ci+1 since
C is a partition. Hence we must have ⋃A′∈[A]A′ ⊆ Ci ∈ C, giving that B is finer than C. It follows from
finer than partially ordering partitions that if C is also finer than A then C = A.
For example the finest partition coarser than {{1, 2}, {2, 3}} is {{1, 2, 3}}.
Given a set X, the intersection of two partitions of X is also a partition of X, consequently the operation
of taking the intersection of two partitions of X forms a lattice meet operation. The union of two
partitions of X may not be a partition of X. However, the operation of taking the finest partition of
X coarser than the union of two partitions of X, which is well-defined as was established in Proposition
2.1.20, forms a lattice join operation.
2.1.21 Proposition: Let X be a set. With the above operations the set of partitions of X forms a
lattice.
Furthermore, given an equivalence relation ∼ on X, the equivalence classes X/∼ form a partition of
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X. Distinct equivalence relations form distinct partitions, each partition is formed by an equivalence
relation, and the lattice operations match. Hence the lattice of partitions of X and the lattice of
equivalence relations on X are isomorphic to each other.
2.1.22 Proposition: Let X be a set. The lattice of partitions of X and the lattice of equivalence
relations on X are isomorphic to each other.
2.1.23 Proposition: If X is a set, A is a partition of X and Y ⊆ X then {A∩Y : A ∈ A} is a partition
of Y .
2.1.24 Definition: Let X be a set, A be a partition of X and Y ⊆ X. We refer to the partition
{A ∩ Y : A ∈ A} as the partition A restricted to Y or the restriction to Y of the partition A.
2.1.25 Definition: Let k ∈ Z≥0 and m ∈ Z>0. A partition α of {1, . . . , k} is referred to as:
(i) non-crossing or planar if it may be graphically depicted, as in Definition 2.1.18, without connected
components crossing; and
(ii) m-divisible if for each block b ∈ α, the number of vertices in b is divisible by m, that is |b| ∈ mZ>0.
The lattice of non-crossing partitions of {1, . . . , k}:
(i) was first identified by Kreweras [44];
(ii) is self-dual and admits a symmetric chain decomposition [58], with further structural and enumer-
ative properties of chains in [18]; and
(iii) arise in the context of algebraic and geometric combinatorics, topological problems, questions in
probability theory and mathematical biology [57].
The poset of m-divisible non-crossing partitions of {1, . . . , k}:
(i) was first considered by Edelman [18]; and
(ii) has cardinality
((m+1)kk )
mk+1 [3, 4], [18], which is the Pfaff-Fuss-Catalan sequence [29, page 347], [62].
Note that a non-crossing partition may always be graphically depicted without individual connected
components crossing, but some graphical depictions of planar partitions may require individual connected
components to cross.
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§ 2.1.9 Modular arithmetic
2.1.26 Definition: Given m ∈ Z≥0 and a, b ∈ Z, it is said that a is congruent to b modulo m, which is
typically denoted as a ≡ b (mod m), if the difference b − a between a and b is equal to a product of an
integer and m, that is b− a ∈ mZ.
2.1.27 Proposition: For each a1, a2, b1, b2 ∈ Z such that a1 ≡ b1 (mod m) and a2 ≡ b2 (mod m):
(i) a1 + a2 ≡ b1 + b2 (mod m); and
(ii) a1 − a2 ≡ b1 − b2 (mod m).
Proof. Since a1 ≡ b1 (mod m) and a2 ≡ b2 (mod m), there exists x, y ∈ Z such that b1 − a1 = mx and
b2− a2 = my. It trivially follows that (b1 + b2)− (a1 + a2) = m(x+ y) ∈ mZ and (b1− b2)− (a1− a2) =
m(x− y) ∈ mZ.
2.1.28 Proposition: For each m ∈ Z>0, congruence modulo m is an equivalence relation on integers
with m equivalence classes {mZ+ 1, . . . ,mZ+m}.
Proof. Let a, b, c ∈ Z such that a ≡ b (mod m) and b ≡ c (mod m), hence there exists x, y ∈ Z such that
b− a = mx and c− b = my. Now:
(i) a− a = 0 ∈ mZ giving reflexivity;
(ii) a− b = m(−x) ∈ mZ giving symmetry; and
(iii) c− a = c− b+ b− a = m(y + x) ∈ mZ giving transitivity.
Hence congruence modulo m is an equivalence relation. Furthermore:
(i) the integers congruent to a modulo m are trivially equal to mZ+ a; and
(ii) there trivially exists a distinct d ∈ {1, . . . ,m} such that a ∈ mZ+ d.
2.1.29 Proposition: For each m,n ∈ Z≥0 and a1, . . . , an, b1, . . . , bn ∈ Z, if ai ≡ bi (mod m) for all
i ∈ {1, . . . , n} then Σni=1ai ≡ Σni=1bi (mod m).
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Proof. For each i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, since ai ≡ bi (mod m) there exists xi ∈ Z such that bi − ai = mxi. It
trivially follows that Σni=1bi − Σni=1ai = Σni=1(bi − ai) = Σni=1mxi = mΣni=1xi ∈ mZ.
§ 2.1.10 Integer partitions
2.1.30 Definition: For each n ∈ Z>0 and p1, . . . , pn ∈ Z>0:
(i) {p1, . . . , pn} is an integer partition of Σni=1pi; and
(ii) (p1, . . . , pn) is an ordered integer partition of Σ
n
i=1pi.
For example the five integer partitions of 4 are {1, 1, 1, 1}, {2, 1, 1}, {2, 2}, {3, 1} and {4}, while the eight
ordered integer partitions of 4 are (1, 1, 1, 1), (2, 1, 1), (1, 2, 1), (1, 1, 2), (2, 2), (3, 1), (1, 3), (4).
2.1.31 Definition: For each k ∈ Z>0, we shall denote:
(i) the number of integer partitions of k as p(k);
(ii) the number of integer partitions of k into parts of size less than or equal to m as p(m, k) (see Table
2.1 for example values);
(iii) the number of ordered integer partitions of k as op(k); and
(iv) the number of ordered integer partitions of k into parts of size less than or equal to m as op(m, k)
(see Table 2.2 for example values).
Table 2.1: Example values for p(m, k).
m
k
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2 1 2 2 3 3 4 4 5 5 6
3 1 2 3 4 5 7 8 10 12 14
4 1 2 3 5 6 9 11 15 18 23
5 1 2 3 5 7 10 13 18 23 30
2.1.32 Proposition: For each m, k ∈ Z>0:
(i) p(m, k) =

1 m = 1,
p(k, k) m > k,
1 + p(m− 1, k) m = k,
Σm−1i=1 p(i, k − i) m < k;
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Table 2.2: Example values for op(m, k).
m
k
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2 1 2 3 5 8 13 21 34 55 89
3 1 2 4 7 13 24 44 81 149 274
4 1 2 4 8 15 29 56 108 208 401
5 1 2 4 8 16 31 61 120 236 464
(ii) p(k) = p(k, k);
(iii) op(k) = 1 + Σk−1i=1 op(i) = 2
max{0,k−1}; and
(iv) op(m, k) =

op(k) m ≤ k,
Σmi=1op(m, k − i) m > k.
 2.2 Semigroups and monoids
In this section we outline a number of elementary definitions and results from the theory of semigroups
and monoids that will pop up at various times throughout this thesis. Vastly more comprehensive
expositions of the fundamentals of semigroups may be found in [9, 10], [34] and [35]
2.2.1 Definition: A set S equipped with an associative binary operation, commonly denoted by (s, s′) 7→
ss′ for all s, s′ ∈ S, is typically referred to as a semigroup.
2.2.2 Definition: Given a semigroup S, for each a ∈ S and A,B ⊆ S we denote by:
(i) aB the set {ab : b ∈ B};
(ii) Ab the set {ab : a ∈ A}; and
(iii) AB the set {ab : a ∈ A, b ∈ B}.
2.2.3 Definition: Let S be a semigroup. A subset T ⊆ S is referred to as a subsemigroup of S if
TT ⊆ T . Note that, when convenient to do so, we denote such a relationship as T ≤ S.
2.2.4 Definition: Given a semigroup S and a subset G ⊆ S, the semigroup generated by G, which is
typically denoted by 〈G〉, is the smallest subsemigroup of S for which G is a subset, or equivalently the
set of all finite combinations of elements from G under the operation of S.
2.2.5 Definition: A semigroup S is referred to as regular if for each a ∈ S there exists b ∈ S such that
aba = a and bab = b.
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2.2.6 Definition: Given a semigroup S, an element e ∈ S is referred to as the identity of S if for each
s ∈ S, se = s = es.
Given a semigroup S with identity element e ∈ S, Proposition 2.2.7 justifies referring to e as the identity
of S rather than as an identity of S.
2.2.7 Proposition: Given a semigroup S, if e, e′ ∈ S are identity elements then e = e′.
Proof. e = ee′ = e′.
2.2.8 Definition: A semigroup S containing an identity element e ∈ S, that is so that es = s = se for
all s ∈ S, is typically referred to as a monoid.
2.2.9 Definition: Given a semigroup S, S1 typically denotes:
(i) S when S is already a monoid; and
(ii) S ∪ {e} such that se = s = es for all s ∈ S when S is not already a monoid.
2.2.10 Proposition: If S is a semigroup then S1 is a monoid.
2.2.11 Definition: Given a monoid M with identity e ∈ M , a subset N ⊆ M is referred to as a
submonoid of M if N is a subsemigroup of M and e ∈ N .
Note it is possible for a monoid M to contain a distinct monoid N that is not a submonoid of M . For
example given a monoid M with identity e, form M ∪ {f} such that fm = m = mf for all m ∈M , then
M and M ∪ {f} are both monoids, and M is a subsemigroup of M ∪ {f}, while M is not a submonoid
of M ∪ {f}.
§ 2.2.1 Idempotents
2.2.12 Definition: An idempotent of a semigroup S is an element s ∈ S satisfying s2 = s.
We denote the idempotents of a semigroup S as E(S).
§ 2.2.2 Ideals
2.2.13 Definition: A subset I ⊆ S is referred to as:
(i) a left ideal if I is closed when multiplying on the left by elements of S, that is if SI ⊆ I;
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(ii) a right ideal if I is closed when multiplying on the right by elements of S, that is if IS ⊆ I; and
(iii) an ideal if it is both a left and a right ideal, that is if SI, IS ⊆ I.
2.2.14 Proposition: For each a ∈ S:
(i) Sa ∪ {a} is a left ideal;
(ii) aS ∪ {a} is a right ideal; and
(iii) SaS ∪ Sa ∪ aS ∪ {a} is an ideal.
Proof. For each a ∈ S we have:
(i) S(Sa ∪ {a}) = SSa ∪ Sa ⊆ Sa ∪ {a};
(ii) (aS ∪ {a})S = a(SS) ∪ aS ⊆ Sa ∪ {a}; and
(iii) S(SaS ∪ Sa ∪ aS ∪ {a}) = SSaS ∪ SSa ∪ SaS ∪ Sa ⊆ SaS ∪ Sa ∪ aS ∪ {a} and
(SaS ∪ Sa ∪ aS ∪ {a})S = SaSS ∪ SaS ∪ aSS ∪ aS ⊆ SaS ∪ Sa ∪ aS ∪ {a}.
2.2.15 Definition: Let S be a semigroup. For each a ∈ S:
(i) Sa ∪ {a} is referred to as the principal left ideal generated by a;
(ii) aS ∪ {a} is referred to as the principal right ideal generated by a; and
(iii) SaS ∪ Sa ∪ aS ∪ {a} is referred to as the principal ideal generated by a.
§ 2.2.3 Regular ∗-semigroups
2.2.16 Definition: Let S be a semigroup. An involution is a unary operation ∗ : S → S such that ∗ is:
(i) its own inverse, that is (s∗)∗ = s for all s ∈ S; and
(ii) an anti-automorphism, that is (st)∗ = t∗s∗ for all s, t ∈ S.
2.2.17 Definition: A semigroup S equipped with an involution ∗ : S → S is referred to as a regular
∗-semigroup if for each s ∈ S, ss∗s = s.
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Regular ∗-semigroups were introduced by Nordahl and Scheiblich [50].
2.2.18 Proposition: If a submonoid T of a regular ∗-semigroup S is closed under the involution ∗, that
is T ∗ = T , then T is also a regular ∗-semigroup.
Proof. It trivially follows by definition that:
(i) for each a ∈ T we have a∗ ∈ T , a∗∗ = a and aa∗a = a; and
(ii) for each a, b ∈ T we have a∗, b∗, b∗a∗ ∈ T and (ab)∗ = b∗a∗.
2.2.19 Definition: Let S be a regular ∗-semigroup. An element p ∈ S is referred to as a projection if
it satisfies p2 = p = p∗.
Note that all projections are idempotents, which trivially follows from the condition for a projection
containing the condition for idempotency.
2.2.20 Proposition: Let S be a regular ∗-semigroup. The projections, and more inclusively the idem-
potents, of S are partially ordered by p ≤ q if and only if pq = p = qp for all p, q ∈ S.
Proof. Clearly ≤ is reflexive and antisymmetric leaving transitivity. Let p, q, r ∈ S such that p ≤ q ≤ r.
Then pr = (pq)r = p(qr) = pq = p = qp = rqp = rp.
2.2.21 Proposition: Given a regular ∗-semigroup S:
(i) for each s ∈ S, ss∗ and s∗s are projections;
(ii) every projection can be written as ss∗ and s∗s for some s ∈ S;
(iii) the set of idempotents E(S) is closed under involution; and
(iv) every idempotent is the product of two projections.
Proof. (i) For each s ∈ S, (ss∗)(ss∗) = (ss∗s)s∗ = ss∗ = (s∗)∗s∗ = (ss∗)∗, similarly (s∗s)(s∗s) =
s∗s = (s∗s)∗;
(ii) For each p ∈ S such that p2 = p = p∗, p = p2 = pp∗ = p∗p;
(iii) For each idempotent e ∈ E(S), e∗e∗ = (ee)∗ = e∗, hence e∗ ∈ E(S); and
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(iv) For each idempotent e ∈ E(S), (ee∗)∗(e∗e) = ee∗e∗e = ee∗e = e.
§ 2.2.4 Green’s relations
Green’s relations, introduced by James Alexander Green in [30], are five equivalence relations that
partition the elements of a semigroup with respect to the principal ideals that may be generated.
2.2.22 Definition: Given a semigroup S, for each a, b ∈ S:
(i) (a, b) ∈≤R if and only if aS ∪ {a} ⊆ bS ∪ {b}; and
(ii) (a, b) ∈≤L if and only if Sa ∪ {a} ⊆ Sb ∪ {b}.
2.2.23 Proposition: ≤R and ≤L are pre-orders on S.
Proof. Reflexivity is obvious and transitivity follows from ⊆ being transitive on sets.
2.2.24 Definition: Given a semigroup S, Green’s relations on S are defined as follows:
(i) R =≤R ∩ ≤−1R = {(a, b) ∈ S × S : aS ∪ {a} = bS ∪ {b}};
(ii) L =≤L ∩ ≤−1L = {(a, b) ∈ S × S : Sa ∪ {a} = Sb ∪ {b}};
(iii) H = L ∩R;
(iv) D = {(a, b) ∈ S × S : there exists c ∈ S such that aLc and cRb}; and
(v) J = {(a, b) ∈ S × S : SaS ∪ {a} = SbS ∪ {b}}.
2.2.25 Proposition: Given a semigroup S,
(i) Green’s R, L, H, D and J relations are equivalence relations;
(ii) D = R ◦ L = L ◦ R = R∨ L; and
(iii) if S is finite then Green’s D and J relations are equal.
2.2.26 Proposition: Let T be a subsemigroup of a semigroup S. If T is regular then Green’s RT ,
LT and HT relations on T are equal to the restrictions to T of Green’s RS , LS and HS relations on S
respectively, that is:
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(i) RT = RS ∩ (T × T );
(ii) LT = LS ∩ (T × T ); and
(iii) HT = HS ∩ (T × T ).
Proof. Proposition 2.4.2 in [35] (also in [32]).
§ 2.2.5 Green’s relations on regular ∗-semigroups
2.2.27 Proposition: Given a regular ∗-semigroup S, for each a, b ∈ S:
(i) (a, b) ∈≤R if and only if aa∗ ≤ bb∗;
(ii) (a, b) ∈≤L if and only if a∗a ≤ b∗b;
(iii) (a, b) ∈ R if and only if aa∗ = bb∗;
(iv) (a, b) ∈ L if and only if a∗a = b∗b; and
(v) (a, b) ∈ D if and only if there exists c ∈ S such that a∗a = c∗c and cc∗ = bb∗.
Proof. Suppose (a, b) ∈≤R, and hence that there exist s ∈ S1 such that as = b. Then aa∗(b)b∗ =
(aa∗a)sb∗ = (as)b∗ = bb∗ = b(s∗a∗) = bs∗(a∗aa∗) = b(b∗)aa∗, giving us aa∗ ≤ bb∗. Conversely suppose
aa∗ ≤ bb∗. Then a(a∗bb∗b) = (aa∗bb∗)b = bb∗b = b, hence (a, b) ∈≤R, establishing Part (i). Part (ii)
follows dually to Part (i). Parts (iii), (iv) and (v) follow from applying Parts (i) and (ii) to how Green’s
R, L and D relations are defined.
2.2.28 Proposition: Given a regular ∗-semigroup S:
(i) each R class contains precisely one projection; and
(ii) each L class contains precisely one projection.
Proof. Let a, b ∈ S and suppose (aa∗, bb∗) ∈ R, and hence that (aa∗)(aa∗)∗ = (bb∗)(bb∗)∗. Then
aa∗ = aa∗aa∗ = bb∗bb∗ = bb∗, establishing Part (i). Part (ii) follows dually to Part (i).
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§ 2.2.6 Congruence relations
2.2.29 Definition: Given a semigroup S, a congruence relation is an equivalence relation ∼ ⊆ S × S
that is compatible with the operation for S. The equivalence classes of a congruence relation are often
also referred to as congruence classes.
The congruence classes of a congruence relation form a monoid where for each s, s′ ∈ S, the congruence
class containing s multiplied by the congruence class containing s′ is equal to the congruence class
containing ss′, that is [s][s′] = [ss′].
Note that congruence relations are closed under intersections, hence given a relation R on a semigroup
S, the intersection of all congruence relations containing R is itself a congruence relation, and hence is
the smallest congruence relation containing R.
2.2.30 Definition: Given n ∈ Z>0 binary relations R1, . . . , Rn on a semigroup S, the congruence
relation generated by R1, . . . , Rn, which we denote by 〈R1, . . . ,Rn〉†, is the intersection of all congruence
relations that contain ∪ni=1Ri.
§ 2.2.7 Free semigroups and free monoids
2.2.31 Definition: Given a set X:
(i) the free semigroup of X, which is often denoted by X+, is the set of non-zero finite strings from X
together with string concatenation, that is X+ = {Πni=1xi : n ∈ Z>0 and x1, . . . , xn ∈ S}; and
(ii) the free monoid of X, which is often denoted by X?, adjoins the empty string, which acts as the
identity under string concatenation, to the free semigroup X+.
§ 2.2.8 Presentations
2.2.32 Definition: A presentation of a semigroup S consists of:
(i) a set of generators Σ; and
(ii) a set of binary relations {R1, . . . ,Rn} on the free semigroup Σ+ generated by Σ,
such that S ∼= Σ+/ 〈R1, . . . ,Rn〉†.
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Perhaps more descriptively, given a semigroup S, a generating set Σ of S along with n ∈ Z>0 binary
relations R1, . . . , Rn form a presentation of S when any two words in the free semigroup Σ+ whose
products form the same element of S are able to be shown as equivalent in an abstract manner using the
binary relations R1, . . . , Rn.
 2.3 Fundamentals of diagram semigroups
There are fewer times more appropriate than a doctoral thesis to give a complete coverage of the foun-
dations for diagram semigroups, consequently the author has taken the opportunity to do just that.
§ 2.3.1 Diagrams Dk
2.3.1 Definition: Let k ∈ Z≥0. A k-diagram is a reflexive and symmetric binary relation on {1, . . . , k}∪
{1′, . . . , k′}. We denote by Dk the set of all k-diagrams, and will refer to k-diagrams more succinctly as
diagrams either when k may be any positive integer or when the value of k is contextually unambiguous.
2.3.2 Definition: Let k ∈ Z≥0 and δ ∈ Dk. We refer to:
(i) elements of {1, . . . , k} as upper vertices;
(ii) elements of {1′, . . . , k′} as lower vertices; and
(iii) elements of δ as edges or lines.
Note provided k ∈ Z≥0 is contextually unambiguous, we may specify a diagram using an edge set that
is neither reflexive nor symmetric with the implicit understanding that we are actually referring to the
reflexive and symmetric closure. For example given k = 2, if a diagram is specified as {(1, 2), (2, 2′)}, we
will implicitly mean the diagram {(1, 1), (2, 2), (1′, 1′), (2′, 2′), (1, 2), (2, 1), (2, 2′), (2′, 2)} ∈ D2.
2.3.3 Definition: Let k ∈ Z≥0. Each diagram δ ∈ Dk is typically depicted as follows (see Figure 2.2 for
an example):
(i) for each j ∈ {1, . . . , k}, the upper vertex j is depicted as the point (j, 1) while the lower vertex j′
is depicted as the point (j, 0); and
(ii) δ’s lines are drawn within the convex hull of the points {1, . . . , k} × {0, 1}.
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Figure 2.2: {(2, 1′), (3, 4), (4, 7), (7, 7′), (7′, 8′), (5, 6), (8, 6′), (6′, 5′), (2′, 3′), (3′, 4′)} ∈ D8 may be depicted, as
outlined in Definition 2.3.3, as follows:
1 2
1′
3 4 7
7′ 8′
5 6 8
5′ 6′2′ 3′ 4′
Note that vertex labels are trivially recoverable without their inclusion, consequently vertex labels are
omitted from all figures proceeding Figure 2.2.
We will adopt the convention that lines between two upper vertices along with lines between two lower
vertices will be non-linear, and that lines between an upper vertex and a lower vertex will be, inclusive
of vertical sections, piecewise linear.
§ 2.3.2 Diagram equivalence ∼D
Let k ∈ Z≥0 and δ ∈ Dk. If we take the transitive closure of δ we get an equivalence relation on
{1, . . . , k} ∪ {1′, . . . , k′}, the equivalence classes of which form a partition of {1, . . . , k} ∪ {1′, . . . , k′}.
2.3.4 Definition: Let k ∈ Z≥0. The connected components of a k-diagram δ ∈ Dk are the equivalence
classes of the transitive closure of δ.
For example the connected components of the diagram depicted in Figure 2.2 are:
{{1}, {2, 1′}, {3, 4, 7, 7′, 8′}, {5, 6}, {8, 5′, 6′}, {2′, 3′, 4′}}.
Given k ∈ Z≥0, the connected components of each k-diagram form a partition of {1, . . . , k}∪{1′, . . . , k′}.
Note however that there exist distinct diagrams whose connected components form precisely the same
partition of {1, . . . , k} ∪ {1′, . . . , k′}. For example Figure 2.3 depicts two diagrams whose connected
components form the same partition.
2.3.5 Definition: Let k ∈ Z≥0. We say that two diagrams δ, δ′ ∈ Dk are equivalent if they have the
same connected components. Furthermore we denote by ∼D the binary relation that relates equivalent
diagrams.
For example the two diagrams depicted in Figure 2.3 are equivalent. Note that ∼D is trivially an
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Figure 2.3: Given k = 6, the diagrams δ = {(1, 2), (2, 3), (3, 4), (4, 5), (4, 4′), (3′, 4), (4′, 5′)}, δ′ = {(1, 2),
(1, 4), (3, 4), (5, 4′), (5, 5′), (6, 6′), (5′, 6′)} ∈ D6 are depicted below.
δ = δ′ =
While δ and δ′ do not contain the same edges, the connected components of both δ and δ′ are
{{1, 2, 3, 4}, {5, 6, 4′, 5′, 6′}, {1′, 2′, 3′}} which is a partition of {1, . . . , 6} ∪ {1′, . . . , 6′}.
equivalence relation on k-diagrams.
§ 2.3.3 Bipartitions
2.3.6 Definition: Let k ∈ Z≥0. A k-bipartition is a set partition of {1, . . . , k}∪ {1′, . . . , k′}. We denote
by Pk the set of all k-bipartitions, and will refer to k-bipartitions more succinctly as bipartitions either
when k may be any positive integer or when the value of k is contextually unambiguous. Furthermore
we refer to elements of bipartitions as blocks.
Typically P0 is treated as the singleton set containing the empty bipartition.
2.3.7 Definition: For each k ∈ Z≥0 and α ∈ Pk, we denote by Dα the distinct equivalence class of
diagrams in Dk/∼D such that for each δ ∈ Dα, the connected components of δ are the bipartition α.
To depict the bipartition α ∈ Pk we select any diagram δ ∈ Dα, and treat blocks of bipartitions as being
synonymous with connected components of diagrams.
No consistent convention has been followed by the author for which diagram will be selected to depict
a given bipartition, though the author has attempted to select diagrams that are aesthetically pleasing
whilst ensuring a visible distance between distinct connected components.
§ 2.3.4 Block types
It is often convenient to establish and use various bits of notation and terminology for blocks of bipar-
titions. Terminology tends to differ between authors, though definitions are typically either identical or
equivalent.
2.3.8 Definition: For each k ∈ Z≥0, α ∈ Pk and b ∈ α, we denote by:
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(i) U (b) the subset of upper vertices contained in b, that is b ∩ {1, . . . , k};
(ii) u(b) the number of upper vertices contained in b, that is |U (b)|;
(iii) L (b) the subset of lower vertices contained in b, that is b ∩ {1′, . . . , k′}; and
(iv) l(b) the number of lower vertices contained in b, that is |L (b)|.
2.3.9 Definition: Given a bipartition α ∈ Pk, the type of a block b ∈ α is the pair
(
u(b), l(b)
)
, where
u(b), l(b) ∈ {0, . . . , k} such that u(b) + l(b) > 0 are the number of upper vertices and number of lower
vertices in block b respectively.
It will be convenient for us to use some further terminology for blocks.
2.3.10 Definition: Given m,n ∈ Z>0 we refer to:
(i) a block of type (m,n) as a transversal ;
(ii) a block of type (1, 1) as a transversal line;
(iii) a block of type (m,m) as uniform;
(iv) a transversal line {i, i′} where i ∈ {1, . . . , k} as a vertical line;
(v) a block of type (m, 0) or (0,m) as a non-transversal ;
(vi) a block of type (2, 0) or (0, 2) as a non-transversal line;
(vii) a block of type (1, 1), (2, 0) or (0, 2) as a line;
(viii) a non-transversal containing m consecutive vertices as an m-apsis;
(ix) 1-apses as monapses, 2-apses as diapses and 3-apses as triapses; and
(x) a transversal of type (2, 2) containing the same two adjacent upper and lower vertices as a (2, 2)-
transapsis.
§ 2.3.5 Product graphs Γ
(
δ1, . . . , δp
)
2.3.11 Definition: For each k ∈ Z≥0, p ∈ Z>0 and δ1, . . . , δp ∈ Dk:
(i) by δ1 we denote the reflexive and symmetric relation on {1, . . . , k} ∪ {12, . . . , k2} where for each
j ∈ {1, . . . , k}, every instance of the lower vertex j′ in δ1 has been relabelled to j2 in δ1;
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(ii) by δp we denote the reflexive and symmetric relation on {1p, . . . , kp} ∪ {1′, . . . , k′} where for each
j ∈ {1, . . . , k}, every instance of the upper vertex j in δp has been relabelled to jp in δp; and
(iii) for each i ∈ {2, . . . , p − 1}, by δi we denote the reflexive and symmetric relation on {1i, . . . , ki} ∪
{1i+1, . . . , ki+1} where for each j ∈ {1, . . . , k}, every instance of the upper vertex j in δi has been
relabelled to ji in δi and every instance of the lower vertex j
′ in δi has been relabelled to ji+1 in
δi.
The product graph of δ1, . . . , δp is the union
⋃p
i=1 δi, which is a reflexive and symmetric relation on
{1, . . . , k} ∪ {1′, . . . , k′} ∪ (⋃pi=2{1i, . . . , ki}) that is often denoted as Γ(δ1, . . . , δp).
For each k ∈ Z≥0 and δ ∈ Dk, it trivially follows by definition that Γ
(
δ
)
= δ, consequently we will
implicitly interchange between the two whenever it is convenient to do so.
2.3.12 Definition: For each k ∈ Z≥0, p ∈ Z>0 and δ1, . . . , δp ∈ Dk, the product graph Γ
(
δ1, . . . , δp
)
is
typically depicted by vertically stacking δ1, . . . , δp such that for each j ∈ {1, . . . , p}, δj is depicted as the
j-th upper most diagram. Being more precise (see Figure 2.4 for an example):
(i) for each j ∈ {1, . . . , k}, the upper vertex j is depicted as the point (j, p), the lower vertex j′ is
depicted as the point (j, 0), and for each i ∈ {2, . . . , p}, the vertex ji−1 is depicted as the point
(j, i− 1); and
(ii) for each i ∈ {1, . . . , p}, each of δi’s edges are drawn within the convex hull of the points {1, . . . , k}×
{p− i, p− i+ 1}.
We will often label the vertical layers of a product graph by whichever is more convenient out of the
associated diagram or the underlying bipartition for each layer.
2.3.13 Definition: For each k ∈ Z≥0, p, q ∈ Z>0 and δ1, . . . , δp, η1, . . . , ηq ∈ Dk, the product graph
of Γ
(
δ1, . . . , δp
)
and Γ
(
η1, . . . , ηq
)
, which we denote by Γ
(
Γ
(
δ1, . . . , δp
)
,Γ
(
η1, . . . , ηq
))
, is formed by
vertically stacking Γ
(
δ1, . . . , δp
)
above Γ
(
η1, . . . , ηq
)
in an analogous way to how product graphs of
diagrams are formed.
2.3.14 Proposition: For each k ∈ Z≥0, p, q ∈ Z>0 and δ1, . . . , δp, η1, . . . , ηq ∈ Dk,
Γ
(
Γ
(
δ1, . . . , δp
)
,Γ
(
η1, . . . , ηq
))
= Γ
(
δ1, . . . , δp, η1, . . . , ηq
)
.
Proof. Vertically stacking δ1, . . . , δp, η1, . . . , ηq is trivially equivalent to vertically stacking the vertical
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Figure 2.4: Let k = 5, δα = {(1, 1′), (2, 2′), (3, 4), (5, 3′), (6, 4′), (7, 9′), (8, 9), (5′, 8′), (6′, 7′)} ∈ D5 and δβ =
{(1, 4), (1, 1′), (1′, 2′), (2, 3), (5, 6′), (3′, 6′), (6, 7), (8, 9), (8, 7′), (4′, 5′), (8′, 9′)} ∈ D5. The product graph Γ
(
δα, δβ
)
,
as outlined in Definition 2.3.12, is depicted as:
Γ
(
δα, δβ
)
=
δα
δβ
stack of δ1, . . . , δp with the vertical stack of η1, . . . , ηq.
2.3.15 Corollary: Forming product graphs of product graphs is associative.
Proof. For each k ∈ Z≥0, p, q, r ∈ Z>0 and δ1, . . . , δp, η1, . . . , ηq, ξ1, . . . , ξr ∈ Dk,
Γ
(
Γ
(
Γ
(
δ1, . . . , δp
)
,Γ
(
η1, . . . , ηq
))
,Γ
(
ξ1, . . . , ξr
))
= Γ
(
Γ
(
δ1, . . . , δp, η1, . . . , ηq
)
,Γ
(
ξ1, . . . , ξr
))
= Γ
(
δ1, . . . , δp, η1, . . . , ηq, ξ1, . . . , ξr
)
= Γ
(
Γ
(
δ1, . . . , δp
)
,Γ
(
η1, . . . , ηq, ξ1, . . . , ξr
))
= Γ
(
Γ
(
δ1, . . . , δp
)
,Γ
(
Γ
(
η1, . . . , ηq
)
,Γ
(
ξ1, . . . , ξr
)))
.
2.3.16 Definition: Let k ∈ Z≥0, p, q ∈ Z>0 and δ1, . . . , δp, η1, . . . , ηq ∈ Dk. We say that the two
product graphs Γ
(
δ1, . . . , δp
)
and Γ
(
η1, . . . , ηq
)
are equivalent, which we denote by Γ
(
δ1, . . . , δp
) ∼D
Γ
(
η1, . . . , ηq
)
, if their connected components restricted to {1, . . . , k} ∪ {1′, . . . , k′} are equal, with the
implicit understanding that we forget about any then-empty components following our restriction.
2.3.17 Proposition: For each k ∈ Z≥0, p, q, r, s ∈ Z>0 and δ1, . . . , δp, η1, . . . , ηq, ξ1, . . . , ξr, ω1, . . . , ωs
∈ Dk, if:
(i) Γ
(
δ1, . . . , δp
) ∼D Γ(η1, . . . , ηq); and
(ii) Γ
(
ξ1, . . . , ξr
) ∼D Γ(ω1, . . . , ωs),
then Γ
(
δ1, . . . , δp, ξ1, . . . , ξr
) ∼D Γ(η1, . . . , ηq, ω1, . . . , ωs).
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Proof. First note that

Γ
(
δ1, . . . , δp, ξ1, . . . , ξr
)
= Γ
(
Γ
(
δ1, . . . , δp
)
,Γ
(
ξ1, . . . , ξr
))
; and
Γ
(
η1, . . . , ηq, ω1, . . . , ωs
)
= Γ
(
Γ
(
η1, . . . , ηq
)
,Γ
(
ω1, . . . , ωs
))
.
For each j ∈ {1, . . . , k}, we relabel the vertex jp+1 to j′′ in the (p+1)-th vertex row of the product graph
Γ
(
δ1, . . . , δp, ξ1, . . . , ξr
)
, and relabel the vertex jr+1 to j′′ in the (r + 1)-th vertex row of the product
graph Γ
(
η1, . . . , ηq, ω1, . . . , ωs
)
.
Let i, j ∈ {1, . . . , k} ∪ {1′, . . . , k′} such that there exists a path pi,j from i to j in the product graph
Γ
(
δ1, . . . , δp, ξ1, . . . , ξr
)
. Let t ∈ Z≥2 such that the minimum number of times pi,j crosses between
Γ
(
δ1, . . . , δp
)
and Γ
(
ξ1, . . . , ξr
)
is t − 2. Therefore there exists t vertices v1, . . . , vt ∈ {1, . . . , k} ∪
{1′′, . . . , k′′} ∪ {1′, . . . , k′} and paths pv1,v2 , . . . , pvt−1,vt such that v1 = i, vt = j and for each l ∈
{1, . . . , t − 1}, pvl,vl+1 is a path from vl to vl+1 that is either a subset of Γ
(
δ1, . . . , δp
)
or a subset of
Γ
(
ξ1, . . . , ξr
)
.
For each l ∈ {1, . . . , t − 1}, it follows from Γ(δ1, . . . , δp) ∼D Γ(η1, . . . , ηq) and Γ(ξ1, . . . , ξr) ∼D
Γ
(
ω1, . . . , ωs
)
that there exists a path from vl to vl+1, which we denote as p
′
vl,vl+1
, that is either a
subset of Γ
(
η1, . . . , ηq
)
or a subset of Γ
(
ω1, . . . , ωs
)
depending on whether Γ
(
δ1, . . . , δp
)
or Γ
(
ξ1, . . . , ξr
)
contains the path pvl,vl+1 .
Finally
⋃t−1
l=1 p
′
vl,vl+1
forms a path from i to j and for each l ∈ {1, . . . , t− 1}, p′vl,vl+1 is either a subset of
Γ
(
η1, . . . , ηq
)
or a subset of Γ
(
ω1, . . . , ωs
)
. Hence i and j, which share the same connected component
of Γ
(
δ1, . . . , δp, ξ1, . . . , ξr
)
, also share the same connected component of Γ
(
η1, . . . , ηq, ω1, . . . , ωs
)
.
The same argument in the opposite direction establishes that for any two vertices i, j ∈ {1, . . . , k} ∪
{1′, . . . , k′} that share the same connected component of the product graph Γ(η1, . . . , ηq, ω1, . . . , ωs), i and
j also share the same connected component of Γ
(
δ1, . . . , δp, ξ1, . . . , ξr
)
. Hence Γ
(
δ1, . . . , δp, ξ1, . . . , ξr
) ∼D
Γ
(
η1, . . . , ηq, ω1, . . . , ωs
)
.
§ 2.3.6 The partition monoid Pk
The partition monoid consists of all bipartitions equipped with an associative binary operation, we
review two equivalent approaches at defining this operation. The first approach forms the product of
two bipartitions using the product graph of representative diagrams, admitting a rather intuitive way
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to depict products of bipartitions in the process. The second approach multiplies bipartitions directly.
Since both products are equivalent, which we will later establish, we will only make a distinction between
the two when it is relevant to do so.
2.3.18 Definition: Let k ∈ Z≥0 and α, β ∈ Pk. The product of α and β, denoted as αβ, is formed as
follows:
(i) Let δα ∈ Dα and δβ ∈ Dβ ;
(ii) two vertices i, j ∈ {1, . . . , k}∪{1′, . . . , k′} share the same block in the product αβ if they share the
same connected component of the product graph Γ
(
δα, δβ
)
, that is the blocks of the product αβ are
the connected components of Γ
(
δα, δβ
)
restricted to {1, . . . , k} ∪ {1′, . . . , k′} with any then-empty
connected components implicitly removed.
For example consider δα, δβ ∈ D8 from Figure 2.4 where the product graph Γ
(
δα, δβ
)
is depicted. It is eas-
ily verified that the underlying bipartition of δα is α = {{1, 1′}, {2, 2′}, {3, 4}, {5, 3′}, {6, 4′}, {7, 9′}, {8, 9},
{5′, 8′}, {7′, 8′}} ∈ P8 and that the underlying bipartition of δβ is β = {{1, 4, 1′, 2′}, {2, 3}, {5, 3′, 6′},
{6, 7}, {8, 9, 7′}, {4′, 5′}, {8′, 9′}} ∈ P8, that is δα ∈ Dα and δβ ∈ Dβ . Hence two vertices i, j ∈ {1, . . . , k}∪
{1′, . . . , k′} share the same block in αβ if there is a path from i to j in the product graph Γ(δα, δβ) that is
depicted in Figure 2.4. Giving us αβ = {{1, 6, 1′, 2′}, {2, 5}, {3, 4}, {7, 3′, 6′, 7′}, {8, 9}, {4′, 5′}, {8′, 9′}} ∈
P8.
Note that in order for the bipartition product to be well-defined, the choice of representative diagrams
from Dα and Dβ must be arbitrary, which is conveniently a restricted case of Proposition 2.3.17.
2.3.19 Corollary: For each k ∈ Z≥0, α, β ∈ Pk, δα, δ′α ∈ Dα and δβ , δ′β ∈ Dβ , Γ
(
δα, δβ
) ∼D Γ(δ′α, δ′β).
Proof. A restricted case of Proposition 2.3.17.
2.3.20 Proposition: For each k ∈ Z≥0 and α, β, γ ∈ Pk, (αβ)γ = α(βγ).
Proof. Let δα ∈ Dα, δβ ∈ Dβ , δαβ ∈ Dαβ and δγ ∈ Dγ . Note that the connected components of δαβ
and the connected components of Γ
(
δα, δβ
)
restricted to {1, . . . , k} ∪ {1′, . . . , k′} are the blocks of αβ,
and hence that the connected components of δαβ are equal to the connected components of Γ
(
δα, δβ
)
restricted to {1, . . . , k} ∪ {1′, . . . , k′}, hence δαβ ∼D Γ
(
δα, δβ
)
.
Note it follows from Proposition 2.3.17 that the connected components of Γ
(
δαβ , δγ
)
and the connected
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components of Γ
(
Γ
(
δα, δβ
)
, δγ
)
= Γ
(
δα, δβ , δγ
)
are equal. Hence the blocks of (αβ)γ are equal to the
connected components of Γ
(
δα, δβ , δγ
)
restricted to {1, . . . , k} ∪ {1′, . . . , k′}.
By an analogous argument the blocks of α(βγ) are also equal to the connected components of Γ
(
δα, δβ , δγ
)
restricted to {1, . . . , k} ∪ {1′, . . . , k′}, giving us (αβ)γ = α(βγ).
2.3.21 Definition: For each k ∈ Z>0, we denote by idk the bipartition
{
{j, j′} : j ∈ {1, . . . , k}
}
∈ Pk
(see Figure 2.5 for a depiction of id4).
Figure 2.5: Given k = 4,
id4 = ∈ P4
Note idk trivially acts as both a left and right identity, and hence is the identity of the bipartition
product.
2.3.22 Definition: Given k ∈ Z≥0, the partition monoid, which is often also denoted as Pk for conve-
nience, consists of all k-bipartitions Pk along with the bipartition product.
2.3.23 Corollary: For each k ∈ Z≥0, p ∈ Z≥2 α1, . . . , αp ∈ Pk and δαj ∈ Dαj where j ∈ {1, . . . , p}, the
blocks of α1 . . . αp are the connected components of Γ
(
δα1 , . . . , δαp
)
.
Proof. Follows inductively on p in an analogous way to the proof of Proposition 2.3.20, where we estab-
lished that the bipartition product is associative.
Let p ∈ Z≥2 and α1, . . . , αp ∈ Pk. When depicting the formation of the product α1 . . . αp, we will equate
the product graph Γ(α1, . . . , αp) to any representative diagram δ ∈ Dα1...αp , with the implicit under-
standing that we really mean the connected components on the product graph Γ(α1, . . . , αp) restricted
to {1, . . . , k} ∪ {1′, . . . , k′} are equal to the connected components of the diagram depicting the product
α1 . . . αp.
Next we review how the product of two bipartitions may equivalently be formed directly without using
representative diagrams.
2.3.24 Proposition: For each k ∈ Z≥0 and α, β ∈ Dk, αβ is the finest partition coarser than α∨ ∪ β∧
where:
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(i) α∨ denotes the partition of {1, . . . , k} ∪ {1′′, . . . , k′′} such that for each j ∈ {1, . . . , k}, the lower
vertex j′ in α has been relabelled to j′′ in α∨; and
(ii) β∧ denotes the partition of {1′′, . . . , k′′} ∪ {1′, . . . , k′} where for each j ∈ {1, . . . , k}, the upper
vertex j in β has been relabelled to j′′ in β∧.
Proof. Let δα ∈ Dα and δβ ∈ Dβ . The product graph Γ
(
δα, δβ
)
is formed in an equivalent way to how
α∨ ∪ β∧ is formed, and the transitive closure of Γ
(
δα, δβ
)
is the finest equivalence relation containing
Γ
(
δα, δβ
)
. Hence the associated partition must be the finest partition coarser than α∨ ∪ β∧.
For example, consider α = {{1, 5, 4′, 5′}, {2, 3, 4}, {1′}, {2′, 3′}}, β = {{1, 4, 5, 1′, 2′, 3′}, {2, 3}, {4′, 5′}} ∈
P5. The formation of the product αβ as outlined in Definition 2.3.18 is depicted in Figure 2.6, alterna-
tively it may be computed as follows:
(i) α∨ = {{1, 5, 4′′, 5′′}, {2, 3, 4}, {1′′}, {2′′, 3′′}};
(ii) β∧ = {{1′′, 4′′, 5′′, 1′, 2′, 3′}, {2′′, 3′′}, {4′, 5′}};
(iii) {{1, 5, 1′′, 4′′, 5′′, 1′, 2′, 3′}, {2, 3, 4}, {2′′, 3′′}, {4′, 5′}} is the finest partition coarser than α∨ ∪ β∧;
(iv) {{1, 5, 1′, 2′, 3′}, {2, 3, 4}, {}, {4′, 5′}} are the blocks of the finest partition coarser than α∨ ∪ β∧
restricted to {1, . . . , k} ∪ {1′, . . . , k′}; and
(v) {{1, 5, 1′, 2′, 3′}, {2, 3, 4}, {4′, 5′}} are the non-empty blocks of the finest partition coarser than
α∨ ∪ β∧ restricted to {1, . . . , k} ∪ {1′, . . . , k′}, which is the bipartition αβ and depicted in Figure
2.6.
Figure 2.7 depicts the formation of a more intricate product of bipartitions than we have considered up
to now, which we proceed to discuss. Notice that when forming the product αβ:
(i) the upper non-transversal blocks of α and lower non-transversal blocks of β are preserved;
(ii) the upper 2-apsis block {5, 6} ∈ β joins to the transversal lines {4, 5′}, {5, 6′} ∈ α, forming the
upper non-transversal {4, 5} ∈ αβ;
(iii) the lower 3-apsis block {1′, 2′, 3′} ∈ α and upper 3-apsis block {1, 2, 3} ∈ β cap each other off;
(iv) the lower non-transversals {9′, 10′}, {11′} ∈ α and upper non-transversals {9}, {10, 11} ∈ β cap
each other off;
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Figure 2.6: Given k = 5 and α = {{1, 5, 4′, 5′}, {2, 3, 4}, {1′}, {2′, 3′}}, β = {{1, 4, 5, 1′, 2′, 3′}, {2, 3}, {4′, 5′}} ∈
P5,
α
β
αβ
=
(v) the transversal lines {3, 4′}, {7, 7′} ∈ α join to the transversal {4, 7, 3′} ∈ β, forming the transversal
{3, 7, 3′} ∈ αβ; and
(vi) the blocks {8, 13′}, {8′, 12′} ∈ α join to the transversal blocks {8, 4′, 7′, 8′}, {12, 11′} ∈ β, forming
the transversal block {8, 4′, 7′, 8′, 11′} ∈ αβ.
Figure 2.7: Given α =
{
{1, 2}, {3, 4′}, {4, 5′}, {5, 6′}, {6}, {7, 7′}, {8, 13′}, {9, 10, 11, 12, 13}, {1′, 2′, 3′}, {8′, 12′},
{9′, 10′}, {11′}
}
, β =
{
{1, 2, 3}, {4, 7, 3′}, {5, 6}, {8, 4′, 7′, 8′}, {9}, {10, 11}, {12, 13, 11′}, {1′, 2′}, {5′, 6′}, {9′, 10′},
{12′, 13′}
}
∈ P13,
α
β
αβ
=
§ 2.3.7 Horizontal sum ⊕ : Pk1 × Pk2 → Pk1+k2
2.3.25 Definition: For each k1, k2 ∈ Z≥0, α ∈ Pk1 and β ∈ Pk2 , the horizontal sum of α and β, which
we denote as α⊕ β, is formed as follows:
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(i) let βB denote the partition of {k1 + 1, . . . , k1 + k2} ∪ {(k1 + 1)′, . . . , (k1 + k2)′} where for each
j ∈ {1, . . . , k2}, the upper vertex j in β has been relabelled to k1 + j and the lower vertex j′ in β
has been relabelled to (k1 + j)
′ in βB; and
(ii) the horizontal sum α⊕ β is the union α ∪ βB ∈ Pk1+k2 .
The horizontal sum of diagrams is defined analogously as follows.
2.3.26 Definition: For each k1, k2 ∈ Z≥0, δ ∈ Dk1 and η ∈ Dk2 , the horizontal sum of δ and η, which
we denote as δ ⊕ η, is formed as follows:
(i) let ηB denote the translation of η where for each j ∈ {1, . . . , k2}, the upper vertex j in η has been
relabelled to k1 + j and the lower vertex j
′ in η has been relabelled to (k1 + j)′ in ηB; and
(ii) the horizontal sum δ ⊕ η is the union δ ∪ ηB ∈ Dk1+k2 .
For each k1, k2 ∈ Z≥0, α ∈ Pk1 and β ∈ Pk2 , it trivially follows by definition that Dα ⊕ Dβ = Dα⊕β .
Hence if we select representative diagrams δα ∈ Dα and δβ ∈ Dβ , we may depict α ⊕ β by δα ⊕ δβ
without having to explicitly determine α⊕ β directly to either verify that δα ⊕ δβ ∈ Dα⊕β or to select a
representative diagram from Dα⊕β .
Figure 2.8 depicts the horizontal sum of α = {{1, 2}, {3, 6, 5′, 6′}, {4, 5}, {1′, 4′}, {2′, 3′}} ∈ P6 and
β = {{1, 2, 3, 3′, 4′}, {4, 8, 5′}, {1′, 2′}, {6′, 7′, 8′}}.
Figure 2.8: Given k1 = 6, k2 = 8,
∈ P6 andα =
∈ P8,β =
∈ P14.α⊕ β =
Note that the horizontal sum operation ⊕ is trivially associative.
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§ 2.3.8 Vertical flip involution ∗ : Pk → Pk
2.3.27 Definition: For each k ∈ Z≥0 and α ∈ Pk, the vertical flip of α, which is typically denoted as
α∗, is formed by for each j ∈ {1, . . . , k}, switching the labels of j and j′ in α.
The vertical flip of a diagram is defined analogously as follows.
2.3.28 Definition: For each k ∈ Z≥0 and δ ∈ Dk, the vertical flip of δ, which is typically denoted as δ∗,
is formed by for each j ∈ {1, . . . , k}, switching the labels of j and j′ in δ, or when depicted by vertically
flipping δ.
For each k ∈ Z≥0 and α ∈ Pk, it trivially follows by definition that D∗α = Dα∗ . Hence if we select a
representative diagram δα ∈ Dα, we may depict α∗ by depicting δ∗α, which is easy to do without having
to explicitly determine α∗ directly to either verify that δ∗α ∈ Dα∗ or to select a representative diagram
from Dα∗ .
Figure 2.9 depicts the vertical flip of the bipartition α = {{1, 2}, {3, 6, 5′, 6′}, {4, 5}, {1′, 4′}, {2′, 3′}} ∈ P6.
Figure 2.9: Given k = 6 and
∈ P6,α =
∈ P6α∗ =
2.3.29 Proposition: For each k ∈ Z≥0, the partition monoid Pk is a regular ∗-semigroup. That is for
each α, β ∈ Pk:
(i) α∗∗ = α;
(ii) (αβ)∗ = β∗α∗; and
(iii) αα∗α = α (see Figure 2.10 for an example).
Note that conditions (i) and (ii) give that ∗ is an involution.
Proof. Switching the upper and lower labels twice is trivially the same as never switching them to begin
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with, hence α∗∗ = α.
Let δα ∈ Dα and δβ ∈ Dβ . It is trivially the case that flipping the product graph of δα and δβ is
equivalent to forming the product graph of δβ flipped and δα flipped, that is Γ
(
δα, δβ
)∗
= Γ
(
δ∗β , δ
∗
α
)
,
hence (αβ)∗ = β∗α∗.
Finally, when forming the product αα∗α:
(i) each upper non-transversal block in the left-most α is preserved;
(ii) each lower non-transversal block in the right-most α is preserved;
(iii) each lower non-transversal block in the left-most α and the corresponding upper non-transversal
block in α∗ join and are removed, similarly with each upper non-transversal block in the right-most
α and the corresponding lower non-transversal block in α∗; and
(iv) each transversal block in the left-most α joins with the corresponding transversal block in α∗, which
then joins back up with the corresponding transversal block in α.
Hence αα∗α = α.
2.3.30 Corollary: If a submonoid S of the partition monoid Pk is closed under the vertical flip involution
∗, that is S∗ = S, then S is also a regular ∗-semigroup.
Figure 2.10: Given k = 6 and α = {{1, 2, 3}, {4, 7, 3′}, {5, 6}, {8, 4′, 7′, 8′}, {9}, {10, 11}, {12, 13, 11′}, {1′, 2′},
{5′, 6′}, {9′, 10′}, {12′, 13′}} ∈ P13, as established in Proposition 2.3.29,
α
α∗
α
α
=
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§ 2.3.9 Patterns
Patterns encode information about the non-transversal and transversal blocks for the upper or lower half
of a bipartition. Note that while definitions are typically consistent between authors, terminology and
notation frequently differs.
2.3.31 Definition: Let k ∈ Z≥0. A k-pattern is a pair (A,B) where A and B are families of subsets of
{1, . . . , k}, that is A,B ⊆P({1, . . . , k}), such that:
(i) A and B are pairwise disjoint; and
(ii) the union of A and B is a partition of {1, . . . , k}.
We denote by U(Pk) the set of all k-patterns, and will refer to k-patterns more succinctly as patterns
either when k may be any positive integer or when the value of k is contextually unambiguous. Given
a pattern (A,B) ∈ U(Pk), we refer to elements of A as non-transversal blocks and elements of B as
transversal blocks.
Let k ∈ Z≥0 and (A,B) be a pattern. The reader should note that requiring A and B be pairwise disjoint
does not exclude the possibility of there existing A ∈ A and B ∈ B such that A∩B is non-empty, however
the additional requirement that the union A ∪ B partition {1, . . . , k} does, that is for each A ∈ A and
B ∈ B, A∩B is the empty set. Similarly, requiring that the union A∪B be a partition of {1, . . . , k} does
not exclude the possibility of there existing A ∈ A and B ∈ B such that A = B, however the additional
requirement that A and B be pairwise disjoint does.
We may depict patterns in a similar way to how we use diagrams to depict bipartitions.
2.3.32 Definition: Let k ∈ Z≥0. Each pattern (A,B) ∈ U(Pk) may be depicted as follows:
(i) for each j ∈ {1, . . . , k}, the vertex j is depicted as the point (j, 0);
(ii) lines connecting points in {1, . . . , k} × {0} are drawn non-linearly either all above or all below the
horizontal line {(x, 0) : x ∈ R} and between the two vertical lines {(1, y), (k, y) : y ∈ R} such that
the connected components form the blocks of A ∪ B; and
(iii) so that blocks of A may be distinguished from blocks of B, which is needed for every pattern to be
uniquely recoverable from some depictions, for each block B ∈ B, a vertical line is drawn downwards
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from one of the vertices in B. Note some authors alternatively use a two-tonne colouring of the
vertices to indicate whether each vertex is contained in a non-transversal or transversal block.
For example, Figure 2.11 contains a depiction of the pattern ({{2, 3}, {4}, {6, 7, 8}}, {{1, 5}, {9}, {10, 11}})
∈ U(P11).
Figure 2.11: Given k = 11, as outlined in Definition 2.3.32, the pattern ({{2, 3}, {4}, {6, 7, 8}}, {{1, 5}, {9},
{10, 11}}) ∈ U(P11) may be depicted as:
Similar to how distinct diagrams may depict the same bipartition, it is possible for distinct depictions to
depict the same pattern. However we need not go in to as much detail with depictions of patterns since:
(i) the details for depicting patterns follow in an analogous fashion to depicting bipartitions using
diagrams; and
(ii) the same amount of detail for depicting patterns will not be needed in our later discussions.
Typically two patterns, a lower and an upper, are associated with each bipartition, which may be outlined
as follows.
2.3.33 Definition: For each k ∈ Z≥0 and α ∈ Pk, we denote by:
(i) UN(α) the set of all upper non-transversal blocks in α, that is UN(α) = {b ∈ α : u(b) >
0 and l(b) = 0};
(ii) LN(α) the set of all upper non-transversal blocks in α∗, that is LN(α) = UN(α∗) = {b ∈ α∗ :
u(b) > 0 and l(b) = 0};
(iii) T (α) the set of all transversal blocks in α, that is T (α) = {b ∈ α : u(b), l(b) > 0};
(iv) UT (α) the set {U (b) : b ∈ T (α)};
(v) LT (α) the set {U (b) : b ∈ T (α∗)};
(vi) U(α) the pair (UN(α), UT (α)), which we refer to as the upper pattern of α; and
(vii) L(α) the pair (LN(α), LT (α)), which we refer to as the lower pattern of α.
Furthermore given A ⊆ Pk, we denote by:
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(i) U(A) the set {U(α) : α ∈ A}, which we refer to as the A-admissible upper patterns; and
(ii) L(A) the set {L(α) : α ∈ A}, which we refer to as the A-admissible lower patterns.
2.3.34 Proposition: For each k ∈ Z>0 and α ∈ Pk, U(α), L(α) ∈ U(Pk).
Proof. It is trivially the case that:
(i) UN(α) and UT (α) are pairwise disjoint, as are LN(α) and LT (α); and
(ii) the unions UN(α) ∪ UT (α) and LN(α) ∪ LT (α) each form a partition of {1, . . . , k}.
Hence U(α) = (UN(α), UT (α)), L(α) = (LN(α), LT (α)) ∈ U(Pk), that is the upper and lower patterns
of α are indeed patterns, justifying the terminology.
2.3.35 Proposition: If a subsemigroup S of the partition monoid Pk is closed under the vertical flip
involution ∗ then S-admissible upper patterns and S-admissible lower patterns coincide.
Proof. For each p ∈ L(S) there exist α ∈ S such that L(α) = p. Since S is closed under ∗, we have
α∗ ∈ S and U(α∗) = L(α) = p, and hence that p ∈ U(S). The converse follows analogously.
2.3.36 Definition: Given a subsemigroup S of the partition monoid Pk that is closed under the vertical
flip involution ∗, we refer to U(S), which is equal to U(S) ∪ L(S), as the S-admissible patterns.
For example if k = 8 and α =
{{1, 5, 2′, 3′, 6′, 7′}, {2, 3, 4}, {6, 7, 8, 8′}, {1′}, {4′, 5′}} ∈ P8 then:
(i) UN(α) =
{{2, 3, 4}};
(ii) LN(α) =
{{1}, {4, 5}};
(iii) T (α) =
{{1, 5, 2′, 3′, 6′, 7′}, {6, 7, 8, 8′}};
(iv) UT (α) =
{{1, 5}, {6, 7, 8}};
(v) LT (α) =
{{2, 3, 6, 7}, {8}};
(vi) U(α) =
(
UN(α), UT (α)
)
=
({{2, 3, 4}},{{1, 5}, {6, 7, 8}}); and
(vii) L(α) =
(
LN(α), LT (α)
)
=
({{1}, {4, 5}},{{2, 3, 6, 7}, {8}}).
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Figure 2.12: Given k = 8,
∈ P8α =
⇐=
L(α) =
U(α) =
Note that α, U(α) and L(α) from above are depicted in Figure 2.12.
Let k ∈ Z≥0 and α ∈ Pk. Graphical depictions of the upper and lower patterns of α may essentially be
thought of as being formed by taking any diagram from Dα to depict α and cutting it in half horizontally.
However the reader should note that there do exist α ∈ Pk and δα ∈ Dα such that simply cutting each
of the transversal lines in δα does not leave us with depictions of the upper and lower patterns of α.
Consequently it is also implicitly meant that lines are added so that upper vertices in the same connected
component of δα are in the same connected component of the upper cut diagram, and analogously so
that lower vertices in the same connected component of δα are in the same connected component of the
lower cut diagram.
For example consider k = 2, α = {{1, 2, 1′, 2′}} ∈ P2 and δα = {(1, 1′), (1′, 2′), (2, 2′)} ∈ Dα. Figure 2.13
depicts that were we to simply cut each transversal line in the depiction of δα, the resulting depiction of
an upper pattern is not a depiction of the upper pattern U(α), though the resulting depiction of a lower
pattern is a depiction of the lower pattern L(α). In order to obtain a depiction of the upper pattern
U(α) when cutting δα in half horizontally, we additionally need to join both upper vertices.
Figure 2.13: Given k = 2, α = {{1, 2, 1′, 2′}} ∈ P2 and δα = {(1, 1′), (1′, 2′), (2, 2′)} ∈ Dα. If we cut each of
the transversal lines in the depiction of δα without additionally joining both upper vertices, which share the same
connected component of δα or equivalently the same block of α, then we do not get a depiction of U(α).
=⇒
6= U(α) =
= L(α)
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2.3.37 Proposition: For each k ∈ Z≥0 and α ∈ Pk, U(α∗) = L(α) and dually L(α∗) = U(α).
Proof. Follows directly from how L(α) was defined.
Furthermore, since the partition monoid Pk is closed under the vertical flip involution ∗, that is P∗k = Pk,
it follows that L(Pk) = U(Pk), hence why we denote the set of all k-patterns simply as U(Pk) rather
than U(Pk) ∪ L(Pk).
2.3.38 Proposition: For each k ∈ Z≥0 and α, β ∈ Pk, UN(α) ⊆ UN(αβ) and LN(β) ⊆ LN(αβ).
Proof. Trivially obvious that none of β’s blocks can interact with α’s upper non-transversal blocks and
that none of α’s blocks can interact with β’s lower non-transversal blocks when forming the product αβ
as the connected components of two arbitrary diagrams δα ∈ Dα and δβ ∈ Dβ , hence UN(α) ⊆ UN(αβ)
and LN(β) ⊆ LN(αβ).
2.3.39 Proposition: For each k ∈ Z≥0 and α, β ∈ Pk, if L(α) = U(β) then U(αβ) = U(α) and
L(αβ) = L(β).
§ 2.3.10 Ranks
2.3.40 Definition: Let k ∈ Z≥0 and α ∈ Pk. The rank of α, which is often denoted as rank(α), is the
number of transversal blocks that α contains, that is rank(α) = |T (α)|.
2.3.41 Proposition: For each k ∈ Z≥0 and α, β ∈ Pk,
(i) rank(α∗) = rank(α);
(ii) rank(α⊕ β) = rank(α) + rank(β);
(iii) rank(αβ) ≤ rank(α), rank(β);
(iv) rank(αβ) = rank(α) if and only if U(αβ) = U(α); and
(v) rank(αβ) = rank(β) if and only if L(αβ) = L(β).
Proof. Vertically flipping a bipartition trivially does not alter the rank, that is rank(α∗) = rank(α),
and the rank of the vertical sum of bipartitions is trivially equal to the sum of their ranks, that is
rank(α ⊕ β) = rank(α) + rank(β), establishing Conditions (i) and (ii). There are two ways in which
rank(αβ) may differ from rank(α):
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I some of β’s transversal blocks, possibly along with some of β’s upper non-transveral blocks and α’s
lower non-transversal blocks, may join some of α’s transversal blocks; and
II some of β’s upper non-transveral blocks, along with possibly some of α’s lower non-transversal
blocks, may cap some of α’s transversal blocks.
Neither I or II allows us to split a transversal block of α so that rank(α) < rank(αβ), giving Condition
(iii). If rank(αβ) = rank(α) then neither I or II could have occurred, hence we must have U(αβ) = U(α).
Conversely if U(αβ) = U(α) then we trivially must have rank(αβ) = rank(α), giving Condition (iv).
Condition (v) is trivially the dual of Condition (iv).
§ 2.3.11 Green’s relations
2.3.42 Theorem: (see [25] [63]) For each k ∈ Z>0 and α, β ∈ Pk:
(i) (α, β) ∈ R if and only if U(α) = U(β);
(ii) (α, β) ∈ L if and only if L(α) = L(β);
(iii) (α, β) ∈ H if and only if U(α) = U(β) and L(α) = L(β); and
(iv) (α, β) ∈ J if and only if U(α) = U(β).
2.3.43 Corollary: If S is a subsemigroup of the partition monoid that is closed under ∗ then for each
α, β ∈ S:
(i) (α, β) ∈ R if and only if U(α) = U(β);
(ii) (α, β) ∈ L if and only if L(α) = L(β);
(iii) (α, β) ∈ H if and only if U(α) = U(β) and L(α) = U(β);
(iv) U(α∗α) = U(β∗β) if and only if L(α∗α) = L(β∗β) if and only if α∗α = β∗β; and
(v) U(αα∗) = U(ββ∗) if and only if L(αα∗) = L(ββ∗) if and only if αα∗ = ββ∗.
Proof. Coniditions (i), (ii) and (iii) follow by applying Proposition 2.2.26 to Theorem 2.3.42. It follows
from Condition (i) that U(α∗α) = U(β∗β) implies (α∗α, β∗β) ∈ R. Since α∗α and β∗β are projections,
and each R class contains precisely one projection, we must have α∗α = β∗β. The converse is trivial
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and equivalence with L(α∗α) = L(β∗β) follows dually, from which Condition (iv) follows. Condition (v)
follows analogously to Condition (iv).
 2.4 Contextually relevant diagram semigroups
2.4.1 Definition: By a diagram semigroup we shall mean any subsemigroup of the partition monoid.
A number of diagram semigroups will either be directly relevant at various stages or simply useful as
having similar properties to the diagram semigroups that will be introduced and investigated later in our
discussion.
§ 2.4.1 Generating sets
So that readers may conveniently refer back to one place, we next define all generating sets that will
appear at some point through the remainder of the thesis.
2.4.2 Definition: For each k ∈ Z>0 and i ∈ {1, . . . , k − 1}, we denote by σi the bipartition containing:
(i) the two transversal lines {i, (i+ 1)′} and {i+ 1, i′}; and
(ii) for each j ∈ {1, . . . , i− 1, i+ 2, . . . , k}, the vertical line {j, j′}.
We refer to the k − 1 bipartitions
{
σi : i ∈ {1, . . . , k − 1}
}
as the transposition generators (see Figure
2.14 for an example).
Figure 2.14: Given k = 4, the three transposition generators may be depicted as:
σ1 σ2 σ3
2.4.3 Definition: For each k ∈ Z>0 and i ∈ {1, . . . , k − 1}, we denote by tj the bipartition containing:
(i) the (2, 2)-transapsis {i, i+ 1, i′, (i+ 1)′}; and
(ii) for each j ∈ {1, . . . , i− 1, i+ 2, . . . , k}, the vertical line {j, j′}.
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We refer to the k− 1 bipartitions
{
ti : i ∈ {1, . . . , k− 1}
}
as the (2, 2)-transapsis generators (see Figure
2.15 for an example).
Figure 2.15: Given k = 4, the three (2, 2)-transapsis generators may be depicted as:
t1 t2 t3
2.4.4 Definition: For each m ∈ Z>0, k ∈ Z≥m and i ∈ {1, . . . , k − m + 1}, we denote by ami the
bipartition containing:
(i) the two m-apses {i, . . . , i+m− 1} and {i′, . . . , (i+m− 1)′}; and
(ii) for each j ∈ {1, . . . , i− 1, i+m, . . . , k}, the vertical line {j, j′}.
We refer to the k−m+1 bipartitions
{
ami : i ∈ {1, . . . , k−m+1}
}
as the m-apsis generators. Recall from
Definition 2.3.10 that we are referring to 1-apses as monapses, 2-apses as diapses and 3-apses as triapses,
consequently we shall refer to 1-apsis generators as monapsis generators, 2-apsis generators as diapsis
generators and 3-apsis generators as triapsis generators (see Figures 2.16, 2.17 and 2.18 for examples).
Furthermore, when convenient we denote the ith diapsis generator a2i as di.
Figure 2.16: Given k = 4, the four monapsis generators may be depicted as:
a11 a
1
2 a
1
3 a
1
3
Figure 2.17: Given k = 4, the three diapsis generators may be depicted as:
a21 = d1 a
2
2 = d2 a
2
3 = d3
2.4.5 Definition: For each k ∈ Z>0 and i ∈ {1, . . . , k − 1}, we denote by:
(i) fi the bipartition containing:
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Figure 2.18: Given k = 5, the three triapsis generators may be depicted as:
a31 a
3
2 a
3
3
(I) for each j ∈ {1, . . . , i− 1}, the vertical line {j, j′};
(II) the monapses {k} and {i′}; and
(III) for each j ∈ {i, . . . , k − 1}, the vertical line {j, (j + 1)′}, and
(ii) bi the bipartition containing:
(I) for each j ∈ {1, . . . , i− 1}, the vertical line {j, j′};
(II) the monapses {i} and {k′}; and
(III) for each j ∈ {i, . . . , k − 1}, the vertical line {j + 1, j′}.
We refer to the 2k − 2 bipartitions
{
fi, bi : i ∈ {1, . . . , k − 1}
}
as the PISk generators (see Figure 2.19
for an example), where PISk is the planar symmetric inverse monoid, defined later in Definition 2.4.34.
Figure 2.19: Given k = 3, the four PIS3 generators may be depicted as:
f1 f2b1 b2
§ 2.4.2 The planar partition monoid PPk
2.4.6 Definition: Let k ∈ Z>0. A diagram δ ∈ Dk is referred to as planar if it may be depicted without
two distinct connected components crossing and non-planar otherwise. We denote by PDk the set of all
planar k-diagrams.
2.4.7 Definition: Let k ∈ Z>0. A bipartition α ∈ Pk is referred to as planar when the diagrams Dα
that depict α are planar, and non-planar when the diagrams Dα that depict α are non-planar. We denote
by PPk the set of all planar bipartitions.
2.4.8 Proposition: Let k ∈ Z>0 and α ∈ Pk. Either α is planar or α is non-planar, that is either every
diagram in Dα is planar or every diagram in Dα is non-planar.
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Without giving all the gory details, Proposition 2.4.8 may be established by arguing that given k ∈ Z>0
and b ⊆ {1, . . . , k} ∪ {1′, . . . , k′}, every connected graph on b induces the same partition of {1, . . . , k} ∪
{1′, . . . , k′} − b, and the partition induced by each depiction of the block b within the convex hull of
{1, . . . , k} × {0, 1} is the coarsest partition finer than the partitions induced by distinct b1, b2 ∈ b.
2.4.9 Proposition: For each k ∈ Z>0, the set of planar bipartitions PPk is a submonoid of the partition
monoid Pk.
Proof. Let α, β ∈ PPk, δα ∈ Dα and δβ ∈ Dβ . In the product graph Γ
(
δα, δβ
)
, none of the connected
components cross in the upper or lower half since δα and δβ are planar, and any connected components
that join at one of the vertices in the middle row become part of the same connected component in the
product αβ.
2.4.10 Definition: For each k ∈ Z>0, the monoid of planar bipartitions PPk is referred to as the planar
partition monoid.
2.4.11 Proposition: (see [33]) For each k ∈ Z≥0, the planar partition monoid PPk is characterised by
the generators
{
a1k, a
1
i , ti : i = 1, . . . , k − 1
}
along with the relations:
(i) a1i a
1
i = a
1
i ;
(ii) a1ja
1
i = a
1
i a
1
j for all |j − i| ≥ 1;
(iii) t2i = ti;
(iv) tjti = titj for all |j − i| ≥ 1; and
(v) a1i tja
1
i = a
1
i for all |j − i| = 1.
§ 2.4.3 The symmetric group Sk
The symmetric group, which really ought to need no introduction at all, is most commonly known as
either the permutations of a set or equivalently the bijections from a set to itself. In the context of
diagram semigroups, the symmetric group may be defined as follows.
2.4.12 Definition: For each k ∈ Z≥0, the symmetric group, which we denote as Sk, is the set of
bipartitions such that every block is a transversal line.
2.4.13 Proposition: (see [49]) For each k ∈ Z>0, the symmetric group Sk is characterised by the
transposition generators
{
σi : i ∈ {1, . . . , k − 1}
}
along with the relations:
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(i) σ2i = 1;
(ii) σiσi+1σi = σi+1σiσi+1; and
(iii) σiσk = σkσi for all |k − i| > 1.
2.4.14 Definition: For each k, x ∈ Z>0 and µ1, . . . , µx, γ1, . . . , γx ∈ {0, . . . , k} such that Σxi=1µi =
Σxi=1γi = k and µi+γi > 0 for all i ∈ {1, . . . , x}, we denote by Ψ(µ1,γ1),...,(µx,γx) the set of all bipartitions
α = {b1, . . . , bx} ∈ Pk such that for each i ∈ {1, . . . , x}, bi is a block of type (µi, γi).
2.4.15 Proposition: For each k, x ∈ Z>0 and µ1, . . . , µx, γ1, . . . , γx ∈ {0, . . . , k} such that Σxi=1µi =
Σxi=1γi = k and µi + γi > 0 for all i ∈ {1, . . . , x}:
(i) Ψ(µ1,γ1),...,(µx,γx) ∩ PPk is non-empty; and
(ii) Ψ(µ1,γ1),...,(µx,γx) = SkψSk for all ψ ∈ Ψ(µ1,γ1),...,(µx,γx).
Proof. (i) {{1, . . . , µ1, 1′, . . . , γ′1}, . . . , {Σx−1i=1 µi+1, . . . , k, (Σx−1i=1 γi+1)′, k′}} ∈ Ψ(µ1,γ1),...,(µx,γx)∩PPk.
(ii) It is trivially the case that multiplication on the left by permutations is equivalent to permuting
the upper vertices, and similarly that multiplication on the right by permutations is equivalent to
permuting the lower vertices.
§ 2.4.4 The Jones monoid Jk
2.4.16 Definition: For each k ∈ Z≥0, the Jones monoid, which is often denoted as Jk and also commonly
known as the Temperley-Lieb monoid, is the set of planar bipartitions such that every block contains
precisely two vertices.
2.4.17 Proposition: The cardinality of the Jones monoid |Jk| is equal to the kth Catalan number
(sequence A000108 on the OEIS [53]).
Recall from Definition 2.4.4 that we will be denoting the ith diapsis generator a2i as di whenever it is
convenient to do so.
2.4.18 Proposition: For each k ∈ Z≥0, the Jones monoid Jk is characterised by the generators
{di : i = 1, . . . , k − 1} along with the relations:
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(i) d2i = di;
(ii) didjdi = djdidj for all |j − i| = 1; and
(iii) djdi = didj for all |j − i| ≥ 2.
First we review how Ridout and Saint-Aubin [54] establish Proposition 2.4.18.
2.4.19 Definition: We refer to elements of the free semigroup of the Jones monoid Jk+ as Jk-words,
and say that a Jk-word is reduced if it may not be written with fewer generators using the relations from
Proposition 2.4.18.
2.4.20 Proposition: In any reduced Jk-word di1 . . . din , the maximal index m = max
{
ij : j ∈
{1, . . . , n}} occurs precisely once.
Proof. See Lemma 2.2 of [54].
2.4.21 Proposition: If W is a reduced Jk-word with maximal index m then W may be rewritten as
W = W ′dm . . . dl where W ′ is a reduced PM2k-word with maximal index less than m and l ∈ {1, . . . ,m}.
Proof. See [54].
2.4.22 Proposition: For each k ∈ Z≥2, any reduced Jk-wordW may be rewritten asW = rj1,i1 . . . rjn,in
where:
(i) n ∈ Z>0 and i1, . . . , in, j1, . . . , jn ∈ {1, . . . , k − 1} such that:
(I) for each l ∈ {1, . . . , n}, jl ≥ il; and
(II) for each l ∈ {1, . . . , n− 1}, il < il+1 and jl < jl+1, and
(ii) for each l ∈ {1, . . . , n}, rjl,il = djl . . . dil .
Proof. See Proposition 2.3 (Jones’ Normal Form) in [54].
2.4.23 Definition: Jk-words written in the form for Proposition 2.4.22 are referred to as being in
normal form.
To establish Proposition 2.4.18, it is now sufficient to establish that the number of Jk-words in normal
form is equal to the cardinality of the Jones monoid |Jk|. Ridout and Saint-Aubin did so by establishing
a bijection between Jk-words in normal form and lattice paths from the origin to (k, k) that do not step
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above y = x using the step-set {(1, 0), (0, 1)}, while also noting that the number of such lattice paths
also form the Catalan numbers. We provide an alternative counting argument here, which is similar to
how we shall bound reduced PM2k-words in Subsection 6.1.1 later on.
2.4.24 Definition: For each k ∈ Z≥2 and i, j ∈ {1, ..., k − 1} such that i < j, we denote by rj,i the
product dj . . . di of diapsis genators, and refer to rj,i as the run of diapsis generators from j to i.
2.4.25 Definition: For each k ∈ Z>0, we define a binary relation ≺ on runs of diapsis generators by
rj,i ≺ rj′,i′ if and only if j < j′ and i < i′ (see Figure 2.20 for a depiction).
Figure 2.20: Runs of diapsis generators ordered by ≺:
...
...
... . .
.
r3,3r3,2r3,1
r2,2r2,1
r1,1
Note that ≺ is trivially transitive, that is if rj,i ≺ rj′,i′ and rj′,i′ ≺ rj′′,i′′ then rj,i ≺ rj′′,i′′ . Further note
that a product of runs of diapsis generators rj1,i1 . . . rjn,in is a Jk-word in normal form if and only if for
each l ∈ {1, ..., n− 1}, rjl,il ≺ rjl+1,il+1 .
2.4.26 Definition: For each i, j ∈ Z>0 such that i < j, we denote by Rj,i the number of Jk-words in
normal form that end with the run rj,i.
For example the Jk-words in normal form that end with the run r3,3 are {r3,3, r2,1r3,3, r2,2r3,3, r1,1r2,2r3,3,
r1,1r3,3}, and hence R3,3 = 5.
2.4.27 Proposition: For each i, j ∈ Z>0 such that i ≤ j,
Rj,i =

1 i = 1; and
1 + Σj−1j′=1Σ
j′
i′=1Rj′,i′ i > 1.
Proof. Since no Jk-words in normal form may have a run before rj,1, rj,1 is the only Jk-word in normal
form that ends with run rj,1, hence Rj,1 = 1. When i > 1, rj,i is trivially a Jk-word in normal form,
then for each j′ ∈ {1, . . . , j − 1} and i′ ∈ {1, . . . , j′}, each Jk-word in normal form ending with the run
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rj′,i′ is still a Jk-word in normal form when multiplied on the right by rj,i, and each word formed when
doing so is unique.
Table 2.3 contains computed values of Rj,i for i, j ∈ {1, . . . , 10} such that i ≤ j, which together form
Catalan’s triangle (sequence A009766 on the OEIS [53]) with the right border removed (sequence A030237
on the OEIS [53]).
Table 2.3: Number of planar mod-2 normal form words ending with a run from Rji .
j
i
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1 1
2 1 2
3 1 3 5
4 1 4 9 14
5 1 5 14 28 42
6 1 6 20 48 90 132
7 1 7 27 75 165 297 429
8 1 8 35 110 275 572 1001 1430
9 1 9 44 154 429 1001 2002 3432 4862
10 1 10 54 208 637 1638 3640 7072 11934 16796
Note that the diagonal of Catalan’s triangle is the Catalan numbers. Further note that the number of
Jk-words in normal form is trivially equal to 1 + Σk−1j=1 Σji=1Rj,i = Rk,k, which provides an alternative
argument than that given by Ridout and Saint-Aubin [54] for the number of Jk-words in normal form
being equal to the cardinality of the Jones monoid |Jk|, establishing Proposition 2.4.18. This also provides
us with a constructive way to recursively generate the Jk-words in normal form in an abstract manner.
§ 2.4.5 The Brauer monoid Bk
2.4.28 Definition: For each k ∈ Z≥0, the Brauer monoid, which is often denoted as Bk, is the set of
bipartitions such that every block contains precisely two vertices.
2.4.29 Proposition: (see [45]) For each k ∈ Z≥0, the Brauer monoid Bk is characterised by the gener-
ators {σi, di : i = 1, . . . , k − 1} along with the relations:
(i) σ2i = idk;
(ii) σi+1σiσi+1 = σiσi+1σi;
(iii) σjσi = σiσj for all j − i ≥ 2;
(iv) d2i = di;
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(v) didjdi = di for all |j − i| = 1;
(vi) djdi = didj for all j − i ≥ 2;
(vii) σidi = di = diσi;
(viii) didjσi = diσj for all |j − i| = 1;
(ix) σidjdi = σjdi for all |j − i| = 1; and
(x) djσi = σidj for all |j − i| ≥ 2.
It turns out that Relations (vii), (viii), (ix) and (x) from Proposition 2.4.29 are stricter than required,
which we establish in the following proposition.
2.4.30 Proposition: For each k ∈ Z≥0, the Brauer monoid Bk is characterised by the generators
{σi, di : i = 1, . . . , k − 1} along with the relations:
(i) σ2i = idk;
(ii) σi+1σiσi+1 = σiσi+1σi;
(iii) σjσi = σiσj for all j − i ≥ 2;
(iv) d2i = di;
(v) didjdi = di for all |j − i| = 1;
(vi) djdi = didj for all j − i ≥ 2;
(vii) σ1d1 = d1 = d1σ1;
(viii) didi+1σi = diσi+1;
(ix) σidi+1di = σi+1di; and
(x) djσi = σidj either for all j − i ≥ 2 or for all i− j ≥ 2.
Proof. It is sufficient for us to show that Relations (vii), (viii), (ix) and (x) from Proposition 2.4.29 may
be deduced from Relations (i)-(x) above.
Let i ∈ {1, . . . , k − 2}. First:
(i) applying Relations (ix) and (v), (σi+1di)di+1 = σi(di+1didi+1) = σidi+1;
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(ii) applying Relations (viii) and (v), di+1(diσi+1) = (di+1didi+1)σi = di+1σi; and
(iii) applying Relations (ix), (i), (viii), (v) and (i) again, σi(σi+1di)σi+1σi = (σiσi)di+1(diσi+1)σi =
idk(di+1didi+1)(σiσi) = di+1.
To establish that Relation (vii) from Proposition 2.4.29 may be deduced we proceed by induction. Sup-
pose that σidi = di = diσi, noting that for induction the base case of i = 1 is still given by Relation (vii),
then we have di+1σi+1 = σiσi+1di(σi+1σiσi+1) = σiσi+1(diσi)σi+1σi = σiσi+1diσi+1σi = di+1.
It remains for us to show that Relation (x) from Proposition 2.4.29 may be deduced. First note that
σi+1diσi+1 = σi+1didi+1σi = σidi+1didi+1σi = σidi+1σi. Now for each j ∈ {i+ 1, . . . , k − 1},
σj−1σjdj−1σjσj−1 = σj−1σj−1djσj−1σj−1
= dj ; and
σj−1 . . . σiσj . . . σi+1diσi+1 . . . σjσi . . . σj−1
= σj−1 . . . σiσj . . . σi+2σidi+1σiσi+2 . . . σjσi . . . σj−1
= σj−1 . . . σi+1σj . . . σi+2di+1σi+2 . . . σjσi+1 . . . σj−1
= dj .
Finally for each j ∈ {i+ 2, . . . , k − 1},
σidj = σiσj−1 . . . σiσj . . . σi+1diσi+1 . . . σjσi . . . σj−1
= σj−1 . . . σiσi+1σj . . . σi+1diσi+1 . . . σjσi . . . σj−1
= σj−1 . . . σiσj . . . σi+1σi+2diσi+1 . . . σjσi . . . σj−1
= σj−1 . . . σiσj . . . σi+1diσi+2σi+1 . . . σjσi . . . σj−1
= σj−1 . . . σiσj . . . σi+1diσi+1 . . . σjσi+1σi . . . σj−1
= σj−1 . . . σiσj . . . σi+1diσi+1 . . . σjσi . . . σj−1σi
= djσi.
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Next we establish that the relations used by Kosuda [43] on diapsis and (2, 2)-transapsis generators
when giving a presentation of the mod-2 monoid M2k, outlined later in Proposition 2.4.43, also form a
presentation of the Brauer monoid Bk.
2.4.31 Proposition: For each k ∈ Z≥0, the Brauer monoid Bk is characterised by the generators
{σi, di : i = 1, . . . , k − 1} along with the relations:
(i) σ2i = idk;
(ii) σi+1σiσi+1 = σiσi+1σi;
(iii) σjσi = σiσj for all j − i ≥ 2;
(iv) d2i = di;
(v) djdi = didj for all j − i ≥ 2;
(vi) σ1d1 = d1 = d1σ1;
(vii) di+1 = σiσi+1diσi+1σi;
(viii) d1σ2d1 = d1; and
(ix) djσi = σidj either for all j − i ≥ 2 or for all i− j ≥ 2.
Proof. It is sufficient for us to show that Relations (v), (viii) and (ix) in Proposition 2.4.30 may be
deduced from Relations (i)-(ix) above.
First for each i ∈ {1, ..., k − 1},
σi+1(di+1) = (σi+1σiσi+1)diσi+1σi
= σiσi+1(σidi)σi+1σi
= (σiσi+1diσi+1σi)
= di+1
= (σiσi+1diσi+1σi)
= σiσi+1(diσi)σi+1σi
= σiσi+1di(σi+1σiσi+1) = (di+1)σi+1.
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Now for each i ∈ {2, ..., k − 2} (note that our proof uses the first choice for Relation (ix) above),
(di)σi+1(di) = σi−1σidi−1σi(σi−1σi+1)σi−1σidi−1σiσi−1
= σi−1σidi−1σiσi+1(σi−1σi−1)σidi−1σiσi−1
= σi−1σidi−1(σiσi+1σi)di−1σiσi−1
= σi−1σi(di−1σi+1)σi(σi+1di−1)σiσi−1
= σi−1σiσi+1(di−1σidi−1)σi+1σiσi−1
= σi−1σi(σi+1di−1)σi+1σiσi−1
= σi−1σidi−1(σi+1σi+1)σiσi−1
= (σi−1σidi−1σiσi−1) = di.
Finally for each i ∈ {1, ..., k − 2}:
di(di+1)di = (diσi)σi+1diσi+1(σidi)
= (diσi+1di)σi+1di
= (diσi+1di) = di;
(di+1)di(di+1) = σiσi+1diσi+1(σidi)σiσi+1diσi+1σi
= σiσi+1diσi+1(diσi)σi+1diσi+1σi
= σiσi+1(diσi+1di)σi+1diσi+1σi
= σiσi+1(diσi+1di)σi+1σi
= (σiσi+1diσi+1σi) = di+1;
di(di+1)σi = (diσi)σi+1diσi+1(σiσi)
= (diσi+1di)σi+1 = diσi+1; and
σi(di+1)di = (σiσi)σi+1diσi+1(σidi)
= σi+1(diσi+1di) = σi+1di.
It was pointed out to the author by James East that by rewriting Relation (vii) from Proposition 2.4.31
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as di+1σiσi+1 = σiσi+1di we get one of the relations for the singular braid monoid [5, 7]. The author notes
that in fact all of the relations for the singular braid monoid [5, 7] may be deduced from the relations in
Proposition 2.4.31.
§ 2.4.6 The symmetric inverse semigroup ISk
2.4.32 Definition: For each k ∈ Z≥0, the symmetric inverse semigroup, which is often denoted as ISk,
is the set of bipartitions such that every block is either a transversal line or a monapsis.
2.4.33 Proposition: (see [12, 16, 51]) For each k ∈ Z≥0, the symmetric inverse semigroup ISk is
characterised by the generators
{
σi, a
1
i , a
1
k : i = 1, . . . , k − 1
}
along with the relations:
(i) σ2i = σi;
(ii) σiσi+1σi = σi+1σiσi+1;
(iii) σjσi = σiσj for all |j − i| ≥ 2;
(iv) (a1i )
2
= a1i ;
(v) a1ja
1
i = a
1
i a
1
j for all |j − i| ≥ 1;
(vi) σia
1
i = a
1
i+1σi;
(vii) a1i+1σi = σia
1
i ; and
(viii) σja
1
i = a
1
iσj for all j 6= i, i+ 1.
§ 2.4.7 The planar symmetric inverse semigroup PISk
2.4.34 Definition: For each k ∈ Z≥0, the planar symmetric inverse semigroup, which we shall denote
as PISk, is the set of planar bipartitions such that every block is either a transversal line or a monapsis
(see Figure 2.21 for examples), that is the meet of the planar partition monoid PPk and the symmetric
inverse semigroup ISk.
2.4.35 Proposition: (see [17]) For each k ∈ Z≥0, the planar symmetric inverse semigroup PISk is
characterised by the generators {fi, bi : i = 1, . . . , k} along with the relations:
(i) fj fi = fifj+1 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ k − 1;
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Figure 2.21: Given k = 3, the twenty elements of PIS3 may be depicted as:
(ii) fkfi = fi for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k;
(iii) bibj = bj+1bi for all 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ k − 1;
(iv) bibk = bi for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k; and
(v) bifj =

fkfj−1bi for all 1 ≤ i < j ≤ k,
fk = bk for all 1 ≤ i = j ≤ k, and
fkfjbi−1 for all 1 ≤ j < i ≤ k.
§ 2.4.8 The monoid of planar uniform block bijections PFk
2.4.36 Definition: For each k ∈ Z≥0, the planar monoid of uniform block bijections, which is often
denoted as PFk, is the set of planar bipartitions such that every block is uniform.
2.4.37 Proposition: For each k ∈ Z≥0, the monoid of planar uniform block bijections PFk is charac-
terised by the generators {ti : i = 1, . . . , k − 1} along with the relations:
(i) t2i = ti; and
(ii) tjti = titj for all |j − i| ≥ 1.
§ 2.4.9 The monoid of uniform block bijections Fk
2.4.38 Definition: For each k ∈ Z≥0, the monoid of uniform block bijections, which is often denoted as
Fk, is the set of bipartitions such that every block is uniform.
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2.4.39 Proposition: (see [24, 38]) For each k ∈ Z≥0, the monoid of uniform block bijections Fk is
characterised by the generators {σi, t1 : i = 1, . . . , k − 1} along with the relations:
(i) σ2i = idk;
(ii) σi+1σiσi+1 = σiσi+1σi;
(iii) σjσi = σiσj for all |j − i| ≥ 2;
(iv) t21 = t1;
(v) σ1t1 = t1 = t1σ1;
(vi) σ2t1σ2t1 = t1σ2t1σ2;
(vii) σ2σ1σ3σ2t1σ2σ1σ3σ2t1 = t1σ2σ1σ3σ2t1σ2σ1σ3σ2; and
(viii) σit1 = t1σi for all i = 3, . . . , k − 1.
2.4.40 Proposition: (see [15, 38, 45]) For each k ∈ Z≥0, the monoid of uniform block bijections Fk is
characterised by the generators {σi, ti : i = 1, . . . , k − 1} along with the relations:
(i) σ2i = idk;
(ii) σi+1σiσi+1 = σiσi+1σi;
(iii) σjσi = σiσj for all |j − i| ≥ 2;
(iv) t2i = ti;
(v) tjti = titj ;
(vi) σiti = ti = tiσi;
(vii) either σi+1tiσi+1 = σiti+1σi [38] or σi+1σiti+1 = tiσi+1σi [15]; and
(viii) σjti = tiσj for all |j − i| ≥ 2.
§ 2.4.10 The modular partition monoid Mmk
2.4.41 Definition: For each m ∈ Z>0 and k ∈ Z≥m, the modular partition monoid or more simply the
mod-m monoid when ambiguity is of no concern in the context the term is used, which we denote as
Mmk , is the set of all bipartitions α ∈ Pk such that for each block b ∈ α, u(b) ≡ l(b) (mod m) (see Figure
2.22 for some examples).
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Note that the mod-m monoid Mmk was referred to by Kosuda as the party algebra of type B in [39, 40]
and as the m-modular party algebra in [42, 43], and referred to by Ahmed, Martin and Mazorchuk as the
d-tonal partition monoid in [1].
Figure 2.22: Examples of bipartitions in the mod-m monoid Mmk .
∈M23 ∈M24
∈M35
2.4.42 Proposition: Mmk is a monoid.
Proof. Let α, β ∈ Mmk . Suppose that when forming the product αβ, x ∈ Z>0 blocks a1, . . . , ax ∈ α
join with y ∈ Z>0 blocks b1, . . . , by ∈ β, forming the block
⋃x
i=1 U (ai) ∪
⋃y
j=1 L (bj) ∈ αβ. It follows
from Σxi=1u(ai) ≡ Σxi=1l(ai) (mod m), Σxi=1l(ai) = Σyj=1u(bj) and Σyj=1u(bj) ≡ Σyj=1l(bj) (mod m) that
Σxi=1u(ai) ≡ Σyj=1l(bj) (mod m).
Note it follows by definition that
(i) the mod-1 monoid M1k is equal to the partition monoid Pk; and
(ii) if k < m then the mod-m monoid Mmk is equal to the monoid of uniform block bijections Fk.
2.4.43 Proposition: (see [43]) For each k ∈ Z≥0, the mod-m monoid Mmk is characterised by the
generators
{
σi, ti, a
m
j : i = 1, . . . , k − 1, j = 1, . . . , k −m+ 1
}
along with the relations:
(i) σ2i = idk;
(ii) σiσi+1σi = σi+1σiσi+1;
(iii) σjσi = σiσj for all j − i ≥ 2;
(iv) t2i = ti;
(v) tjti = titj for all |j − i| ≥ 1;
(vi) ami a
m
i = a
m
i ;
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(vii) amj a
m
i = a
m
i a
m
j for all |j − i| ≥ m;
(viii) tiσi = ti = σiti;
(ix) σiσi+1tiσi+1σi = ti+1;
(x) tjσi = σitj for all |j − i| ≥ 2;
(xi) ami σj = a
m
i = σja
m
i for all j ∈ {i, ..., i+m− 2};
(xii) ami σi+m−1a
m
i = a
m
i = a
m
i σi−1a
m
i ;
(xiii) σi . . . σi+m−1ami σi+m−1 . . . σi = a
m
i+1;
(xiv) ami σj = σja
m
i for all j ∈ {1, ..., i− 2, i+m, ..., k − 1};
(xv) ami ti = a
m
i = tia
m
i ;
(xvi) tia
m
i+1ti = ti+m−1a
m
i ti+m−1 = ti . . . ti+m−1; and
(xvii) ami tj = tja
m
i for all j ∈ {1, ..., i− 2, i+m, ..., k − 1}.
Recall from Subsection 2.4.5 that Kudryavtseva and Mazorchuk used a slightly different set of relations
to give a presentation of the Brauer monoid Bk than the relations used on diapsis and transposition
generators in Proposition 2.4.43. Switching these relations again gives us a second equivalent set of
relations that present the mod-2 monoid M2k.
2.4.44 Proposition: For each k ∈ Z≥0, the mod-m monoid Mmk is characterised by the generators{
σi, ti, a
m
j : i = 1, . . . , k − 1, j = 1, . . . , k −m+ 1
}
along with the relations:
(i) σ2i = idk;
(ii) σiσi+1σi = σi+1σiσi+1;
(iii) σjσi = σiσj for all j − i ≥ 2;
(iv) t2i = ti;
(v) tjti = titj for all |j − i| ≥ 1;
(vi) didi = di;
(vii) didjdi = di for all |j − i| = 1;
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(viii) djdi = didj for all |j − i| ≥ m;
(ix) tiσi = ti = σiti;
(x) σiσi+1tiσi+1σi = ti+1;
(xi) tjσi = σitj for all |j − i| ≥ 2;
(xii) diσi = di = σidi;
(xiii) didi+1σi = diσi+1;
(xiv) σidi+1di = σi+1di;
(xv) diσj = σjdi for all |j − i| ≥ 2;
(xvi) diti = di = tidi;
(xvii) tidi+1ti = ti+1diti+1 = titi+1; and
(xviii) ditj = tjdi for all |j − i| ≥ 2.
Proof. It is sufficient for us to show that Relations (vii), (xiii) and (xiv) from above follow from the
relations in Proposition 2.4.43. Note that all but Relations (vii), (xiii) and (xiv) from above already
appear in Proposition 2.4.43. For each i, j ∈ {1, . . . , k − 1} such that j − i = 1:
(i) di(dj)di = (diσi)σjdiσj(σidi) = (diσjdi)σjdi = (diσjdi) = di;
(ii) di(dj)σi = (diσi)σjdiσj(σiσi) = (diσjdi)σj = diσj ;
(iii) σi(dj)di = (σiσi)σjdiσj(σidi) = σj(diσjdi) = σjdi; and
(iv) (dj)di(dj) = σiσjdiσj(σidiσi)σjdiσjσi = σiσj(diσjdi)σjdiσjσi = σiσj(diσjdi)σjσi = (σiσjdiσjσi) =
dj .
§ 2.4.11 The planar modular partition monoid PMmk
2.4.45 Definition: For each m ∈ Z>0 and k ∈ Z≥m, the planar modular partition monoid or more
simply the planar mod-m monoid when ambiguity is of no concern in the context the term is used,
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which we denote as PMmk , is the planar analogue of the mod-m monoid PM
m
k , that is the set of all
planar bipartitions α ∈ PPk such that for each block b ∈ α, u(b) ≡ l(b) (mod m) (see Figure 2.23 for an
example).
Figure 2.23: Given m = 3 and k = 5,
∈ PM35
Note it follows by definition that
(i) the planar mod-1 monoid PM1k is equal to the planar partition monoid PPk; and
(ii) if k < m then the planar mod-m monoid PMmk is equal to the monoid of planar uniform block
bijections PFk.
Surprisingly, to the best of the author’s knowledge, the planar mod-m monoid PMmk has only been
examined elsewhere in [1], the work for which was undertaken simultaneously and independently to the
author.
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Characterisations
 3.1 The m-apsis generated diagram monoid Amk
§ 3.1.1 m-apsis generators
For each m ∈ Z>0 and k ∈ Z≥m:
(i) recall from Definition 2.3.10 that an m-apsis is a non-transversal block containing m consecutive
vertices, a monapsis is a 1-apsis, a diapsis is a 2-apsis, and a triapsis is a 3-apsis; and
(ii) recall from Definition 2.4.4 that for each m ∈ Z>0 and k ∈ Z≥m, the m-apsis generators consist of
the k −m+ 1 bipartitions am1 , . . . , amk−m+1 such that for each i ∈ {1, . . . , k −m+ 1}, ami contains:
(I) the two m-apses {i, . . . , i+m− 1} and {i′, . . . , (i+m− 1)′}; and
(II) for each j ∈ {1, . . . , i− 1, i+m, . . . , k}, the vertical line {j, j′}.
For example there are four monapsis generators when k = 4 as depicted in Figure 3.1, and three triapsis
generators when k = 5 as depicted in Figure 3.2.
Figure 3.1: Given m = 1 and k = 4, there are four monapsis generators depicted as follows:
a11 a
1
2 a
1
3 a
1
4
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Figure 3.2: Given m = 3 and k = 5, there are three triapsis generators depicted as follows:
a31 a
3
2 a
3
3
3.1.1 Definition: Given m ∈ Z>0 and k ∈ Z≥m, we denote by Amk the monoid generated by the m-apsis
generators
{
amj : j ∈ {1, . . . , k −m+ 1}
}
along with the identity bipartition idk, that is A
m
k denotes the
monoid 〈amj , idk : j ∈ {1, . . . , k − m + 1}〉. We shall refer to the monoid Amk as the m-apsis generated
diagram monoid or, for the sake of being succinct when ambiguity is of no concern in the context the
term is used, simply as the m-apsis monoid.
Monapsis generators are idempotent and trivially commute with each other, hence the monapsis monoid
A1k is trivially isomorphic to the join-semilattice of subsets of {1, . . . , k} under A1i 7→ {i} for all i ∈
{1, . . . , k}.
The diapsis monoid A2k is by definition the Jones monoid Jk, that is A2k = Jk. We proceed to characterise
the bipartitions contained in the m-apsis monoid Amk for m ∈ Z≥3.
§ 3.1.2 Runs of m-apsis generators
3.1.2 Definition: For each m ∈ Z>0, k ∈ Z≥m and i, j ∈ {1, . . . , k −m+ 1}:
(i) the run of m-apsis generators from i to j is the product ami . . . a
m
j of m-apsis generators where
indices increase by one throughout the product when i < j, and decrease by one when i > j; and
(ii) we denote by rij the planar bipartition containing:
(I) the upper m-apsis {i, . . . , i+m− 1};
(II) the lower m-apsis {j′, . . . , (j +m− 1)′}; and
(III) transversal lines connecting the remaining vertices in a planar fashion.
For example, given m = 3 and k = 6, r42 ∈ PP6 is depicted in Figure 3.3.
When reading the proof of Proposition 3.1.3, where we establish that rij is precisely the run a
m
i . . . a
m
j
of m-apsis generators, the reader may find it useful to refer to Figure 3.4 which illustrates that, given
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Figure 3.3: Given m = 3 and k = 6,
r42 = ∈ PP6
m = 3 and k = 6, r42 = a
3
4a
3
3a
3
2 ∈ A36, along with Figure 3.5 which illustrates that given m = 3 and
i, x ∈ {1, . . . , k − 2} such that i < x, rix = rix−1a3x.
3.1.3 Proposition: For each m ∈ Z≥2, k ∈ Z≥m and i, j ∈ {1, . . . , k −m + 1}, rij is equal to the run
ami . . . a
m
j ∈ Amk of m-apsis generators.
Proof. When i = j, rij = a
m
i by definition. When i < j, let x ∈ {i+ 1, . . . , j} and suppose rix−1 =
ami . . . a
m
x−1. When forming the product r
i
x−1a
m
x (see Figure 3.5 for a depiction):
(i) The upper m-apsis {i, . . . , i+m− 1} in rix−1 along with the lower m-apsis {x′, . . . , (x+m− 1)′}
in amx are preserved;
(ii) The lower m-apsis {(x− 1)′, . . . , (x+m− 2)′} in rix−1 and the upper m-apsis {x, . . . , x+m− 1}
in amx connect at the middle row vertices x, . . . , x+m−2, also joining to both the block {x+m−1,
(x + m − 1)′} in rix−1 along with the block {x− 1, (x− 1)′} in amx , all together forming the block
{x+m− 1, (x− 1)′}; and
(iii) Finally there is no option other than for the remaining transversal lines of rix−1 to connect to the
remaining vertical lines of amx .
Hence rix = r
i
x−1a
m
x = a
m
i . . . a
m
x , by induction it follows that r
i
j is the run of m-apsis generators a
m
i . . . a
m
j .
Finally when i > j, rij = (r
j
i )
∗ = (amj . . . a
m
i )
∗ = ami . . . a
m
j .
Next we establish in Proposition 3.1.4 that for each i, j, x ∈ {1, . . . , k −m + 1}, rixrxj = rij . The reader
may find it useful to refer to Figure 3.6 which illustrates, given m = 3 and k = 8, that r35r
5
1 = r
3
1.
3.1.4 Proposition: For each m ∈ Z≥2, k ∈ Z≥m and i, j, x ∈ {1, . . . , k −m+ 1}, rixrxj = rij .
Proof. In the product rixr
x
j :
(i) The upper m-apsis {i, . . . , i+m− 1} in rix is preserved;
(ii) The lower m-apsis {j′, . . . , (j +m− 1)′} in rxj is preserved;
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Figure 3.4: Given m = 3 and k = 6, r42 = a
3
4a
3
3a
3
2 ∈ A36,
r42
=
a34
a33
a32
Figure 3.5: Given m = 3 and i, x ∈ {1, . . . , k − 2} such that i < x, rix = rix−1amx .
i
x′
rix
x+ 2
(x− 1)′
=
rix−1
a3x
(iii) The lower m-apsis of rix and the upper m-apsis of r
x
j cap each other off; and
(iv) Finally there is no option other than for the remaining transversal lines of rix and r
x
j to connect to
each other.
Hence rixr
x
j = r
i
j .
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Figure 3.6: Given m = 3 and k = 8, r35r
5
1 = r
3
1.
r35
r51
=
r31
§ 3.1.3 m-apmorphisms
3.1.5 Definition: Given m ∈ Z≥3 and k ∈ Z≥m by an m-apmorphism we shall mean a planar bipartition
θ ∈ PPk such that each block b ∈ θ is either an m-apsis or a transversal line. Furthermore we denote by
Θmk the set of all m-apmorphisms.
3.1.6 Definition: For each t ∈ {0, . . . , ⌊ km⌋} and u1, . . . , ut, l1, . . . , lt ∈ {1, . . ., k − m + 1} such that
uj +m ≤ uj+1 and lj +m ≤ lj+1 for all j ∈ {1, . . . , t− 1}, we shall denote by θu1,..,utl1,...,lt the m-apmorphism
containing:
(i) t upper m-apses {ui, . . . , ui +m− 1} where i ∈ {1, . . . , t};
(ii) t lower m-apses {l′i, . . . , (li +m− 1)′} where i ∈ {1, . . . , t}; and
(iii) transversal lines connecting the remaining vertices in a planar fashion.
For example θ∅∅ = idk and given m = 3 and k = 9, θ
3,6
2,7 ∈ Θ39 is depicted in Figure 3.7.
Figure 3.7: Given m = 3 and k = 9,
θ3,62,7 = ∈ Θ39
We proceed by establishing that θu1,..,utl1,...,lt is equal to the product of runs r
u1
1 . . . r
ut
m(t−1)+1r
m(t−1)+1
lt
. . . r1l1 .
The reader may find it useful to refer to Figure 3.8 which illustrates, given m = 3 and k = 9, that
θ3,62,7 = r
3
1θ
6
7r
1
2 = r
3
1r
6
4r
4
7r
1
2 ∈ A39.
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3.1.7 Proposition: For each t ∈ {0, . . . , ⌊ km⌋} and u1, . . . , ut, l1, . . . , lt ∈ {1, . . . , k −m+ 1} such that
uj +m ≤ uj+1 and lj +m ≤ lj+1 for all j ∈ {1, . . . , t− 1}, θu1,..,utl1,...,lt = ru11 . . . rutm(t−1)+1r
m(t−1)+1
lt
. . . r1l1 ∈
Amk .
Proof. It follows by definition that θutlt = r
ut
lt
and from Proposition 3.1.4 that rutlt = r
ut
m(t−1)+1r
m(t−1)+1
lt
.
Let j ∈ {1, . . . , t− 1} and suppose θuj+1,...,utlj+1,...,lt = r
uj+1
mj+1 . . . r
ut
m(t−1)+1r
m(t−1)+1
lt
. . . rmj+1lj+1 . In order to show
that θ
uj ,...,ut
lj ,...,lt
is equal to r
uj
m(j−1)+1θ
uj+1,...,ut
lj+1,...,lt
r
m(j−1)+1
lj
= r
uj
m(j−1)+1 . . . r
ut
m(t−1)+1r
m(t−1)+1
lt
. . . r
m(j−1)+1
lj
, it
is sufficient for us to show that the product r
uj
m(j−1)+1θ
uj+1,...,ut
lj+1,...,lt
r
m(j−1)+1
lj
joins and removes the lower
m-apsis of r
uj
m(j−1)+1 and upper m-apsis of r
m(j−1)+1
lj
, while also preserving: all m-apses in θ
uj+1,...,ut
lj+1,...,lt
along with the upper m-apsis of r
uj
m(j−1)+1 and lower m-apsis of r
m(j−1)+1
lj
.
When forming the product r
uj
m(j−1)+1θ
uj+1,...,ut
lj+1,...,lt
r
m(j−1)+1
lj
:
(i) the upper m-apsis {uj , . . . , uj +m− 1} in rujm(j−1)+1 and the lower m-apsis
{
l′j , . . . , (lj +m− 1)′
}
in r
m(j−1)+1
lj
are preserved;
(ii) For each i ∈ {1, . . . ,mj}, it follows from the left-most m-apsis of θuj+1,...,utlj+1,...,lt starting at min{uj+1,
lj+1} and uj+1, lj+1 > mj that θuj+1,...,utlj+1,...,lt contains the vertical line {i, i′}. Hence the lower m-
apsis {(m(j − 1) + 1)′, . . . , (mj)′} ∈ rujm(j−1)+1 and the upper m-apsis {m(j − 1) + 1, . . . ,mj} ∈
r
m(j−1)+1
lj
join and are removed; and
(iii) Since uj + m − 1 is the right-most vertex in the right-most m-apsis of rujm(j−1)+1, for each i ∈
{uj +m, . . . , k −m+ 1}, rujm(j−1)+1 has vertical lines {i, i′}. Now uj+1 is the left-most vertex in
the left-most upper m-apsis in θ
uj+1,...,ut
lj+1,...,lt
. It follows from uj+1 > uj+m−1 that the upper m-apses
in θ
uj+1,...,ut
lj+1,...,lt
are preserved. By an analogous argument the lower m-apses in θ
uj+1,...,ut
lj+1,...,lt
are also
preserved.
Hence it follows that
θ
uj ,...,ut
lj ,...,lt
= r
uj
m(j−1)+1θ
uj+1,...,ut
lj+1,...,lt
r
m(j−1)+1
lj
= r
uj
m(j−1)+1 . . . r
ut
m(t−1)+1r
m(t−1)+1
lt
. . . r
m(j−1)+1
lj
.
Finally, by induction θu1,...,utl1,...,lt = r
u1
1 . . . r
ut
m(t−1)+1r
m(t−1)+1
lt
. . . r1l1 .
3.1.8 Corollary: Θmk ⊆ Amk .
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Figure 3.8: θ3,62,7 = r
3
1θ
6
7r
1
2 = r
3
1r
6
4r
4
7r
1
2 ∈ A39.
θ3,62,7
=
r31
θ67
r12
=
r31
r64
r47
r12
3.1.9 Definition: Given bipartitions α, β ∈ Pk such that the number of upper m-apses in α is equal
to the number of lower m-apses in β, we shall denote by θαβ the m-apmorphism with precisely the same
upper m-apses as α and precisely the same lower m-apses as β.
§ 3.1.4 Blocks that must appear
Our first step towards characterising the bipartitions that are elements of the m-apsis monoid Amk is to
establish which blocks must appear in all products of m-apsis generators.
3.1.10 Proposition: For each m ∈ Z≥3, k ∈ Z≥m, with the exception of the identity, every element of
the m-apsis monoid Amk must contain at least one upper m-apsis and at least one lower m-apsis.
Proof. Trivially follows from upper non-transversals being preserved under right-multiplication along
with lower non-transversals being preserved under left-multiplication.
Additionally, note that when k = m there is a single m-apsis generator containing exactly one upper
m-apsis and one lower m-apsis. Hence when considering all k ∈ Z>0, no further conditions may be placed
on blocks that must appear in products of m-apsis generators.
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§ 3.1.5 Feasible block types
3.1.5.1 Block types that do appear
In this subsection we seek to establish given m ∈ Z≥3 and k ∈ Z≥m, for which combinations of µ, γ ∈ Z≥0
such that µ+ γ > 0 do there exist products of m-apsis generators containing a block of type (µ, γ)?
Note a product of m-apsis generators must contain at least one upper m-apsis and at least one lower
m-apsis. Hence after excluding one upper m-apsis and one lower m-apsis to cover cases where k < 2m,
which is done implicitly from this point, blocks in a product of m-apsis generators may contain at most
k −m upper vertices and at most k −m lower vertices. Consequently we must have µ, γ ≤ k −m.
For k = m the m-apsis monoid trivially consists of the identity and the single m-apsis generator amm,
one way in which this may be seen is observing it is trivially the case that each m-apsis generator is
idempotent, ie. (ami )
2
= ami for all m ∈ Z>0, k ∈ Z≥m and i ∈ {1, . . . , k −m+ 1}.
For k > m we have seen that m-apses, which satisfy {µ, γ} = {0,m}, and transversal lines, which have
µ = γ = 1, appear in products of m-apsis generators. To form an idea of which other combinations of µ
and γ do appear we proceed by examining block types that appear in products of triapsis generators for
smaller values of k greater than three:
(i) When k = 4 there are two triapsis generators, which generate A34 =
{
id4, r
1
1, r
1
2, r
2
1, r
2
2
}
. Since runs
contain only m-apses and transversal lines, no further block types appear;
(ii) When k = 5 transversals appear of type (2, 2), for example in the product a31a
3
3 as illustrated in
Figure 3.9. Hence for combinations of µ, γ ∈ {0, 1, 2} such that µ + γ > 0, blocks of type (µ, γ)
appear in elements of A35 when µ = γ; and
(iii) When k = 6 transversals also appear of type (3, 3), for example in the product a31a
3
3a
3
2a
3
4 as illustrated
in Figure 3.10. Hence for combinations of µ, γ ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3} such that µ + γ > 0, blocks of type
(µ, γ) appear in elements of A36 when µ = γ or {µ, γ} = {0, 3}.
Before examining when k ≥ 7, at this point it is reasonable to conjecture that, given m ∈ Z≥3, k ∈ Z≥m
and µ ∈ {1, . . . , k −m}, there exist products of m-apsis generators containing a block of type (µ, µ).
3.1.11 Definition: Let ω
(µ,µ)
k denote the planar bipartition consisting of:
(i) the upper m-apsis {1, . . . ,m} containing the m left-most upper vertices;
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Figure 3.9: Given m = 3 and k = 5, a31a
3
3 has a type (2, 2) transversal.
a31
a33
=
Figure 3.10: Given m = 3 and k = 6, a31a
3
3a
3
2a
3
4 has a type (3, 3) transversal.
a31
a33
a32
a34
=
(ii) the lower m-apsis {(µ+ 1)′, . . . , (µ+m)′};
(iii) the (µ, µ)-transversal {m+ 1, . . . ,m+ µ, 1′, . . . , µ′}; and
(iv) the vertical lines {j, j′} where j ∈ {µ+m+ 1, . . . , k}.
For example given m = 3, ω
(2,2)
5 ∈ PP5 is depicted in Figure 3.11.
Figure 3.11: Given m = 2 and k = 5,
ω
(2,2)
5 = ∈ PP5
We proceed by establishing in Proposition 3.1.12 that ω
(µ,µ)
k ∈ Amk . The reader may find it useful to
refer to Figure 3.12 which illustrates that given m = 3, k ∈ Z≥m, and λ ∈ {2, . . . , k −m}, ω(λ,λ)k =
ω
(λ−1,λ−1)
k a
3
λ−1a
3
λ+1.
3.1.12 Proposition: For each m ∈ Z≥3, k ∈ Z≥m and µ ∈ {1, . . . , k −m},
ω
(µ,µ)
k = r
1
2
µ∏
i=2
ami−1a
m
i+1 ∈ Amk .
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Proof. That ω
(1,1)
k is equal to the run r
1
2 follows by definition. Let λ ∈ {2, . . . , µ} and suppose that
ω
(λ−1,λ−1)
k = r
1
2
∏λ−1
i=2 a
m
i−1a
m
i+1. Note that a
m
λ−1a
m
λ+1 = idλ−2 ⊕ ω(2,2)k−λ+2 consists of:
(i) two m-apses {λ− 1, . . . , λ+m− 2} and {(λ+ 1)′, . . . , (λ+m)′};
(ii) a (2, 2)-transversal {λ+m− 1, λ+m, (λ− 1)′, λ′}; and
(iii) vertical lines {j, j′} where j ∈ {1, . . . , λ− 2, λ+m+ 1, . . . , k}.
When forming the product ωλ−1λ−1a
m
λ−1a
m
λ+1:
(i) The upper m-apsis {1, . . . ,m} in ωλ−1λ−1 is preserved;
(ii) The lower m-apsis {(λ+ 1)′, . . . , (λ+m)′} in amλ−1amλ+1 is preserved; and
(iii) The vertical line {λ+m, (λ+m)′} in ωλ−1λ−1 joins to the type (2, 2) block {λ+m−1, λ+m, (λ−1)′,
λ′} in amλ−1amλ+1, which joins to the lower m-apsis {λ′, . . . , (λ+m− 1)′} in ωλ−1λ−1, which joins
to the upper m-apsis {λ− 1, . . . , λ+m− 2} in amλ−1amλ+1, which joins to the type (λ − 1, λ −
1) block {m+ 1, . . . ,m+ λ− 1, 1′, . . . , (λ− 1)′} in ωλ−1λ−1, which joins to the vertical lines {j, j′}
in amλ−1a
m
λ+1 where j ∈ {1, . . . , λ− 2}. This forms the block {m+ 1, . . . ,m+ λ, 1′, . . . , λ′} when
collecting the upper vertices in the aforementioned blocks of ωλ−1λ−1 along with the lower vertices in
the aforementioned blocks of amλ−1a
m
λ+1.
Therefore we have ω
(λ,λ)
k = ω
(λ−1,λ−1)
k a
m
λ−1a
m
λ+1 = r
1
2
∏λ
i=2 a
m
i−1a
m
i+1, and hence it follows by induction
that ω
(µ,µ)
k = r
1
2
∏µ
i=2 a
m
i−1a
m
i+1 ∈ Amk .
Figure 3.12: Given m = 3, k ∈ Z≥m, and λ ∈ {2, . . . , k −m}, ω(λ,λ)k = ω(λ−1,λ−1)k a3λ−1a3λ+1.
ω
(λ,λ)
k
=
ω
(λ−1,λ−1)
k
a3λ−1a
3
λ+1
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Next we seek to identify whether for any further combinations of µ, γ ∈ {0, . . . , k −m} such that µ+γ > 0,
there exist products of m-apsis generators containing a block of type (µ, γ). To do so we examine products
of triapsis generators when k ≥ 7:
(i) When k = 7 the transversal types (4, 1) and (1, 4) appear, for example in the products ω44a
3
4 and
a34ω
4
4;
(ii) When k = 8 the transversal types (5, 2) and (2, 5) appear, for example in the products ω55a
3
4 and
a34ω
5
5; and
(iii) When k = 9 the transversal types (6, 3) and (3, 6) along with the non-transversal types (6, 0) and
(0, 6) appear, for example in the products ω66a
3
4, a
3
4ω
6
6, ω
6
6a
3
4a
3
7 and a
3
4a
3
7ω
6
6.
At this point it would be reasonable to conjecture that for each m ∈ Z≥3, k ∈ Z≥m, and µ, γ ∈
{0, . . . , k −m} such that µ+ γ > 0 and µ ≡ γ (mod m), there exist products of m-apsis generators that
contain a block of type (µ, γ).
3.1.13 Definition: For each m ∈ Z≥3, k ∈ Z≥m and µ, γ ∈ {0, . . . , k −m} such that µ + γ > 0 and
µ ≡ γ (mod m), let k = max {µ, γ}+m and let ω(µ,γ)k denote the planar bipartition that contains:
(i) for each j ∈
{
1, . . . , k−µm
}
, the upper m-apsis {m(j − 1) + 1, . . . ,mj};
(ii) for each j ∈
{
1, . . . , k−γm
}
, the lower m-apsis {(γ +m(j − 1) + 1)′, . . . , (γ +mj)′};
(iii) a type (µ, γ) transversal
{
k − µ+ 1, . . . , k, 1′, . . . , γ′}; and
(iv) for each j ∈ {k + 1, . . . , k}, the vertical line {j, j′}.
For example, given m = 3, ω
(5,2)
9 ∈ PP9 is depicted in Figure 3.13.
Figure 3.13: Given m = 3 and k = 9,
ω
(5,2)
9 = ∈ PP9
We proceed by establishing in Proposition 3.1.14 that ω
(µ,γ)
k ∈ Amk . The reader may find it useful to refer
to Figure 3.14 which illustrates that, given m = 3 and k = 12, ω
(8,2)
12 = ω
(8,8)
12 θ
3,6
3,6.
3.1.14 Proposition: For each m ∈ Z≥3, k ∈ Z≥m and µ, γ ∈ {0, . . . , k −m} such that µ + γ > 0 and
µ ≡ γ (mod m),
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ω
(µ,γ)
k =

ω
(µ,µ)
k θ
γ+1,γ+m+1,...,µ−m+1
γ+1,γ+m+1,...,µ−m+1 if µ > γ;
r12
∏µ
i=2 a
m
i−1a
m
i+1 if µ = γ; and
θm+1,2m+1,...,γ−µ+1m+1,2m+1,...,γ−µ+1ω
(γ,γ)
k if µ < γ,
and hence ω
(µ,γ)
k ∈ Amk .
Proof. We already established in Proposition 3.1.12 that if µ = γ then ω
(µ,γ)
k = r
1
2
∏µ
i=2 a
m
i−1a
m
i+1 ∈ Amk .
If µ > γ then when forming the product ω
(µ,µ)
k θ
γ+1,γ+m+1,...,µ−m+1
γ+1,γ+m+1,...,µ−m+1:
(i) the upper m-apsis {1, . . . ,m} in ω(µ,µ)k is preserved;
(ii) the lower m-apsis {(µ+ 1)′, . . . , (µ+m)′} in ω(µ,µ)k is preserved since it connects to the vertical
lines {j, j′} in θγ+1,γ+m+1,...,µ−m+1γ+1,γ+m+1,...,µ−m+1 where j ∈ {µ+ 1, . . . , µ+m};
(iii) the (µ, γ)-transversal {m+ 1, . . . ,m+ µ, 1′, . . . , µ′} in ω(µ,µ)k connects to
(I) the m-apses {γ + (j − 1)m+ 1, . . . , γ + jm} in θγ+1,γ+m+1,...,µ−m+1γ+1,γ+m+1,...,µ−m+1 where j ∈
{
1, . . . , µ−γm
}
;
and
(II) the lines {j, j′} in θγ+1,γ+m+1,...,µ−m+1γ+1,γ+m+1,...,µ−m+1 where j ∈ {1, . . . , γ},
collectively forming the block {m+ 1, . . . ,m+ µ, 1′, . . . , γ′}; and
(iv) for each j ∈ {µ+m+ 1, . . . , k}, the vertical line {j, j′} in ω(µ,µ)k connects to the vertical line {j, j′}
in θγ+1,γ+m+1,...,µ−m+1γ+1,γ+m+1,...,µ−m+1.
Hence ω
(µ,γ)
k = ω
(µ,µ)
k θ
γ+1,γ+m+1,...,µ−m+1
γ+1,γ+m+1,...,µ−m+1 ∈ Amk . It follows analogously that if µ < γ then ω(µ,γ)k =
θm+1,2m+1,...,γ−µ+1m+1,2m+1,...,γ−µ+1ω
(γ,γ)
k ∈ Amk .
3.1.15 Corollary: For each m ∈ Z≥3, k ∈ Z≥m and µ, γ ∈ {0, . . . , k −m} such that µ + γ > 0 and
µ ≡ γ (mod m), blocks of type (µ, γ) do appear in some elements of the m-apsis monoid Amk .
Proof. Trivially follows from Proposition 3.1.14 where we established that the well-defined bipartition
ω
(µ,γ)
k , which contains a block of type (µ, γ), may be factorised into a product of m-apsis generators.
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Figure 3.14: Given m = 3 and k = 12,
ω
(8,2)
12
=
ω
(8,8)
12
θ3,63,6
3.1.5.2 Block types that must not appear
Given m ∈ Z≥3, k ∈ Z≥m and µ, γ ∈ {0, . . . , k −m} such that µ 6≡ γ (mod m), it remains to establish
whether there exist products of m-apsis generators containing a block of type (µ, γ).
3.1.16 Proposition: For each m ∈ Z≥2 and k ∈ Z≥m, the m-apsis monoid Amk is a proper submonoid
of the planar mod-m monoid PMmk .
Proof. Containment follows from m-apsis generators trivially sitting inside the planar mod-m monoid
PMmk , that is a
m
1 , . . . , a
m
k−m+1 ∈ PMmk . Inequality trivially follows from (2, 2)-transapsis generators not
being elements of the m-apsis generated monoid Amk .
3.1.17 Corollary: For each m ∈ Z≥3, k ∈ Z≥m and µ, γ ∈ {0, . . . , k −m} such that µ 6≡ γ (mod m),
blocks of type (µ, γ) do not appear in any elements of the m-apsis monoid Amk .
§ 3.1.6 Bounding Amk above by Amk
3.1.18 Definition: For each m ∈ Z≥3 and k ∈ Z≥m, we shall denote by Amk the set of all α ∈ PMmk
such that either:
(i) α is the identity idk; or
(ii) α contains at least one upper m-apsis and at least one lower m-apsis.
3.1.19 Proposition: For each m ∈ Z≥3 and k ∈ Z≥m, Amk is a monoid.
Proof. Closure under multiplication follows from:
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(i) the planar mod-m monoid PMmk being closed under multiplication; and
(ii) upper m-apses and dually lower m-apses being preserved under right-multiplication and left-
multiplication respectively.
3.1.20 Proposition: For each m ∈ Z≥3 and k ∈ Z≥m, the m-apsis monoid Amk is a submonoid of Amk .
Proof. We have already established that products of m-apsis generators must:
(i) sit inside the planar mod-m monoid; and
(ii) contain at least one upper m-apsis and at least one lower m-apsis.
Hence containment follows.
§ 3.1.7 Building blocks
It remains to establish whether Amk is equal to the m-apsis monoid A
m
k , that is whether each element of
Amk may be factorised into a product of m-apsis generators. Before doing so, it will be convenient for us
to first identify some further well-defined elements and subsets of Amk , then show that they are contained
within the m-apsis monoid Amk .
Both for the sake of succinctness and due to there being no notational ambiguity in doing so, when we
need to require µ ≡ γ (mod m) and µ ≡ k (mod m) we simply state that we require µ ≡ γ ≡ k (mod m).
Note that for each m ∈ Z≥3, k ∈ Z≥m, and µ, γ ∈ {0, . . . , k −m} such that µ + γ > 0 and µ ≡ γ ≡
k (mod m), in order to be able to form a bipartition containing precisely one block of type (µ, γ) then
only m-apses, we additionally require that µ ≡ k (mod m), or equivalently that γ ≡ k (mod m).
3.1.21 Definition: For each m ∈ Z≥3, k ∈ Z≥m and µ, γ ∈ {0, . . . , k −m} such that µ + γ > 0 and
µ ≡ γ ≡ k (mod m), let ω(µ,γ)k denote the bipartition in Amk containing:
(i) the type (µ, γ) block {1, . . . , µ, 1′, . . . , γ′};
(ii) for each j ∈
{
1, . . . , k−µm
}
, the upper m-apsis {µ+m(j − 1) + 1, . . . , µ+mj}; and
(iii) for each j ∈
{
1, . . . , k−γm
}
, the lower m-apsis {(γ +m(j − 1) + 1)′, . . . , (γ +mj)′}.
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For example given m = 4 and k = 9, Figure 3.15 depicts ω
(5,1)
9 ∈ A49.
Figure 3.15: Given m = 4 and k = 9,
ω
(5,1)
9 = ∈ A49
We proceed by establishing in Proposition 3.1.22 that ω
(µ,γ)
k ∈ Amk . The reader may find it useful to refer
to Figure 3.16 which illustrates that, given m = 3 and k = 11, ω
(2,5)
11 = θ
3,6,9
1,6,9ω
(2,5)
11 ∈ A311.
3.1.22 Proposition: For each m ∈ Z≥3, k ∈ Z≥m and µ, γ ∈ {0, . . . , k −m} such that µ + γ > 0 and
µ ≡ γ ≡ k (mod m),
ω
(µ,γ)
k = θ
µ+1,µ+m+1,µ+2m+1,...,k−m+1
1,µ+m+1,µ+2m+1,...,k−m+1ω
(µ,γ)
k ∈ Amk .
Proof. Let k = max {µ, γ} + m and recall that for each j ∈ {k + 1, . . . , k}, ω(µ,γ)k contains the vertical
line {j, j′}.
When forming the product θµ+1,µ+m+1,µ+2m+1,...,k−m+11,µ+m+1,µ+2m+1,...,k−m+1ω
(µ,γ)
k :
(i) the type (µ, γ) block {1, . . . , µ, 1′, . . . , γ′} in ω(µ,γ)k connects to the transversal lines {j, (m+ j)′} in
θµ+1,µ+m+1,µ+2m+1,...,k−m+11,µ+m+1,µ+2m+1,...,k−m+1 where j ∈ {1, . . . , µ}, forming the type (µ, γ) block {1, . . . , µ, 1′, . . . ,
γ′};
(ii) the upper m-apses in θµ+1,µ+m+1,µ+2m+1,...,k−m+11,µ+m+1,µ+2m+1,...,k−m+1 , which are upper m-apses in ω
(µ,γ)
k , are pre-
served;
(iii) the lower m-apsis {1′, . . . ,m′} in θµ+1,µ+m+1,µ+2m+1,...,k−m+11,µ+m+1,µ+2m+1,...,k−m+1 and upper m-apsis {1, . . . ,m} in
ω
(µ,γ)
k join and are removed;
(iv) for each j ∈
{
1, . . . , k−km
}
, the lower m-apsis {(k + m(j − 1) + 1)′, . . . , (k + mj)′} from the m-
apmorphism θµ+1,µ+m+1,µ+2m+1,...,k−m+11,µ+m+1,µ+2m+1,...,k−m+1 , which joins to vertical lines in ω
(µ,γ)
k , is preserved;
(v) for each j ∈
{
2, . . . , k−µm
}
, the upper m-apsis {µ+m(j−1)+1, . . . , µ+mj} in ω(µ,γ)k and the lower
m-apsis {(µ+m(j− 1) + 1)′, . . . , (µ+mj)′} in θµ+1,µ+m+1,µ+2m+1,...,k−m+11,µ+m+1,µ+2m+1,...,k−m+1 join and are removed;
and
(vi) for each j ∈
{
1, . . . , k−γm
}
, the lower m-apsis {(γ + m(j − 1) + 1)′, . . . , (γ + mj)′} in ω(µ,γ)k is
preserved.
Hence ω
(µ,γ)
k = θ
µ+1,µ+m+1,µ+2m+1,...,k−m+1
1,µ+m+1,µ+2m+1,...,k−m+1ω
(µ,γ)
k ∈ Amk .
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Figure 3.16: Given m = 3 and k = 11,
ω
(2,5)
11
=
θ3,6,91,6,9
ω
(2,5)
11
§ 3.1.8 Transversal building blocks
We now turn our attention to bipartitions in Amk where non-transverals must be m-apses.
3.1.23 Definition: For each m ∈ Z≥3 and k ∈ Z≥m, let Tmk denote the set of all α ∈ Amk such that
every non-transversal b ∈ α is an m-apsis. We shall refer to elements of Tmk as transversal building blocks.
We proceed in this subsection to establish that Tmk is contained within the m-apsis monoid A
m
k . In order
to do so we partition Tmk based on transversal types from left to right then establish our desired result
inductively.
Note that for each m ∈ Z≥3, k ∈ Z≥m, r ∈ {0, . . . , k −m}, and µ1, . . . , µr, γ1, . . . , γr ∈ {1, . . . , k −m}
such that µj ≡ γj (mod k) for all j ∈ {1, . . . , r} and Σrj=1µj ,Σrj=1γj ≤ k − m, in order to be able to
form a bipartition of rank r with a distinct block of type (µj , γj) designated for each j ∈ {1, . . . , r}, we
additionally require that Σrj=1µj ≡ k (mod m), or equivalently that Σrj=1γj ≡ k (mod m).
3.1.24 Definition: For each m ∈ Z≥3, k ∈ Z≥m, r ∈ {0, . . . , k −m}, and µ1, . . . , µr, γ1, . . . , γr ∈
{1, . . . , k −m} such that µj ≡ γj (mod k) for all j ∈ {1, . . . , r}, Σrj=1µj ,Σrj=1γj ≤ k −m and Σrj=1µj ≡
k (mod m), let T
(µ1,γ1),...,(µr,γr)
k denote the set of all ω ∈ Tmk such that ω contains precisely:
(i)
k−Σrj=1µj
m upper m-apses;
(ii)
k−Σrj=1γj
m lower m-apses; and
(iii) r transversals of type (µ1, γ1), . . . , (µr, γr) from left to right.
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Note that by definition Tmk =
⋃
r∈{0,...,k−m}
µ1,...,µr,γ1,...,γr∈{1,...,k−m}
µj≡γj (mod m) ∀ j∈{1,...,r}
Σrj=1µj ,Σ
r
j=1γj≤k−m
Σrj=1µj≡k (mod m)
T
(µ1,γ1),...,(µr,γr)
k .
Next we seek to establish whether T
(µ1,γ1),...,(µr,γr)
k ⊆ Amk . We begin by establishing in Proposition 3.1.25
that for each ω ∈ T(µ1,γ1),...,(µr,γr)k , each element of T(µ1,γ1),...,(µr,γr)k may be factorised into a product
containing ω and m-apmorphisms. An example of the method outlined for factorisation is depicted in
Figure 3.17.
3.1.25 Proposition: For each ω ∈ T(µ1,γ1),...,(µr,γr)k , T(µ1,γ1),...,(µr,γr)k ⊆ Θmk ωΘmk .
Proof. Let ψ ∈ T(µ1,γ1),...,(µr,γr)k . Since γ and ψ have the same number of upper m-apses as well as the
same number of lower m-apses, both of the m-apmorphisms θψω∗ and θ
ω∗
ψ are well-defined. When forming
the product θψω∗ωθ
ω∗
ψ :
(i) the upper m-apses in θψω∗ , which are identical to the upper m-apses in ψ, are preserved;
(ii) the lower m-apses in θω
∗
ψ , which are identical to the lower m-apses in ψ, are preserved;
(iii) the upper m-apses of ω and lower m-apses of θψω∗ join and are removed;
(iv) the lower m-apses of ω and upper m-apses of θω
∗
ψ join and are removed; and
(v) each of the upper vertices in the transversals of ω connects to a transversal line of θψω∗ , and each of
the lower vertices in the transversals of ω connects to a transversal line of θω
∗
ψ , consequently block
types of transversals are preserved.
Hence ψ = θψω∗ωθ
ω∗
ψ , consequently T
(µ1,γ1),...,(µr,γr)
k ⊆ Θmk ωΘmk .
3.1.26 Corollary: If the intersection of T
(µ1,γ1),...,(µr,γr)
k with the m-apsis monoid A
m
k is non-empty
then T
(µ1,γ1),...,(µr,γr)
k ⊆ Amk .
Proof. Suppose there exists ω ∈ T(µ1,γ1),...,(µr,γr)k ∩ Amk , then it trivially follows from Proposition 3.1.25
that T
(µ1,γ1),...,(µr,γr)
k ⊆ Θmk ωΘmk ⊆ Amk .
3.1.27 Proposition: For each m ∈ Z≥3, k ∈ Z≥m, µ, γ ∈ {1, . . . , k −m} such that µ ≡ γ ≡ k (mod m),
T
(µ,γ)
k ⊆ Amk .
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Figure 3.17: Given m = 3,
ψ
=
θψω∗
ω
θω
∗
ψ
Proof. It follows by definition that ω
(µ,γ)
k ∈ T(µ,γ)k and we established in Proposition 3.1.22 that ω(µ,γ)k ∈
Amk , hence ω
(µ,γ)
k ∈ T(µ,γ)k ∩ Amk . Finally, employing Corollary 3.1.26 we have T(µ,γ)k ⊆ Amk .
3.1.28 Definition: For each m ∈ Z≥3, k ∈ Z≥m, r ∈ {0, . . . , k −m}, and µ1, . . . , µr, γ1, . . . , γr ∈
{1, . . . , k −m} such that µj ≡ γj (mod k) for all j ∈ {1, . . . , r}, Σrj=1µj ,Σrj=1γj ≤ k −m and Σrj=1µj ≡
k (mod m), let ω
(µ1,γ1),...,(µr,γr)
k denote the element of T
(µ1,γ1),...,(µr,γr)
k containing:
(i) the type (µ1, γ1) transversal {1, . . . , µ1, 1′, . . . , γ′1};
(ii) for each j ∈
{
1, . . . ,
k−Σrj=1µj
m
}
, the upper m-apsis {µ1 +m(j − 1) + 1, . . . , µ1 +mj};
(iii) for each j ∈
{
1, . . . ,
k−Σrj=1γj
m
}
, the lower m-apsis {(γ1 +m(j − 1) + 1)′, . . . , (γ1 +mj)′};
(iv) for each j ∈ {2, . . . , r}, the type (µj , γj) transversal
{
k−Σri=jµi+1, . . . , k−Σri=j+1µi, (k−Σri=jγi+
1)′, . . . , (k − Σri=j+1γi)′
}
,
and let υ
(µ1,γ1),...,(µr,γr)
k denote the element of T
(µ1,γ1),...,(µr,γr)
k containing:
(i) for each j ∈
{
1, . . . ,
k−Σrj=1µj
m
}
, the upper m-apsis {m(j − 1) + 1, . . . ,mj};
(ii) for each j ∈
{
1, . . . ,
k−Σrj=1γj
m
}
, the lower m-apsis {(m(j − 1) + 1)′, . . . , (mj)′};
(iii) for each j ∈ {1, . . . , r}, the type (µj , γj) transversal
{
k−Σri=jµi+1, . . . , k−Σri=j+1µi, (k−Σri=jγi+
1)′, . . . , (k − Σri=j+1γi)′
}
.
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Figure 3.18: Given m = 3,
∈ T(1,4),(1,1),(4,1)12ω(1,4),(1,1),(4,1)12 =
∈ T(1,4),(1,1),(4,1)12υ(1,4),(1,1),(4,1)12 =
For example given m = 3, ω
(1,4),(1,1),(4,1)
12 , υ
(1,4),(1,1),(4,1)
12 ∈ T(1,4),(1,1),(4,1)12 are depicted in Figure 3.18.
We proceed by establishing that for each m ∈ Z≥3, k ∈ Z≥m, r ∈ {0, . . . , k −m} and µ1, . . . , µr, γ1, . . . , γr
∈ {1, . . . , k −m} such that µj ≡ γj (mod k) for all j ∈ {1, . . . , r}, Σrj=1µj ,Σrj=1γj ≤ k − m and
Σrj=1µj ≡ k (mod m),
ω
(µ1,γ1),...,(µr,γr)
k ∈

(T
(µ1,γ1)
k−Σrj=2µj ⊕ idΣrj=2µj )(idγ1 ⊕ T
(µ2,γ2),...,(µr,γr)
k−γ1 ) µ1 ≥ γ1;
(idµ1 ⊕ T(µ2,γ2),...,(µr,γr)k−µ1 )(T
(µ1,γ1)
k−Σrj=2γj ⊕ idΣrj=2γj ) µ1 ≤ γ1.
For example, given m = 3, Figure 3.19 illustrates that ω
(4,1),(1,1),(1,4)
12 = (ω
(4,1)
10 ⊕ id2)(id1 ⊕ υ(1,1),(1,4)11 )
∈ T(4,1),(1,1),(1,4)12 and Figure 3.20 illustrates that ω(1,7),(7,1)11 = (id1 ⊕ υ(7,1)10 )(ω(1,7)11 ⊕ id1) ∈ T(1,7),(7,1)11 .
3.1.29 Proposition: For each m ∈ Z≥3, k ∈ Z≥m, r ∈ {0, . . . , k −m}, and µ1, . . . , µr, γ1, . . . , γr ∈
{1, . . . , k −m} such that µj ≡ γj (mod k) for all j ∈ {1, . . . , r}, Σrj=1µj ,Σrj=1γj ≤ k −m and Σrj=1µj ≡
k (mod m),
ω
(µ1,γ1),...,(µr,γr)
k =

(ω
(µ1,γ1)
k−Σrj=2µj ⊕ idΣrj=2µj )(idγ1 ⊕ υ
(µ2,γ2),...,(µr,γr)
k−γ1 ) µ1 ≥ γ1;
(idµ1 ⊕ υ(µ2,γ2),...,(µr,γr)k−µ1 )(ω
(µ1,γ1)
k−Σrj=2γj ⊕ idΣrj=2γj ) µ1 ≤ γ1.
Proof. Suppose µ1 ≥ γ1. Note that since k ≥ Σrj=1µj +m ≥ γ1 + Σrj=2µj +m we have:
(i) k − Σrj=2µj ≥ µ1 +m = max {µ1, γ1}+m, ensuring ω(µ1,γ1)k−Σrj=2µj is well-defined;
(ii) k − γ1 −m ≥ Σrj=2µj ,Σrj=2γj , ensuring υ(µ2,γ2),...,(µr,γr)k−γ1 is well-defined; and
(iii)
k−γ1−Σrj=2µj
m , which is both the number of lower m-apses in ω
(µ1,γ1)
k−Σrj=2µj and the number of upper
m-apses in υ
(µ2,γ2),...,(µr,γr)
k−γ1 , is a positive integer.
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Let t∗ =
k−Σrj=1µj
m , t =
k−γ1−Σrj=2µj
m , t∗ =
k−Σrj=1γj
m ∈ Z>0. When forming the product (ω(µ1,γ1)k−Σrj=2µj ⊕
idΣrj=2µj )(idγ1 ⊕ υ
(µ2,γ2),...,(µr,γr)
k−γ1 ):
(i) for each j ∈ {1, . . . , t∗}, the upper m-apsis {µ1 + m(j − 1) + 1, . . . , µ1 + mj} in ω(µ1,γ1)k−Σrj=2µj is
preserved;
(ii) for each j ∈ {1, . . . , t∗}, the lower m-apsis {(γ1 + m(j − 1) + 1)′, . . . , (γ1 + mj)′} in idγ1 ⊕
υ
(µ2,γ2),...,(µr,γr)
k−γ1 is preserved;
(iii) for each j ∈ {1, . . . , t}, the lower m-apsis {(γ1 +m(j − 1) + 1)′, . . . , (γ1 +mj)′} in ω(µ1,γ1)k−Σrj=2µj and
upper m-apsis {γ1 +m(j − 1) + 1, . . . , γ1 +mj} in idγ1 ⊕ υ(µ2,γ2),...,(µr,γr)k−γ1 join and are removed;
(iv) the transversal {1, . . . , µ1, 1′, . . . , γ′1} in ω(µ1,γ1)k−Σrj=2µj is preserved since it joins to the vertical lines in
idγ1 ; and
(v) for each j ∈ {2, . . . , r}, the transversal {γ1 +mt+Σj−1i=2µi+1, . . . , γ1 +mt+Σji=2µj , (mt∗+Σj−1i=1γj+
1)′, . . . , (mt∗ + Σ
j
i=1γj)
′} in idγ1 ⊕ υ(µ2,γ2),...,(µr,γr)k−γ1 is preserved since it joins to the vertical lines
{l, l′} in ω(µ1,γ1)k−Σrj=2µj ⊕ idΣrj=2µj where l ∈ {γ1 +mt+ Σ
j−1
i=2µi + 1, . . . , γ1 +mt+ Σ
j
i=2µj}.
Hence ω
(µ1,γ1),...,(µr,γr)
k = (ω
(µ1,γ1)
k−Σrj=2µj ⊕ idΣrj=2µj )(idγ1⊕υ
(µ2,γ2),...,(µr,γr)
k−γ1 ). The case when µ1 ≤ γ1 follows
analogously.
Figure 3.19: Given m = 3,
ω
(4,1),(1,1),(1,4)
12
=
ω
(4,1)
10 ⊕ id2
id1 ⊕ υ(1,1),(1,4)11
3.1.30 Proposition: For each m ∈ Z≥3, k ∈ Z≥m, r ∈ {0, . . . , k −m}, and µ1, . . . , µr, γ1, . . . , γr ∈
{1, . . . , k −m} such that µj ≡ γj (mod k) for all j ∈ {1, . . . , r}, Σrj=1µj ,Σrj=1γj ≤ k −m and Σrj=1µj ≡
k (mod m), we have T
(µ1,γ1),...,(µr,γr)
k ⊆ Amk .
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Figure 3.20: Given m = 3,
ω
(1,7),(7,1)
11
=
id1 ⊕ υ(7,1)10
ω
(1,7)
11 ⊕ id1
Proof. If r = 0 then we trivially have k ∈ mZ>0 and T∅k =
{
ω
(m,0)
k
}
⊆ Amk , where ω(m,0)k was described
in Definition 3.1.21 and established as an element of the m-apsis monoid in Proposition 3.1.22. If r = 1
then we already established in Proposition 3.1.27 that T
(µ1,γ1)
k ⊆ Amk .
If r > 1 then let r ∈ {2, . . . , r}. Suppose µ1 ≥ γ1 and let k = k−Σrj=r+1µj . It follows from T(µ1,γ1)k−Σrj=2µj ⊆
Amk−Σrj=2µj , as was established in Proposition 3.1.27, that ω
(µ1,γ1)
k−Σrj=2µj ⊕ idΣrj=2µj ∈ A
m
k .
Suppose T
(µ2,γ2),...,(µr,γr)
k−γ1 ⊆ A
m
k−γ1 giving us idγ1 ⊕ υ
(µ2,γ2),...,(µr,γr)
k−γ1 ∈ A
m
k , then ω
(µ1,γ1),...,(µr,γr)
k
=
(ω
(µ1,γ1)
k−Σrj=2µj
⊕ idΣrj=2µj )(idγ1⊕υ
(µ2,γ2),...,(µr,γr)
k−γ1 ) ∈ A
m
k ∩T(µ1,γ1),...,(µr,γr)k . Therefore A
m
k ∩T(µ1,γ1),...,(µr,γr)k
is non-empty, employing Corollary 3.1.26 we have T
(µ1,γ1),...,(µr,γr)
k
⊆ Amk . It follows by induction that
T
(µ1,γ1),...,(µr,γr)
k ⊆ Amk .
The case when µ1 ≤ γ1 follows analogously using the second half of Proposition 3.1.29.
3.1.31 Proposition: For each m ∈ Z≥3 and k ∈ Z≥m, Tmk ⊆ Amk .
Proof. Recall that by definition Tmk =
⋃
r∈{0,...,k−m}
µ1,...,µr,γ1,...,γr∈{1,...,k−m}
µj≡γj (mod m) ∀ j∈{1,...,r}
Σrj=1µj ,Σ
r
j=1γj≤k−m
Σrj=1µj≡k (mod m)
T
(µ1,γ1),...,(µr,γr)
k , hence it follows from
Proposition 3.1.30 that Tmk ⊆ Amk .
§ 3.1.9 Non-transversal building blocks
We now turn our attention to bipartitions in Amk where transverals must be lines, and either lower
non-transversals or upper non-transversals must be m-apses.
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3.1.32 Definition: For each m ∈ Z≥3 and k ∈ Z≥m, let Umk denote the set of all α ∈ Amk such that
every:
(i) transversal in α is a line; and
(ii) lower non-transversal in α is an m-apsis,
furthermore let Lmk denote the set of all α ∈ Amk such that every:
(i) transversal in α is a line; and
(ii) upper non-transversal in α is an m-apsis.
We shall refer to elements of Umk as upper non-transversal building blocks, and elements of L
m
k as lower
non-transversal building blocks. By a non-transversal building block we shall mean an upper or lower
non-transversal building block.
We proceed in this subsection to establish that both Umk and L
m
k are contained within the m-apsis monoid
Amk . Containment of L
m
k will trivially follow from containment of U
m
k . In order to establish the latter
containment, first we partition Umk based on the number of upper non-transversals that are not m-apses,
then we establish our desired result inductively.
Note that
⌊
k
m
⌋
is the maximum number of upper non-transversals an element of Umk may contain, however
in such a case at least one upper non-transversal must be an m-apsis, hence Umk may contain at most⌊
k−m
m
⌋
upper non-transversals that are not m-apses.
3.1.33 Definition: For each x ∈ {0, . . . , ⌊k−mm ⌋}, let Ux denote the subset of all bipartitions η ∈ Umk
such that η contains precisely x upper non-transversals that are not m-apses.
Note it follows by definition that U0 = Θ
m
k and that U
m
k =
⋃b k−mm c
x=0 Ux.
3.1.34 Definition: For each x ∈ {1, . . . , ⌊k−mm ⌋} and η ∈ Ux, by definition there exists:
(i) µ ∈ mZ>0 and b = {b1, . . . , bµ} ∈ η, where b1, . . . , bµ ∈ {1, . . . , k}, such that µ ≤ k−m, b is a type
(µ, 0) non-transversal that is not an m-apsis and no upper non-transversals of η pass underneath
b;
(ii) r1 ∈ {0, . . . , b1 − 1} and r2 ∈ {0, . . . , k − bµ} such that the number of transversal lines in η whose
upper vertex sits to the left or right of b ∈ η is r1 and r2 respectively; and
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(iii) upper vertices u1, . . . , ur1 ∈ {1, . . . , b1 − 1}, ur1+1, . . . , ur1+r2 ∈ {bµ + 1, . . . , k} and lower vertices
l1, . . . , lr1+r2 ∈ {1, . . . , k} such that for each j ∈ {1, . . . , r1 + r2}, η contains the transversal line
{uj , lj}.
• Let ωη denote idr1 ⊕ ω(µ,0)k−r1−r2 ⊕ idr2 where ω
(µ,0)
k−r1−r2 was outlined in Definition 3.1.21 and shown
to be an element of the m-apsis monoid Amk−r1−r2 in Proposition 3.1.22; and
• let η− denote the upper non-transversal building block in Ux−1 containing:
(i) excluding b, the upper non-transversals of η;
(ii) for each j ∈ {1, . . . , µ}, the transversal line {bj , r1 + j};
(iii) for each j ∈ {1, . . . , r1}, the transversal line {uj , j′};
(iv) for each j ∈ {1, . . . , r2}, the transversal line {uj , (k − r2 + j)′}; and
(v) for each j ∈
{
1, . . . , k−µ−r1−r2m
}
, the lower m-apsis {(r1+µ+m(j−1)+1)′, . . . , (r1+µ+mj)′}.
Figure 3.21 contains an example of ωη and η
− for m = 3, k = 13 and a given η ∈ U1.
Figure 3.21: Let m = 3, k = 13.
u1 u2 u3 u4
l1 l2 l3 l4
b1 b2 b3
Given η = ∈ U1,
as outlined in Definition 3.1.34, we have r1 = r2 = 2 and:
(i) η− = ∈ U0 = Θ313; and
(ii) ωη =
= id2 ⊕ ω(3,0)9 ⊕ id2 ∈ A313.
We proceed to establish that each Ux is contained within the m-apsis monoid A
m
k . To do so we will show
that each η ∈ Ux, where x ∈
{
1, . . . ,
⌊
k−m
m
⌋}
, may be factorised into the product η−ωηθ
ω∗η
η , an example
of which is depicted in Figure 3.22.
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3.1.35 Proposition: For each m ∈ Z≥3, k ∈ Z≥m and x ∈
{
0, . . . ,
⌊
k−m
m
⌋}
, Ux ⊆ Amk .
Proof. By definition U0 = Θ
m
k and we established in Proposition 3.1.7 that Θ
m
k ⊆ Amk , hence U0 ⊆ Amk .
Let x ∈ {1, . . . , ⌊k−mm ⌋} and suppose Ux−1 ⊆ Amk . For each η ∈ Ux, as previously noted in Definition
3.1.34, by definition there exists:
(i) µ ∈ mZ>0 and b = {b1, . . . , bµ} ∈ η, where b1, . . . , bµ ∈ {1, . . . , k}, such that µ ≤ k−m, b is a type
(µ, 0) non-transversal that is not an m-apsis and no upper non-transversals of η pass underneath
b;
(ii) r1 ∈ {0, . . . , b1 − 1} and r2 ∈ {0, . . . , k − bµ} such that the number of transversal lines in η whose
upper vertex sits to the left or right of b ∈ η is r1 and r2 respectively; and
(iii) upper vertices u1, . . . , ur1 ∈ {1, . . . , b1 − 1}, ur1+1, . . . , ur1+r2 ∈ {bµ + 1, . . . , k} and lower vertices
l1, . . . , lr1+r2 ∈ {1, . . . , k} such that for each j ∈ {1, . . . , r1 + r2}, η contains the transversal line
{uj , lj}.
Note ωη and η both have
k−µ−r1−r2
m lower m-apses, hence the m-apmorphism θ
ω∗η
η is well-defined. When
forming the product η−ωηθ
ω∗η
η :
(i) the upper m-apses in η− are preserved, which are identical to the m-apses in η after excluding b;
(ii) b is formed by the µ-apsis {r1 + 1, . . . , r1 + µ} ∈ ωη joining to each of η−’s transversal lines
{bj , r1 + j} where j ∈ {1, . . . , µ};
(iii) the lower m-apses in θ
ω∗η
η , which are identical to the lower m-apses in η, are preserved;
(iv) for each j ∈
{
1, . . . , k−µ−r1−r2m
}
, the lower m-apsis {r1 + µ+m(j − 1) + 1, . . . , r1 + µ+mj} ∈ η−
and the upper m-apsis {(r1 + µ+m(j − 1) + 1)′, . . . , (r1 + µ+mj)} ∈ ωη join and are removed;
(v) for each j ∈ {1, . . . , k−r1−r2m }, the lower m-apsis {r1 +m(j − 1) + 1, . . . , r1 +mj} ∈ ωη and upper
m-apsis {(r1 +m(j − 1) + 1)′, . . . , (r1 +mj)} ∈ θω
∗
η
η join and are removed;
(vi) for each j ∈ {1, . . . , r1}, the transversal line
{
uj , l
′
j
}
is formed by the lines {uj , j′} ∈ η−, {j, j′} ∈ ωη
and
{
j, l′j
} ∈ θω∗ηη joining; and
(vii) for each j ∈ {k − r2 + 1, . . . , k}, the line
{
uj , l
′
j
}
is formed by the lines {uj , (k − r2 + j)′} ∈ η−,
{k − r2 + j, (k − r2 + j)′} ∈ ωη and
{
k − r2 + j, l′j
} ∈ θω∗ηη joining.
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Hence η = η−ωηθ
ω∗η
η ∈ Amk . It follows by induction that Ux ⊆ Amk for all x ∈
{
0, . . . ,
⌊
k−m
m
⌋}
.
Figure 3.22: Given m = 3, k = 13 and η ∈ U1 from Figure 3.21,
η
=
η−
ωη = id2 ⊕ ω(3,0)9 ⊕ id2
θ
ω∗η
η
3.1.36 Proposition: For each m ∈ Z≥3 and k ∈ Z≥m, Umk ,Lmk ⊆ Amk .
Proof. Umk =
⋃b k−mm c
x=0 Ux ⊆ Amk . Containment of Lmk may be established in a dual fashion to Umk , or more
succinctly by noting that Lmk = (U
m
k )
∗ ⊆ Amk .
§ 3.1.10 Factorising elements of the m-apsis monoid Amk
To establish that the m-apsis monoid Amk is in fact the monoid A
m
k , which will bring our characterisation
of the m-apsis monoid Amk to a conclusion, it remains for us to establish that each element of A
m
k is a
product of m-apsis generators.
We will reach our desired conclusion by establishing that each element of Amk may be factorised into a
product containing an upper non-transversal building block, a transversal building block and a lower
non-transversal building block.
3.1.37 Definition: For each m ∈ Z≥3, k ∈ Z≥m and α ∈ Amk :
• let uα denote the upper non-transversal building block containing:
(i) the upper non-transversals in α;
(ii) the vertical line {j, j′} for all j ∈ {1, . . . , k} such that j is an element of a transversal in α;
(iii) lower m-apses containing the remaining vertices,
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• let tα denote the transversal building block containing:
(i) the transversals contained in α;
(ii) m-apses replacing the non-transversals in α, and
• let lα denote the lower non-transversal building block containing:
(i) the lower non-transversals contained in α;
(ii) for each j ∈ {1, . . . , k} such that j′ is an element of a transversal in α, the vertical line {j, j′};
(iii) upper m-apses containing the remaining vertices.
Figure 3.23 contains an example of uα, tα and lα for a given α ∈ A316.
Figure 3.23: Let m = 3 and k = 16.
Given α = ∈ A316,
the transversal and non-transversal building blocks constructed from
α as outlined in Definition 3.1.37 are:
(i) uα = ∈ U316;
(ii) tα = ∈ T316;
(iii) lα = ∈ L316.
3.1.38 Theorem: For each m ∈ Z≥3 and k ∈ Z≥m, the m-apsis monoid Amk is equal to the monoid Amk .
Proof. We already established in Proposition 3.1.20 that the m-apsis monoid Amk is contained within A
m
k .
Conversely for each α ∈ Amk , when forming the product uαtαlα (see Figure 3.24 for an example):
(i) the upper non-transversals in uα, which are identical to the upper non-transversals in α, are
preserved;
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(ii) the transversals in tα, which are identical to the transverals in α, are preserved as they join to
vertical lines in both uα and lα by construction;
(iii) the lower non-transversals in lα, which are identical to the lower non-transversals in α, are preserved;
and
(iv) the lower m-apses in uα and upper m-apses in tα join and are removed, similarly with the lower
m-apses in tα and upper m-apses in lα.
Hence α = uαtαlα, giving us A
m
k ⊆ Umk Tmk Lmk ⊆ Amk .
Figure 3.24: Given m = 3, k = 16 and α ∈ A316 from Figure 3.23,
α
=
uα
tα
lα
 3.2 The crossed m-apsis generated diagram monoid XAmk
3.2.1 Definition: We shall refer to the join of the m-apsis monoid Amk and the symmetric group Sk as
the crossed m-apsis generated diagram monoid, or more succinctly as the crossed m-apsis monoid, and
shall denote it as XAmk .
3.2.2 Proposition: The crossed m-apsis monoid XAmk is equal to the set of all bipartitions α ∈ Mmk
such that either α ∈ Sk or α contains at least one upper and at least one lower non-transversal that each
contain precisely m vertices.
Proof. Let XAmk denote the set of all bipartitions α ∈Mmk such that either α ∈ Sk or α contains at least
one upper and at least one lower non-transversal that each contain precisely m vertices.
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It follows from Proposition 2.4.15 that XAmk = SkAmk Sk. That XAmk is a monoid follows trivially from
upper non-transversals being preserved when multiplying on the right, and from lower non-transversals
dually being preserved when multiplying on the left.
Note that when m ≥ 3 and k ≥ 3m, taking the meet of the crossed m-apsis monoid and the planar
partition monoid does not get us back to the m-apsis-monoid (see Figure 3.25 for an example of a planar
element of XA39 that is not an element of A
3
9). Within this thesis, the m-apsis monoid A
m
k is the only
submonoid of the planar partition monoid that is not equal to the meet of the planar partition monoid
with the join of the symmetric group and itself.
Figure 3.25: A planar element of XA39 that is not an element of A
3
9.
 3.3 The planar modular partition monoid PMmk
Recall from Definition 2.4.45 that the planar mod-m monoid PMmk is the set of all planar bipartitions
α ∈ PPk such that for each block b ∈ α, u(b) ≡ l(b) (mod m). In this section we establish generators for
the planar mod-m monoid PMmk , our objective will be obtained with the following approach:
(i) First we consider the bipartitions that sit inside the planar mod-m monoid PMmk that are not
products of m-apsis generators, that is consider the bipartitions PMmk − Amk , along with known
generators of the planar partition monoid PPk which is equal to the planar mod-1 monoid PM1k
by definition;
(ii) Second we bound the planar mod-m monoid PMm
k
below by conjecturing a sufficient generating
set based on our characterisation of the m-apsis monoid Amk ; and
(iii) Finally we establish equivalence between the planar mod-m monoid PMmk and our lower bound
PMm
k
in an analogous fashion to how we established equivalence between the m-apsis monoid Amk
and our upper bound Amk .
Note that this was the approach originally taken by the author to identify a generating set for the planar
mod-m monoid PMmk . If he had been familiar with the work of Kosuda [40, 42, 43] one would have likely
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guessed the same generating set, though the bulk of our characterisation would have remained original.
§ 3.3.1 Bounding PMmk below by PM
m
k
Recall that when m ∈ Z≥3, the m-apsis monoid Amk consists of all bipartitions α ∈ PMmk such that α
contains at least one upper m-apsis and at least one lower m-apsis. When generating the planar mod-m
monoid PMmk , at each step we need to lose the restriction that the bipartitions we may genearate must
contain at least one upper m-apsis and at least one lower m-apsis.
Further recall that our first step when characterising the m-apsis monoid Amk was to, for each m ∈ Z≥3,
k ∈ Z≥m and µ ∈ {1, . . . , k−m}, establish a well-defined product of m-apsis generators containing a block
of type (µ, µ). The analogous step for characterising the planar mod-m monoid PMmk will require for
each m ∈ Z>0, k ∈ Z≥m and µ ∈ {1, . . . , k}, to establish a well-defined product of generators containing
a block of type (µ, µ).
The reader may be able to recall that:
(i) the monoid of planar uniform block bijections Fk, which is generated by (2, 2)-transapsis generators,
consists of all planar diagrams α ∈ PPk such that each of α’s blocks is uniform, that is u(b) = l(b)
for all b ∈ α; and
(ii) Halverson and Ram [33] gave a presentation of planar partition monoid PPk, which is by definition
the planar mod-1 monoid PM1k, showing that it was generated by (2, 2)-transapsis generators and
monapsis generators.
Furthermore, it may trivially be checked that PM22 − A22 = {t1}. Based on the information we have
now established, it is reasonable to conjecture that the planar mod-m monoid may be generated by the
(2, 2)-transapsis generators, the m-apsis generators and the identity bipartition.
3.3.1 Definition: Given m ∈ Z≥0 and k ∈ Z≥m, we denote by PMmk the monoid generated by:
(i) the (2, 2)-transapsis generators {tj : j ∈ {1, . . . , k − 1}};
(ii) the m-apsis generators
{
amj : j ∈ {1, . . . , k −m+ 1}
}
; and
(iii) the identity bipartition idk.
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The remainder of Section 3.3 will be spent establishing that the planar mod-m monoid PMmk is generated
by the (2, 2)-transapsis generators, the m-apsis generators and the identity bipartition, that is PMmk =
PMm
k
.
§ 3.3.2 Monapmorphisms
Recall from Subsection 3.1.5 that the m-apmorphisms Θmk are the set of all planar bipartitions θ ∈ PPk
such that each block b ∈ θ is either an m-apsis or a transversal line.
We established in Proposition 3.1.7 that for each m ∈ Z≥2 and k ∈ Z≥m, the m-apmorphisms Θmk are
contained in the m-apsis monoid Amk , from which it trivially follows that the m-apmorphisms Θ
m
k are
also contained in the planar mod-m monoid PMmk .
When m = 1, recall that the monapsis monoid A1k is trivially isomorphic to the join-semilattice of subsets
of {1, . . . , k} under a1i 7→ {i} for all i ∈ {1, . . . , k}. It follows by definition that Θ1k = PISk, which for
each m ∈ Z≥2 does not contain the monapmorphisms Θ1k = PISk, that is Θ1k = PISk * Amk .
To establish that Θ1k = PISk ⊆ PMmk we will establish that each generator of PISk may be formed as
a product of generators for PMm
k
. The reader may find it useful to refer to Figure 3.26 which illustrates
that for each k ∈ Z≥2 and i ∈ {1, . . . , k − 1}, fi = fi+1tia1i and bi = a1i tibi+1.
3.3.2 Proposition: For each k ∈ Z≥2 and i ∈ {1, . . . , k − 1}:
(i) fi =

a1i+1 i = k;
fi+1tia
1
i = a
1
k
(∏i
j=k−1 a
1
i ti
)
i < k, and
(ii) bi =

a1i i = k;
a1i tibi+1 =
(∏k−1
j=i a
1
i ti
)
a1k i < k.
Proof. When forming the product fi+1tia
1
i :
(i) for each j ∈ {1, . . . , i − 1}, a1i+1, ti and a1i all contain the vertical line {j, j′}, which trivially join
and form the vertical line {j, j′} ∈ fi+1tia1i ;
(ii) the upper monapsis {k} ∈ fi+1 and lower monapsis {i} ∈ a1i are preserved;
(iii) the vertical line {i, i′} ∈ fi+1 joins to the (2, 2)-transapsis {i, i + 1, i′, (i + 1)′} ∈ ti which joins to
the transversal line {i+ 1, (i+ 1)′} ∈ a1i , forming the transversal line {i, (i+ 1)′} ∈ fi+1tia1i ; and
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(iv) for each j ∈ {i+ 2, . . . , k}, the line {j − 1, j′} ∈ fi+1 joins to the line {j, j′} ∈ ti, which joins to the
vertical line {j, j′} ∈ a1i , forming the line {j − 1, j′} ∈ fi+1tia1i .
Hence fi+1tia
1
i = fi. It follows by induction that fi+1tia
1
i = a
1
k
(∏i
j=k−1 a
1
i ti
)
. That bi = a
1
i tia
1
i+1 =(∏k−1
j=i a
1
i ti
)
a1k follows dually.
Figure 3.26: For each k ∈ Z≥2 and i ∈ {1, . . . , k − 1},
i
fi
fi+1
ti
a1i
i
bi
=
a1i
ti
bi+1
3.3.3 Corollary: For each k ∈ Z>0, Θ1k = PISk ⊆ PM1k.
Proof. When k = 1, we trivially have Θ11 = PIS1 = {id1, a11} = PM11. When k > 1, Θ1k = PISk ⊆ PM1k
trivially follows from Proposition 3.3.2 when recalling that:
(i) PISk is generated by
{
idk, fi, bi : i ∈ {1, . . . , k − 1}
}
; and
(ii) PM1
k
is generated by
{
idk, ti, a
1
i , a
1
k : i ∈ {1, . . . , k − 1}
}
.
§ 3.3.3 Generating feasible block types
3.3.4 Definition: For each m ∈ Z>0, k ∈ Z≥m and µ, γ ∈ {0, . . . , k} such that µ + γ > 0 and
µ ≡ γ (mod m), let k = max {µ, γ} and let ω(µ,γ)k denote the bipartition in the planar mod-m monoid
PMmk containing:
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(i) the type (µ, γ) transversal {1, . . . , µ, 1′, . . . , γ′};
(ii) for each j ∈
{
1, . . . , k−µm
}
, the upper m-apsis {µ+m(j − 1) + 1, . . . , µ+mj};
(iii) for each j ∈
{
1, . . . , k−γm
}
, the lower m-apsis {(γ +m(j − 1) + 1)′, . . . , (γ +mj)′}; and
(iv) for each j ∈ {k + 1, . . . , k}, the vertical line {j, j′}.
For example, given m = 2, ω
(2,6)
8 ∈ PM28 is depicted in Figure 3.27.
Figure 3.27: Given m = 2 and k = 8,
ω
(2,6)
8 = ∈ PM28
We proceed by establishing in Proposition 3.3.5 that ω
(µ,γ)
k ∈ PMmk . The reader may find it useful to
refer to Figure 3.28 which illustrates that, given m = 2 and k = 10, ω
(8,2)
10 = ω
(8,8)
10 θ
3,5,7
3,5,7.
3.3.5 Proposition: For each m ∈ Z>0, k ∈ Z≥m and µ, γ ∈ {0, . . . , k} such that µ + γ > 0 and
µ ≡ γ (mod m),
ω
(µ,γ)
k =

ω
(µ,µ)
k θ
γ+1,γ+m+1,...,µ−m+1
γ+1,γ+m+1,...,µ−m+1 if µ > γ;∏µ−1
i=1 ti if µ = γ; and
θµ+1,µ+m+1,...,γ−m+1µ+1,µ+m+1,...,γ−m+1ω
(γ,γ)
k if µ < γ,
and hence ω
(µ,γ)
k ∈ PMmk .
Proof. If µ = γ then we trivially have ω
(µ,γ)
k =
∏µ−1
i=1 ti ∈ PMmk .
If µ > γ then when forming the product ω
(µ,µ)
k θ
γ+1,γ+m+1,...,µ−m+1
γ+1,γ+m+1,...,µ−m+1:
(i) the (µ, γ)-transversal {1, . . . , µ, 1′, . . . , µ′} in ω(µ,µ)k connects to the m-apses {γ + (j − 1)m+ 1, . . . ,
γ + jm} in θγ+1,γ+m+1,...,µ−m+1γ+1,γ+m+1,...,µ−m+1 where j ∈
{
1, . . . , µ−γm
}
along with the vertical lines {j, j′} in
θγ+1,γ+m+1,...,µ−m+1γ+1,γ+m+1,...,µ−m+1 where j ∈ {1, . . . , γ}, collectively forming the block {1, . . . , µ, 1′, . . . , γ′}; and
(ii) for each j ∈ {µ+ 1, . . . , k}, the vertical line {j, j′} in ω(µ,µ)k connects to the vertical line {j, j′} in
θγ+1,γ+m+1,...,µ−m+1γ+1,γ+m+1,...,µ−m+1.
Hence ω
(µ,γ)
k = ω
(µ,µ)
k θ
γ+1,γ+m+1,...,µ−m+1
γ+1,γ+m+1,...,µ−m+1 ∈ PMmk . It follows analogously that if µ < γ then ω
(µ,γ)
k =
θµ+1,µ+m+1,...,γ−m+1µ+1,µ+m+1,...,γ−m+1ω
(γ,γ)
k ∈ PMmk .
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Figure 3.28: Given m = 3 and k = 10,
ω
(8,2)
10
=
ω
(8,8)
12
θ3,63,6
3.3.6 Corollary: For each m ∈ Z>0, k ∈ Z≥m and µ, γ ∈ {0, . . . , k} such that µ + γ > 0 and µ ≡
γ (mod m), blocks of type (µ, γ) do appear in some elements of PMm
k
.
Proof. Trivially follows from Proposition 3.3.5 where we established that the well-defined bipartition
ω
(µ,γ)
k , which contains a block of type (µ, γ), may be factorised into a product containing only (2, 2)-
transapsis generators and m-apsis generators.
§ 3.3.4 Building blocks
We established our characterisation of the m-apsis monoid Amk by first establishing transversal and
non-transversal building blocks, then factorised each element of the m-apsis monoid Amk into a product
containing transversal and non-transversal building blocks. Establishing that the planar mod-m monoid
PMmk is equal to the submonoid generated by (2, 2)-transapsis and m-apsis generators PM
m
k
may be
done in a similar fashion.
Note that for each m ∈ Z>0, k ∈ Z≥m, and µ, γ ∈ {0, . . . , k} such that µ+γ > 0 and µ ≡ γ ≡ k (mod m),
in order to be able to form a bipartition containing precisely one block of type (µ, γ) then only m-apses,
we additionally require that µ ≡ k (mod m), or equivalently that γ ≡ k (mod m).
Both for the sake of succinctness and due to there being no notational ambiguity in doing so, when we
need to require µ ≡ γ (mod m) and µ ≡ k (mod m) we simply state that we require µ ≡ γ ≡ k (mod m).
3.3.7 Definition: For each m ∈ Z>0, k ∈ Z≥m and µ, γ ∈ {0, . . . , k} such that µ + γ > 0 and
µ ≡ γ ≡ k (mod m), let ω(µ,γ)k denote the bipartition in PMmk containing:
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(i) the type (µ, γ) block {1, . . . , µ, 1′, . . . , γ′};
(ii) for each j ∈
{
1, . . . , k−µm
}
, the upper m-apsis {µ+m(j − 1) + 1, . . . , µ+mj}; and
(iii) for each j ∈
{
1, . . . , k−γm
}
, the lower m-apsis {(γ +m(j − 1) + 1)′, . . . , (γ +mj)′}.
For example given m = 2 and k = 9, Figure 3.29 depicts ω
(1,5)
9 ∈ PM29.
Figure 3.29: Given m = 2 and k = 9,
ω
(1,5)
9 = ∈ PM29
We proceed by establishing in Proposition 3.3.8 that ω
(µ,γ)
k ∈ PMmk . The reader may find it useful to
refer to Figure 3.30 which illustrates that, given m = 2 and k = 9, ω
(5,1)
9 = ω
(5,1)
9 θ
2,4,6,8
2,4,6,8 ∈ PM29.
3.3.8 Proposition: For each m ∈ Z>0, k ∈ Z≥m and µ, γ ∈ {0, . . . , k} such that µ + γ > 0 and
µ ≡ γ ≡ k (mod m),
ω
(µ,γ)
k = ω
(µ,γ)
k θ
γ+1,γ+m+1,γ+2m+1,...,k−m+1
γ+1,γ+m+1,γ+2m+1,...,k−m+1 ∈ PMmk .
Proof. Let k = max {µ, γ} and recall that for each j ∈ {k + 1, . . . , k}, ω(µ,γ)k contains the vertical line
{j, j′}.
When forming the product ω
(µ,γ)
k θ
γ+1,γ+m+1,γ+2m+1,...,k−m+1
γ+1,γ+m+1,γ+2m+1,...,k−m+1:
(i) the type (µ, γ) block {1, . . . , µ, 1′, . . . , γ′} in ω(µ,γ)k , which connects to the vertical lines {j, j′} in
θγ+1,γ+m+1,γ+2m+1,...,k−m+1γ+1,γ+m+1,γ+2m+1,...,k−m+1 where j ∈ {1, . . . , γ}, is preserved;
(ii) the lower m-apses in θγ+1,γ+m+1,γ+2m+1,...,k−m+1γ+1,γ+m+1,γ+2m+1,...,k−m+1, which are lower m-apses in ω
(µ,γ)
k , are preserved;
(iii) for each j ∈
{
1, . . . , k−km
}
, them-apsis {k+m(j−1)+1, . . . , k+mj} in θγ+1,γ+m+1,γ+2m+1,...,k−m+1γ+1,γ+m+1,γ+2m+1,...,k−m+1,
which joins to vertical lines in ω
(µ,γ)
k , is preserved;
(iv) for each j ∈
{
2, . . . , k−γm
}
, the lower m-apsis {(γ+m(j− 1) + 1)′, . . . , (γ+mj)′} in ω(µ,γ)k and the
upper m-apsis {γ+m(j−1)+1, . . . , γ+mj} in θγ+1,γ+m+1,γ+2m+1,...,k−m+1γ+1,γ+m+1,γ+2m+1,...,k−m+1 join and are removed;
and
(v) for each j ∈
{
1, . . . , k−µm
}
, the upper m-apsis {µ+m(j− 1) + 1, . . . , µ+mj} in ω(µ,γ)k is preserved.
Hence ω
(µ,γ)
k = ω
(µ,γ)
k θ
γ+1,γ+m+1,γ+2m+1,...,k−m+1
γ+1,γ+m+1,γ+2m+1,...,k−m+1 ∈ PMmk .
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Figure 3.30: Given m = 2 and k = 9,
ω
(5,1)
9
=
ω
(5,1)
9
θ2,4,6,82,4,6,8
§ 3.3.5 Transversal building blocks
We now turn our attention to bipartitions in PMmk where non-transverals must be m-apses.
3.3.9 Definition: For each m ∈ Z≥0 and k ∈ Z≥m, let Tmk denote the set of all α ∈ PMmk such that
every non-transversal block b ∈ α is an m-apsis. We shall refer to elements of Tmk as transversal building
blocks.
We proceed in this subsection to establish that Tmk is contained within the monoid generated by (2, 2)-
transapsis generators and m-apsis generators PMm
k
. In order to do so we partition Tmk based on transver-
sal types from left to right then establish our desired result inductively.
Note that for each m ∈ Z>0, k ∈ Z≥m, r ∈ {0, . . . , k}, and µ1, . . . , µr, γ1, . . . , γr ∈ {1, . . . , k} such that
µj ≡ γj (mod k) for all j ∈ {1, . . . , r} and Σrj=1µj ,Σrj=1γj ≤ k, in order to be able to form a bipartition
of rank r with a distinct block of type (µj , γj) designated for each j ∈ {1, . . . , r}, we additionally require
that Σrj=1µj ≡ k (mod m), or equivalently that Σrj=1γj ≡ k (mod m).
3.3.10 Definition: For each m ∈ Z>0, k ∈ Z≥m, r ∈ {0, . . . , k}, and µ1, . . . , µr, γ1, . . . , γr ∈ {1, . . . , k}
such that µj ≡ γj (mod k) for all j ∈ {1, . . . , r}, Σrj=1µj , Σrj=1γj ≤ k and Σrj=1µj ≡ k (mod m), let
T
(µ1,γ1),...,(µr,γr)
k denote the set of all ω ∈ Tmk such that ω contains precisely:
(i)
k−Σrj=1µj
m upper m-apses;
(ii)
k−Σrj=1γj
m lower m-apses; and
(iii) r transversals of type (µ1, γ1), . . . , (µr, γr) from left to right.
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Note that by definition Tmk =
⋃
r∈{0,...,k}
µ1,...,µr,γ1,...,γr∈{1,...,k}
µj≡γj (mod m) ∀ j∈{1,...,r}
Σrj=1µj ,Σ
r
j=1γj≤k
Σrj=1µj≡k (mod m)
T
(µ1,γ1),...,(µr,γr)
k .
Next we seek to establish whether T
(µ1,γ1),...,(µr,γr)
k ⊆ PMmk , which may be done in an almost identical
fashion to how we established our characterisation of the m-apsis monoid Amk . We again begin by
establishing that for each ω ∈ T(µ1,γ1),...,(µr,γr)k , each element of T(µ1,γ1),...,(µr,γr)k may be factorised into
a product containing ω and m-apmorphisms. An example of such a factorisation when m = 2 is depicted
in Figure 3.31.
3.3.11 Proposition: For each ω ∈ T(µ1,γ1),...,(µr,γr)k ,
T
(µ1,γ1),...,(µr,γr)
k ⊆ Θmk ωΘmk .
Proof. Follows identically to the proof of Proposition 3.1.30, which was our analogous result when char-
acterising the m-apsis monoid Amk , to show that for each ψ ∈ T(µ1,γ1),...,(µr,γr)k , ψ = θψω∗ωθω
∗
ψ and hence
T
(µ1,γ1),...,(µr,γr)
k ⊆ Θmk ωΘmk .
Figure 3.31: Given m = 2 and k = 13,
ψ
=
θψω∗
ω
θω
∗
ψ
3.3.12 Corollary: If the intersection of T
(µ1,γ1),...,(µr,γr)
k with the monoid generated by (2, 2)-transapsis
generators and m-apsis generators PMm
k
is non-empty then T
(µ1,γ1),...,(µr,γr)
k ⊆ PMmk .
Proof. Suppose there exists ω ∈ T(µ1,γ1),...,(µr,γr)k ∩PMmk , then it trivially follows from Proposition 3.3.11
that T
(µ1,γ1),...,(µr,γr)
k ⊆ Θmk ωΘmk ⊆ PMmk .
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3.3.13 Proposition: For each m ∈ Z>0, k ∈ Z≥m, µ, γ ∈ {1, . . . , k} such that µ ≡ γ ≡ k (mod m),
T
(µ,γ)
k ⊆ PMmk .
Proof. It follows by definition that ω
(µ,γ)
k ∈ T(µ,γ)k , and we established in Proposition 3.3.8 that ω(µ,γ)k ∈
PMm
k
. Hence ω
(µ,γ)
k ∈ T(µ,γ)k ∩ PMmk , employing Corollary 3.3.12 we have T
(µ,γ)
k ⊆ PMmk .
3.3.14 Definition: For each m ∈ Z>0, k ∈ Z≥m, r ∈ {0, . . . , k}, and µ1, . . . , µr, γ1, . . . , γr ∈ {1, . . . , k}
such that µj ≡ γj (mod k) for all j ∈ {1, . . . , r}, Σrj=1µj , Σrj=1γj ≤ k and Σrj=1µj ≡ k (mod m), let
ω
(µ1,γ1),...,(µr,γr)
k denote the element of T
(µ1,γ1),...,(µr,γr)
k containing:
(i) the type (µ1, γ1) transversal {1, . . . , µ1, 1′, . . . , γ′1};
(ii) for each j ∈
{
1, . . . ,
k−Σrj=1µj
m
}
, the upper m-apsis {µ1 +m(j − 1) + 1, . . . , µ1 +mj};
(iii) for each j ∈
{
1, . . . ,
k−Σrj=1γj
m
}
, the lower m-apsis {(γ1 +m(j − 1) + 1)′, . . . , (γ1 +mj)′};
(iv) for each j ∈ {2, . . . , r}, the type (µj , γj) transversal
{
k−Σri=jµi+1, . . . , k−Σri=j+1µi, (k−Σri=jγi+
1)′, . . . , (k − Σri=j+1γi)′
}
,
and let υ
(µ1,γ1),...,(µr,γr)
k denote the element of T
(µ1,γ1),...,(µr,γr)
k containing:
(i) for each j ∈
{
1, . . . ,
k−Σrj=1µj
m
}
, the upper m-apsis {m(j − 1) + 1, . . . ,mj};
(ii) for each j ∈
{
1, . . . ,
k−Σrj=1γj
m
}
, the lower m-apsis {(m(j − 1) + 1)′, . . . , (mj)′};
(iii) for each j ∈ {1, . . . , r}, the type (µj , γj) transversal
{
k−Σri=jµi+1, . . . , k−Σri=j+1µi, (k−Σri=jγi+
1)′, . . . , (k − Σri=j+1γi)′
}
.
For example given m = 2, ω
(3,1),(1,3)
4 = υ
(3,1),(1,3)
4 ∈ T(3,1),(1,3)4 along with ω(4,2),(3,1)7 , υ(4,2),(3,1)7 ∈
T
(4,2),(3,1)
7 are depicted in Figure 3.32.
Analogously to when characterising the m-apsis monoid Amk , we proceed by establishing in Proposition
3.3.15 that for each m ∈ Z>0, k ∈ Z≥m, r ∈ {0, . . . , k}, and µ1, . . . , µr, γ1, . . . , γr ∈ {1, . . . , k} such that
µj ≡ γj (mod k) for all j ∈ {1, . . . , r}, Σrj=1µj ,Σrj=1γj ≤ k and Σrj=1µj ≡ k (mod m),
ω
(µ1,γ1),...,(µr,γr)
k ∈

(T
(µ1,γ1)
k−Σrj=2µj ⊕ idΣrj=2µj )(idγ1 ⊕ T
(µ2,γ2),...,(µr,γr)
k−γ1 ) µ1 ≥ γ1;
(idµ1 ⊕ T(µ2,γ2),...,(µr,γr)k−µ1 )(T
(µ1,γ1)
k−Σrj=2γj ⊕ idΣrj=2γj ) µ1 ≤ γ1.
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Figure 3.32: Given m = 2,
∈ T(3,1),(1,3)4ω(3,1),(1,3)4 = υ(3,1),(1,3)4 =
∈ T(4,2),(3,1)7ω(4,2),(3,1)7 =
∈ T(4,2),(3,1)7υ(4,2),(3,1)7 =
For example, given m = 2, Figure 3.33 illustrates that ω
(3,1),(1,3)
4 = (ω
(3,1)
3 ⊕ id1)(id1⊕υ(1,3)4 ) ∈ T(3,1),(1,3)4
and Figure 3.34 illustrates that ω
(1,5),(6,2),(1,3)
10 = (id1 ⊕ υ(6,2),(1,3)9 )(ω(1,5)5 ⊕ id5) ∈ T(1,5),(6,2),(1,3)10 .
3.3.15 Proposition: For each m ∈ Z>0, k ∈ Z≥m, r ∈ {0, . . . , k}, and µ1, . . . , µr, γ1, . . . , γr ∈ {1, . . . , k}
such that µj ≡ γj (mod k) for all j ∈ {1, . . . , r}, Σrj=1µj , Σrj=1γj ≤ k and Σrj=1µj ≡ k (mod m),
ω
(µ1,γ1),...,(µr,γr)
k =

(ω
(µ1,γ1)
k−Σrj=2µj ⊕ idΣrj=2µj )(idγ1 ⊕ υ
(µ2,γ2),...,(µr,γr)
k−γ1 ) µ1 ≥ γ1;
(idµ1 ⊕ υ(µ2,γ2),...,(µr,γr)k−µ1 )(ω
(µ1,γ1)
k−Σrj=2γj ⊕ idΣrj=2γj ) µ1 ≤ γ1.
Proof. Suppose µ1 ≥ γ1. Note that since k ≥ Σrj=1µj ≥ γ1 + Σrj=2µj we have:
(i) k − Σrj=2µj ≥ µ1 = max {µ1, γ1}, ensuring ω(µ1,γ1)k−Σrj=2µj is well-defined;
(ii) k − γ1 ≥ Σrj=2µj ,Σrj=2γj , ensuring υ(µ2,γ2),...,(µr,γr)k−γ1 is well-defined; and
(iii)
k−γ1−Σrj=2µj
m , which is both the number of lower m-apses in ω
(µ1,γ1)
k−Σrj=2µj and the number of upper
m-apses in υ
(µ2,γ2),...,(µr,γr)
k−γ1 , is a non-negative integer.
The remainder of the proof follows identically to the proof in Proposition 3.1.29, which was our analogous
result when characterising the m-apsis monoid Amk .
3.3.16 Proposition: For each m ∈ Z>0, k ∈ Z≥m, r ∈ {0, . . . , k}, and µ1, . . . , µr, γ1, . . . , γr ∈ {1, . . . , k}
such that µj ≡ γj (mod k) for all j ∈ {1, . . . , r}, Σrj=1µj , Σrj=1γj ≤ k and Σrj=1µj ≡ k (mod m), we have
T
(µ1,γ1),...,(µr,γr)
k ⊆ PMmk .
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Figure 3.33: Given m = 2,
ω
(3,1),(1,3)
4
=
ω
(3,1)
3 ⊕ id1
id1 ⊕ υ(1,3)3
Figure 3.34: Given m = 3,
ω
(1,5),(6,2),(1,3)
10
=
id1 ⊕ υ(6,2),(1,3)9
ω
(1,5)
5 ⊕ id5
Proof. Follows identically to the proof of Proposition 3.1.30, which was our analogous result when char-
acterising the m-apsis monoid Amk .
3.3.17 Proposition: For each m ∈ Z>0 and k ∈ Z≥m, Tmk ⊆ PMmk .
Proof. Recall that by definition Tmk =
⋃
r∈{0,...,k}
µ1,...,µr,γ1,...,γr∈{1,...,k}
µj≡γj (mod m) ∀ j∈{1,...,r}
Σrj=1µj ,Σ
r
j=1γj≤k
Σrj=1µj≡k (mod m)
T
(µ1,γ1),...,(µr,γr)
k , hence it follows from
Proposition 3.3.16 that Tmk ⊆ PMmk .
§ 3.3.6 Non-transversal building blocks
We now turn our attention to bipartitions in the planar mod-m monoid PMmk where transverals must
be lines, and either lower non-transversals or upper non-transversals must be m-apses.
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3.3.18 Definition: For each m ∈ Z>0 and k ∈ Z≥m, let Umk denote the set of all α ∈ PMmk such that
every:
(i) transversal in α is a line; and
(ii) lower non-transversal in α is an m-apsis,
furthermore let Lmk denote the set of all α ∈ PMmk such that every:
(i) transversal in α is a line; and
(ii) upper non-transversal in α is an m-apsis.
We shall refer to elements of Umk as upper non-transversal building blocks, and elements of L
m
k as lower
non-transversal building blocks. By a non-transversal building block we shall mean an upper or lower
non-transversal building block.
We proceed in this subsection to establish that both Umk and L
m
k are contained within the monoid
generated by (2, 2)-transapsis genrators and m-apsis generators PMm
k
. Containment of Lmk will trivially
follow from containment of Umk . In order to establish the latter containment, first we partition U
m
k based
on the number of upper non-transversals that are not m-apses, then we establish our desired result
inductively.
Note that
⌊
k
m
⌋
is the maximum number of upper non-transversals an element of Umk may contain, however
in such a case at least one upper non-transversal must be an m-apsis, hence Umk may contain at most⌊
k−m
m
⌋
upper non-transversals that are not m-apses.
3.3.19 Definition: For each x ∈ {0, . . . , ⌊k−mm ⌋}, let Ux denote the subset of all bipartitions η ∈ Umk
such that η contains precisely x upper non-transversals that are not m-apses.
Note it follows by definition that U0 = Θ
m
k and that U
m
k =
⋃b k−mm c
x=0 Ux.
3.3.20 Definition: For each x ∈ {1, . . . , ⌊k−mm ⌋} and η ∈ Ux, by definition there exists:
(i) µ ∈ mZ>0 and b = {b1, . . . , bµ} ∈ η, where b1, . . . , bµ ∈ {1, . . . , k}, such that µ ≤ k, b is a type
(µ, 0) non-transversal that is not an m-apsis and no upper non-transversals of η pass underneath
b;
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(ii) r1 ∈ {0, . . . , b1 − 1} and r2 ∈ {0, . . . , k − bµ} such that the number of transversal lines in η whose
upper vertex sits to the left or right of b ∈ η is r1 and r2 respectively; and
(iii) upper vertices u1, . . . , ur1 ∈ {1, . . . , b1 − 1}, ur1+1, . . . , ur1+r2 ∈ {bµ + 1, . . . , k} and lower vertices
l1, . . . , lr1+r2 ∈ {1, . . . , k} such that for each j ∈ {1, . . . , r1 + r2}, η contains the transversal line
{uj , lj}.
• Let ωη denote idr1 ⊕ω(µ,0)k−r1−r2 ⊕ idr2 where ω
(µ,0)
k−r1−r2 was outlined in Definition 3.3.7 and shown to
be an element of PMm
k−r1−r2 in Proposition 3.3.8; and
• let η− denote the upper non-transversal building block in Ux−1 containing:
(i) excluding b, the upper non-transversals of η;
(ii) for each j ∈ {1, . . . , µ}, the transversal line {bj , r1 + j};
(iii) for each j ∈ {1, . . . , r1}, the transversal line {uj , j′};
(iv) for each j ∈ {1, . . . , r2}, the transversal line {uj , (k − r2 + j)′}; and
(v) for each j ∈
{
1, . . . , k−µ−r1−r2m
}
, the lower m-apsis {(r1+µ+m(j−1)+1)′, . . . , (r1+µ+mj)′}.
Figure 3.35 contains an example of ωη and η
− for m = 2, k = 12 and a given η ∈ U3.
Figure 3.35: Let m = 2, k = 12.
u1 u2
l1 l2
b1 b2
Given η = ∈ U3,
As outlined in Definition 3.3.20, we have r1 = r2 = 1 and:
(i) η− = ∈ U2; and
(ii) ωη =
= id1 ⊕ ω(2,0)10 ⊕ id1 ∈ PM212.
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We proceed to establish that each Ux is contained within the monoid generated by (2, 2)-transapsis gen-
erators and m-apsis generators PMm
k
. To do so we will show that each η ∈ Ux, where x ∈
{
1, . . .
⌊
k−m
m
⌋}
,
may be factorised into the product η−ωηθ
ω∗η
η , an example of which is depicted in Figure 3.36.
3.3.21 Proposition: For each m ∈ Z>0, k ∈ Z≥m and x ∈
{
0, . . . ,
⌊
k−m
m
⌋}
, Ux ⊆ PMmk .
Proof. By definition U0 = Θ
m
k . We established in Proposition 3.1.7 that for each m ∈ Z≥2 and k ∈ Z≥m,
Θmk ⊆ Amk . Since Amk ⊆ PMmk , it follows that we also have Θmk ⊆ PMmk . We also noted in Corollary 3.3.3
that for each k ∈ Z>0, Θ1k ⊆ PM1k. Hence U0 ⊆ PMmk for all m ∈ Z>0 and k ∈ Z≥m.
Let x ∈ {1, . . . , ⌊k−mm ⌋} and suppose Ux−1 ⊆ PMmk . For each η ∈ Ux, as previously noted in Definition
3.3.20, by definition there exists:
(i) µ ∈ mZ>0 and b = {b1, . . . , bµ} ∈ η, where b1, . . . , bµ ∈ {1, . . . , k}, such that µ ≤ k, b is a type
(µ, 0) non-transversal that is not an m-apsis and no upper non-transversals of η pass underneath
b;
(ii) r1 ∈ {0, . . . , b1 − 1} and r2 ∈ {0, . . . , k − bµ} such that the number of transversal lines in η whose
upper vertex sits to the left or right of b ∈ η is r1 and r2 respectively; and
(iii) upper vertices u1, . . . , ur1 ∈ {1, . . . , b1 − 1}, ur1+1, . . . , ur1+r2 ∈ {bµ + 1, . . . , k} and lower vertices
l1, . . . , lr1+r2 ∈ {1, . . . , k} such that for each j ∈ {1, . . . , r1 + r2}, η contains the transversal line
{uj , lj}.
Note ωη and η both have
k−µ−r1−r2
m lower m-apses, hence the m-apmorphism θ
ω∗η
η is well-defined. When
forming the product η−ωηθ
ω∗η
η :
(i) the upper m-apses in η− are preserved, which are identical to the m-apses in η after excluding b;
(ii) b is formed by the µ-apsis {r1 + 1, . . . , r1 + µ} ∈ ωη joining to each of η−’s transversal lines
{bj , r1 + j} where j ∈ {1, . . . , µ};
(iii) the lower m-apses in θ
ω∗η
η , which are identical to the lower m-apses in η, are preserved;
(iv) for each j ∈
{
1, . . . , k−µ−r1−r2m
}
, the lower m-apsis {r1 + µ+m(j − 1) + 1, . . . , r1 + µ+mj} ∈ η−
and the upper m-apsis {(r1 + µ+m(j − 1) + 1)′, . . . , (r1 + µ+mj)} ∈ ωη join and are removed;
(v) for each j ∈ {1, . . . , k−r1−r2m }, the lower m-apsis {r1 +m(j − 1) + 1, . . . , r1 +mj} ∈ ωη and upper
m-apsis {(r1 +m(j − 1) + 1)′, . . . , (r1 +mj)} ∈ θω
∗
η
η join and are removed;
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(vi) for each j ∈ {1, . . . , r1}, the transversal line
{
uj , l
′
j
}
is formed by the lines {uj , j′} ∈ η−, {j, j′} ∈ ωη
and
{
j, l′j
} ∈ θω∗ηη joining; and
(vii) for each j ∈ {k − r2 + 1, . . . , k}, the line
{
uj , l
′
j
}
is formed by the lines {uj , (k − r2 + j)′} ∈ η−,
{k − r2 + j, (k − r2 + j)′} ∈ ωη and
{
k − r2 + j, l′j
} ∈ θω∗ηη joining.
Hence η = η−ωηθ
ω∗η
η ∈ PMmk . It follows by induction that Ux ⊆ PMmk for all x ∈
{
0, . . . ,
⌊
k−m
m
⌋}
.
Figure 3.36: Given m = 2, k = 12 and η ∈ U3 from Figure 3.35,
η
=
η−
ωη = id1 ⊕ ω(2,0)10 ⊕ id1
θ
ω∗η
η
3.3.22 Proposition: For each m ∈ Z>0 and k ∈ Z≥m, Umk ,Lmk ⊆ PMmk .
Proof. Umk =
⋃b k−mm c
x=0 Ux ⊆ PMmk . Containment of Lmk may be established in a dual fashion to Umk , or
more succinctly by noting that Lmk = (U
m
k )
∗ ⊆ PMm
k
.
§ 3.3.7 Factorising PMmk
To establish that the planar mod-m monoid PMmk is in fact the monoid generated by (2, 2)-transapsis
generators and m-apsis generators PMm
k
, it remains for us to establish that each element of PMmk may
be factorised into a product of (2, 2)-transapsis generators and m-apsis generators.
We will reach our desired conclusion by establishing that each element of PMmk may be factorised into
a product containing an upper non-transversal building block, a transversal building block and a lower
non-transversal building block.
3.3.23 Definition: For each m ∈ Z>0, k ∈ Z≥m and α ∈ PMmk :
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• let uα denote the upper non-transversal building block containing:
(i) the upper non-transversals in α;
(ii) for each j ∈ {1, . . . , k} such that j is an element of a transversal in α, the vertical line {j, j′};
(iii) lower m-apses containing the remaining vertices,
• let tα denote the transversal building block containing:
(i) the transversals contained in α;
(ii) m-apses replacing the non-transversals in α, and
• let lα denote the lower non-transversal building block containing:
(i) the lower non-transversals contained in α;
(ii) for each j ∈ {1, . . . , k} such that j′ is an element of a transversal in α, the vertical line {j, j′};
(iii) upper m-apses containing the remaining vertices.
Figure 3.37 contains an example of uα, tα and lα for a given α ∈ A216.
Figure 3.37: Let m = 2 and k = 16.
Given α = ∈ PM216,
the transversal and non-transversal building blocks constructed from
α as outlined in Definition 3.3.23 are:
(i) uα = ∈ U216;
(ii) tα = ∈ T216;
(iii) lα = ∈ L216.
3.3.24 Theorem: For each m ∈ Z>0 and k ∈ Z≥m, the planar mod-m monoid PMmk is equal to the
monoid generated by (2, 2)-transapsis generators and m-apsis generators PMm
k
.
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Proof. It follows trivially from (2, 2)-transapsis generators andm-apsis generators sitting inside the planar
mod-m monoid PMmk that PM
m
k
is contained within the planar mod-m monoid PMmk . Conversely for
each α ∈ PMmk , when forming the product uαtαlα (see Figure 3.38 for an example):
(i) the upper non-transversals in uα, which are identical to the upper non-transversals in α, are
preserved;
(ii) the transversals in tα, which are identical to the transverals in α, are preserved as they join to
vertical lines in both uα and lα by construction;
(iii) the lower non-transversals in lα, which are identical to the lower non-transversals in α, are preserved;
and
(iv) the lower m-apses in uα and upper m-apses in tα join and are removed, similarly with the lower
m-apses in tα and upper m-apses in lα.
Hence α = uαtαlα, giving us PM
m
k ⊆ Umk Tmk Lmk ⊆ PMmk .
Note that no diapsis or (2, 2)-transapsis generator may be generated by a product of other diapsis
and (2, 2)-transapsis generators. Hence the generating set of the planar mod-m monoid established in
Theorem 3.3.24 is minimal under set inclusion.
Figure 3.38: Given m = 2, k = 16 and α ∈ PM216 from Figure 3.37,
α
=
uα
tα
lα
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Cardinalities
 4.1 The planar modular partition monoid, |PMmk |
Recall from Definition 2.4.45 that the planar mod-m monoid PMmk is the planar analogue of the mod-m
monoid Mmk , and hence consists of all planar bipartitions α ∈ PPk such that each block b ∈ α satisfies
u(b) ≡ l(b) (mod m).
For each m ∈ Z>0 and k ∈ Z≥m, we proceed to establish the cardinality of the planar mod-m monoid
PMmk by:
(i) for each t ∈ mZ≥0 such that t ≤ k, establishing recurrence relations for the number of PMmk -feasible
upper non-transversal patterns such that the number of vertices contained in non-transversal blocks
is equal to t;
(ii) for each k1, k2 ∈ Z≥0, establishing recurrence relations for the number of planar ways to connect k1
upper vertices to k2 lower vertices using only transversal blocks b such that u(b) ≡ l(b) (mod m);
and
(iii) establish that the cardinality of the planar mod-m monoid PMmk can be calculated directly using
the numbers generated from the recurrence relations above in (i) and (ii).
4.1.1 Definition: For each m ∈ Z>0 and k1, k2 ∈ Z≥0, by PT (m, k1, k2) we denote the number of
planar ways to connect k1 upper vertices to k2 lower vertices using only transversal blocks b such that
u(b) ≡ l(b) (mod m) (see Figure 4.1 for an example).
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Figure 4.1: Given m = 3, k1 = 6 and k2 = 3, it may be verified with an exhaustive search that PT (3, 6, 3) = 8,
that is there are eight ways to connect six upper vertices to three lower vertices using only transversal blocks b
such that u(b) ≡ l(b) (mod 3), which may be depicted as follows:
4.1.2 Proposition: For each m ∈ Z>0 and k1, k2 ∈ Z≥0, PT (m, k1, k2) satisfies the recurrence (see
Tables 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 for example values):
PT (m, k1, k2) =

1 if k1 = k2 = 0
0 if k1=0,k2>0 or k1>0,k2=0or k1 6≡k2 (mod m)∑
(k′1,k
′
2)≤(k1,k2)
k′1≡k′2 (mod m)
PT (m, k1 − k′1, k2 − k′2) if k1 ≡ k2 (mod m).
Proof. Clearly we may not connect a positive number of vertices to zero vertices using transversal blocks,
nor given k1 6≡ k2 (mod m) may we connect k1 upper vertices with k2 lower vertices using only transverals
blocks b such that u(b) ≡ l(b) (mod m). Suppose k1 ≡ k2 (mod m). If the transversal block containing
the upper-right vertex k1 connects the k
′
1 upper right-most vertices and k
′
2 lower right-most vertices such
that k′1 ∈ {1, . . . , k1} and k′2 ∈ {1, . . . , k2}, then there are PT (m, k1 − k′1, k2 − k′2) ways in which the
remaining k1 − k′1 upper vertices and k2 − k′2 lower vertices may be connected in a planar fashion using
only transversal blocks b such that u(b) ≡ l(b) (mod m). Since there is one way for a single transversal to
connect the k1 upper vertices and k2 lower vertices together it is convenient to have PT (m, 0, 0) = 1.
4.1.3 Definition: For each m ∈ Z>0, k ∈ Z≥m, x ∈
⌊
k
m
⌋
and t1, . . . , tx ∈ Z≥0 such that Σxi=1imti ≤ k,
we denote by PN(m, k, t1, . . . , tx) the number of PM
m
k -feasible upper non-transversal patterns containing
precisely t1 type (m, 0), . . . , and tx type (xm, 0) non-transversal blocks (see Figure 4.2 for an example).
Note it trivially follows from the planar mod-m monoid PMmk being closed under the vertical flip in-
volution ∗, that is PMmk
∗ = PMmk , that the number of PM
m
k -feasible lower non-transversal patterns
containing precisely t1 type (0,m), . . ., and tx type (0, xm) non-transversal blocks is equal to the number
of PMmk -feasible upper non-transversal patterns containing precisely t1 type (m, 0), . . . , and tx type
(xm, 0) non-transversal blocks.
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Table 4.1: Example values for PT (2, k1, k2) calculated using the recurrences in Proposition 4.1.2.
k1
k2
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
0 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2 2 3 4 5 6 7
3 1 4 8 13 19 26
4 3 10 22 40 65 98
5 1 8 26 61 120 211
6 4 22 70 171 356 665
7 1 13 61 192 483 1050
8 5 40 171 534 1373 3088
9 1 19 120 483 1500 3923
10 6 65 356 1373 4246 11257
11 1 26 211 1050 3923 12092
12 7 98 665 3088 11257 34606
Table 4.2: Example values for PT (3, k1, k2) calculated using the recurrences in Proposition 4.1.2.
k1
k2
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
0 1
1 1 1 1 1
2 2 3 4 5
3 4 8 13 19
4 1 8 20 38
5 3 18 50 106
6 8 42 125 288
7 1 20 100 313
8 4 50 242 786
9 13 125 592 1979
10 1 38 313 1460
11 5 106 786 3624
12 19 288 1979 9042
Table 4.3: Example values for PT (4, k1, k2) calculated using the recurrences in Proposition 4.1.2.
k1
k2 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
0 1
1 1 1 1
2 2 3 4
3 4 8 13
4 8 20 38
5 1 16 48
6 3 34 114
7 8 74 269
8 20 164 633
9 1 48 368
10 4 114 834
11 13 269 1904
12 38 633 4372
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Figure 4.2: Given m = 2, k = 6, and t1 = t2 = 1, it may be verified with an exhaustive search that
PN(2, 6, 1, 1) = 6, that is there are six PM26-feasible upper non-transversal patterns containing precisely 1 type
(2, 0) block and 1 type (4, 0) block, which may be depicted as follows:
4.1.4 Proposition: For each m ∈ Z>0, k ∈ Z≥m, x ∈
⌊
k
m
⌋
and t1, . . . , tx ∈ Z≥0 such that Σxi=1imti ≤ k,
PN(m, k, t1, . . . , tx) satisfies the recurrence (see Tables 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6 for example values):
PN(m, k, 0, . . . , 0) = 1;
PN(m, k, t1, . . . , tx) = PN(m, k − 1, t1, . . . , tx) +
∑
i∈{1,...,x}
ti>0
PN(m, k − 1, t1, . . . , ti − 1, . . . , tx).
Proof. There is only one way to place no non-transversal blocks, giving us PN(m, k, 0, . . . , 0) = 1.
Suppose there is at least one non-transversal block to be placed. There are PN(m, k − 1, t1, . . . , tx)
PMmk -feasible upper non-transversal patterns that contain precisely t1 type (m, 0), . . . , and tx type
(xm, 0) non-transversal blocks along the k−1 left-most vertices, that is so that no non-transversal blocks
contain the right-most vertex k. Let i ∈ {1, . . . , x}. If a type (im, 0) non-transversal block a contains
the right-most vertex k, then there are PN(m, k − 1, t1, . . . , ti − 1, . . . , tx) PMmk -feasible upper non-
transversal patterns containing precisely t1 type (m, 0), . . . , ti − 1 type (im, 0), . . . , and tx type (xm, 0)
non-transversal blocks along the k − 1 left-most vertices, after which the type (im, 0) block a is placed
along the im right-most unused vertices.
4.1.5 Definition: For each m ∈ Z>0, k ∈ Z≥m and t ∈ mZ≥0 such that t ≤ k, we denote by PN(m, k, t)
the number of PMmk -feasible upper non-transversal patterns that have t of k vertices contained in non-
transversal blocks, that is PN(m, k, t) = Σ t1,...,tx∈Z≥0
t1+...+xmtx=t
PN(m, k, t1, . . . , tx) (see Tables 4.7, 4.8 and 4.9
for example values).
4.1.6 Theorem: For each m ∈ Z>0 and k ∈ Z≥m, the cardinality of PMmk is given by (see Tables 4.7,
4.8 and 4.9 for example values),
|PMmk | =
bk/mc∑
u=0
bk/mc∑
l=0
PN(m, k,mu)PN(m, k,ml)PT (m, k −mu, k −ml).
Proof. Suppose the number of upper vertices and number of lower vertices contained in non-transversal
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Table 4.4: Example values for PN(2, k,~t) where ~t = (t1, t2, t3, t4), calculated using the recurrences in Proposition
4.1.4.
k
~t
(0
,0
,0
,0
)
(1
,0
,0
,0
)
(2
,0
,0
,0
)
(3
,0
,0
,0
)
(4
,0
,0
,0
)
(0
,1
,0
,0
)
(1
,1
,0
,0
)
(2
,1
,0
,0
)
(0
,2
,0
,0
)
(0
,0
,1
,0
)
(1
,0
,1
,0
)
(0
,0
,0
,1
)
0 1
1 1
2 1 1
3 1 2
4 1 3 2 1
5 1 4 5 2
6 1 5 9 5 3 6 1
7 1 6 14 14 4 14 2
8 1 7 20 28 14 5 24 28 4 3 8 1
9 1 8 27 48 42 6 36 72 9 4 18 2
10 1 9 35 75 90 7 50 135 15 5 30 3
11 1 10 44 110 165 8 66 220 22 6 44 4
12 1 11 54 154 275 9 84 330 30 7 60 5
13 1 12 65 208 429 10 104 468 39 8 78 6
14 1 13 77 273 637 11 126 637 49 9 98 7
15 1 14 90 350 910 12 150 840 60 10 120 8
16 1 15 104 440 1260 13 176 1080 72 11 144 9
Table 4.5: Example values for PN(3, k,~t) where ~t = (t1, t2, t3, t4), calculated using the recurrences in Proposition
4.1.4.
k
~t
(0
,0
,0
,0
)
(1
,0
,0
,0
)
(2
,0
,0
,0
)
(3
,0
,0
,0
)
(4
,0
,0
,0
)
(0
,1
,0
,0
)
(1
,1
,0
,0
)
(2
,1
,0
,0
)
(0
,2
,0
,0
)
(0
,0
,1
,0
)
(1
,0
,1
,0
)
(0
,0
,0
,1
)
0 1
1 1
2 1
3 1 1
4 1 2
5 1 3
6 1 4 3 1
7 1 5 7 2
8 1 6 12 3
9 1 7 18 12 4 9 1
10 1 8 25 30 5 20 2
11 1 9 33 55 6 33 3
12 1 10 42 88 55 7 48 66 6 4 12 1
13 1 11 52 130 143 8 65 156 13 5 26 2
14 1 12 63 182 273 9 84 273 21 6 42 3
15 1 13 75 245 455 10 105 420 30 7 60 4
blocks are mu and ml respectively, where u, l ∈ {0, . . . , ⌊ km⌋}. For each of the PN(m, k,mu) PMmk -
feasible upper non-transversal patterns that have mu of k upper vertices contained in non-transversal
blocks and PN(m, k,ml) PMmk -feasible lower non-transversal patterns that have ml of k lower vertices
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Table 4.6: Example values for PN(4, k,~t) where ~t = (t1, t2, t3, t4), calculated using the recurrences in Proposition
4.1.4.
k
~t
(0
,0
,0
,0
)
(1
,0
,0
,0
)
(2
,0
,0
,0
)
(3
,0
,0
,0
)
(4
,0
,0
,0
)
(0
,1
,0
,0
)
(1
,1
,0
,0
)
(2
,1
,0
,0
)
(0
,2
,0
,0
)
(0
,0
,1
,0
)
(1
,0
,1
,0
)
(0
,0
,0
,1
)
0 1
1 1
2 1
3 1
4 1 1
5 1 2
6 1 3
7 1 4
8 1 5 4 1
9 1 6 9 2
10 1 7 15 3
11 1 8 22 4
12 1 9 30 22 5 12 1
13 1 10 39 52 6 26 2
14 1 11 49 91 7 42 3
15 1 12 60 140 8 60 4
16 1 13 72 200 140 9 80 120 8 5 16 1
17 1 14 85 272 340 10 102 272 17 6 34 2
18 1 15 99 357 612 11 126 459 27 7 54 3
19 1 16 114 456 969 12 152 684 38 8 76 4
20 1 17 130 570 1425 13 180 950 50 9 100 5
contained in non-transversal blocks, there are PT (m, k−mu, k−ml) planar ways to connect the remaining
k −mu upper vertices to the remaining k −ml lower vertices using only transversal blocks b such that
u(b) ≡ l(b) (mod m).
One of the author’s anonymous examiners kindly pointed out, in reference to Theorem 4.1.6, that [61]
contains an interesting discussion of the m = 2 case, with considerable simplification of the formula.
§ 4.1.1 The planar modular-2 partition monoid,
∣∣PM2k∣∣
The calculated values in the right-most column of Table 4.7, which form the start of the sequence{∣∣PM2k∣∣ : k ∈ Z≥2}, match the formula (3kk )2k+1 which is listed on the OEIS as sequence A001764. Fur-
thermore
(3kk )
2k+1 enumerates the non-crossing partitions of {1, . . . , 2k} with blocks of even size, which we
proceed to use in order to establish that the sequence
{∣∣PM2k∣∣ : k ∈ Z≥2} matches sequence A001764 on
the OEIS.
4.1.7 Proposition: The cardinality of the planar mod-2 monoid PM2k is equal to the cardinality of
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Table 4.7: Example values for PN(2, k, t) and
∣∣PM2k∣∣, calculated using the formulas from Definition 4.1.5 and
Theorem 4.1.6.
k
t
0 2 4 6 8
∣∣PM2k∣∣
2 1 1 3
3 1 2 12
4 1 3 3 55
5 1 4 7 273
6 1 5 12 12 1428
7 1 6 18 30 7752
8 1 7 25 55 55 43263
9 1 8 33 88 143 246675
10 1 9 42 130 273 1430715
11 1 10 52 182 455 8414640
12 1 11 63 245 700 50067108
13 1 12 75 320 1020 300830572
14 1 13 88 408 1428 1822766520
15 1 14 102 510 1938 11124755664
16 1 15 117 627 2565 68328754959
17 1 16 133 760 3325 422030545335
18 1 17 150 910 4235 2619631042665
19 1 18 168 1078 5313 16332922290300
20 1 19 187 1265 6578 102240109897695
Table 4.8: Example values for PN(3, k, t) and
∣∣PM3k∣∣, calculated using the formulas from Definition 4.1.5 and
Theorem 4.1.6.
k
t
0 3 6 9 12
∣∣PM3k∣∣
3 1 1 5
4 1 2 16
5 1 3 54
6 1 4 4 186
7 1 5 9 689
8 1 6 15 2600
9 1 7 22 22 9856
10 1 8 30 52 38708
11 1 9 39 91 153438
12 1 10 49 140 140 608868
13 1 11 60 200 340 2467726
14 1 12 72 272 612 10057082
15 1 13 85 357 969 40986557
non-crossing partitions of {1, . . . , 2k} with blocks of even size.
Proof. Given a bipartition α ∈ PM2k, each block b ∈ α satisfies u(b) + l(b) ∈ 2Z, and given a pla-
nar partition α of {1, . . . , 2k} with blocks of even size, each block b ∈ α satisfies |b ∩ {1, . . . , k}| ≡
|b ∩ {k + 1, . . . , 2k}| (mod 2).
4.1.8 Corollary: For each k ∈ Z≥2,
∣∣PM2k∣∣ = (3kk )2k+1 .
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Table 4.9: Example values for PN(4, k, t) and
∣∣PM4k∣∣, calculated using the formulas from Definition 4.1.5 and
Theorem 4.1.6.
k
t
0 4 8 12 16
∣∣PM4k∣∣
4 1 1 9
5 1 2 24
6 1 3 70
7 1 4 202
8 1 5 5 589
9 1 6 11 1795
10 1 7 18 5644
11 1 8 26 17652
12 1 9 35 35 55335
13 1 10 45 80 176966
14 1 11 56 136 575004
15 1 12 68 204 1862638
16 1 13 81 285 285 6037799
17 1 14 95 380 665 19793749
18 1 15 110 490 1155 65511224
19 1 16 126 616 1771 216404828
20 1 17 143 759 2530 715006656
It follows from the comments section for sequence A001764 on the OEIS that the cardinality of the planar
mod-2 monoid
∣∣PM2k∣∣ is equal to:
(i) the Pfaff-Fuss-Catalan sequence C3n;
(ii) the number of lattice paths from (0, 0) to (n, 2n) that do not step above the line y = 2x using
precisely n east steps and 2n north steps (see Figure 4.3 for an example);
(iii) the number of lattice paths from (0, 0) to (2n, 0) that do not step below the x-axis using the step-set
{(1, 1), (0,−2)} (see Figure 4.4 for an example);
(iv) the number of complete ternary trees with n internal nodes, or 3n edges (see Figure 4.5 for an
example); and
(v) the number of rooted plane trees with 2n edges such that every vertex has even outdegree, also
commonly referred to as even trees (see Figure 4.6 for an example).
 4.2 The m-apsis generated diagram monoid, |Amk |
Recall from Theorem 3.1.38 that the m-apsis monoid Amk consists of all bipartitions α ∈ PMmk such that
either:
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Figure 4.3: The twelve lattice paths from (0, 0) to (3, 6) that do not step above the line y = 2x using precisely
3 east steps and 6 north steps:
Figure 4.4: The twelve lattice paths from (0, 0) to (6, 0) that do not step below the x-axis using the step-set
{(1, 1), (0,−2)}:
(i) α is the identity idk; or
(ii) α contains at least one upper m-apsis and at least one lower m-apsis.
4.2.1 Definition: For each m ∈ Z≥3, k ∈ Z≥m, x ∈
⌊
k
m
⌋
and t1, . . . , tx ∈ Z≥0 such that Σxi=1imti ≤ k,
we denote by PN(m, k, t1, . . . , tx) the number of A
m
k -feasible upper non-transversal patterns containing
precisely t1 type (m, 0), . . . , and tx type (xm, 0) non-transversal blocks.
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Figure 4.5: The twelve ternary trees with three internal nodes:
Figure 4.6: The twelve rooted plane trees with six edges such that every vertex has an even out degree:
Note it trivially follows from the m-apsis monoid Amk being closed under the vertical flip involution
∗,
that is Amk
∗
= Amk , that the number of A
m
k -feasible lower non-transversal patterns containing precisely t1
type (0,m), . . . , and tx type (0, xm) non-transversal blocks is equal to the number of A
m
k -feasible upper
non-transversal patterns containing precisely t1 type (m, 0), . . . , and tx type (xm, 0) non-transversal
blocks.
Further note
(
PN − PN) (m, k, t1, . . . , tm) is the number of PMmk -feasible upper non-transversal patterns
containing precisely t1 type (m, 0), . . . , and tx type (xm, 0) non-transversal blocks such that none of the
t1 type (m, 0) non-transversal blocks is an m-apsis.
4.2.2 Proposition: For each m ∈ Z≥3, k ∈ Z≥m, x ∈
⌊
k
m
⌋
and t1, . . . , tx ∈ Z≥0 such that Σxi=1imti ≤ k,
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PN(m, k, t1, . . . , tx) satisfies the recurrence (see Tables 4.10 and 4.11 for example values):
PN(m, k, 0, . . . , 0) = 1;
PN(m, k, 0, t2, . . . , tx) = 0;
PN(m, k, t1, . . . , tx) = PN(m, k − 1, t1, . . . , tx)
+
∑
i∈{1,...,x}
ti>0
PN(m, k − 1, t1, . . . , ti − 1, . . . , tx)
+
(
PN − PN) (m, k −m, t1 − 1, . . . , tx).
Proof. There is only one way to place no non-transversal blocks, giving us PN(m, k, 0, . . . , 0) = 1.
Suppose there is at least one non-transversal block to be placed. If t1 = 0 then we cannot A
m
k -feasibly
place the t2 type (2m, 0), . . . , and tx type (xm, 0) non-transversal blocks, hence PN(m, k, 0, t2, . . . , tx) =
0. If no non-transversal blocks contain the right-most vertex then there are PN(k − 1, t1, . . . , tx) Amk -
feasible upper non-transversal patterns containing precisely t1 type (m, 0), . . . , and tx type (xm, 0) non-
transversal blocks along the k − 1 left-most vertices, that is so that no non-transversal blocks contain
the right-most vertex k. Let i ∈ {1, . . . , x}. If a type (im, 0) non-transversal block a contains the
right-most vertex k, then there is at least PN(m, k − 1, t1, . . . , ti − 1, . . . , tm) Amk -feasible upper non-
transversal patterns containing precisely t1 type (m, 0), . . . , ti − 1 type (im, 0), . . . , and tx type (xm, 0)
non-transversal blocks along the k − 1 left-most vertices, after which the type (im, 0) block a is placed
along the im right-most unused vertices. Note however if a is a block of type (m, 0) and contains the m
right-most vertices then we have only counted the cases with at least two m-apses. We must also add
the
(
PN − PN) (m, k −m, t1 − 1, . . . , tm) ways to PPk-feasibly place the remaining t1 − 1 type (m, 0),
. . . , and tm type (xm, 0) upper non-transversal blocks along the k−m left-most vertices such that none
of the t1 − 1 blocks of type (m, 0) are m-apses.
4.2.3 Definition: For each m ∈ Z≥3, k ∈ Z≥m and t ∈ mZ≥0 such that t ≤ k, we denote by PN(m, k, t)
the number of Amk -feasible upper non-transversal patterns that have t of k vertices contained in non-
transversal blocks, that is PN(m, k, t) = Σt1∈Z>0,t2,...,tx∈Z≥0
t1+...+xmtx=t
PN(m, k, t1, . . . , tx) (see Tables 4.12 and
4.13 for example values).
4.2.4 Theorem: The cardinality of Amk is given by (see Tables 4.12 and 4.13 for example values),
|Amk | = 1 +
bk/mc∑
u=1
bk/mc∑
l=1
PN(m, k,mu)PN(m, k,ml)PT (m, k −mu, k −ml).
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Table 4.10: Example values for PN(3, k,~t) where ~t = (t1, t2, t3, t4), calculated using the recurrences from
Proposition 4.2.2.
k
~t
(0
,0
,0
,0
)
(1
,0
,0
,0
)
(2
,0
,0
,0
)
(3
,0
,0
,0
)
(4
,0
,0
,0
)
(0
,1
,0
,0
)
(1
,1
,0
,0
)
(2
,1
,0
,0
)
(0
,2
,0
,0
)
(0
,0
,1
,0
)
(1
,0
,1
,0
)
(0
,0
,0
,1
)
0 1
1 1
2 1
3 1 1
4 1 2
5 1 3
6 1 4 3 0
7 1 5 7 0
8 1 6 12 0
9 1 7 18 12 0 7 0
10 1 8 25 30 0 16 0
11 1 9 33 55 0 27 0
12 1 10 42 88 55 0 40 62 0 0 10 0
13 1 11 52 130 143 0 55 148 0 0 22 0
14 1 12 63 182 273 0 72 261 0 0 36 0
15 1 13 75 245 455 0 91 404 0 0 52 0
Table 4.11: Example values for PN(4, k,~t) where ~t = (t1, t2, t3, t4), calculated using the recurrences from
Proposition 4.2.2.
k
~t
(0
,0
,0
,0
)
(1
,0
,0
,0
)
(2
,0
,0
,0
)
(3
,0
,0
,0
)
(4
,0
,0
,0
)
(0
,1
,0
,0
)
(1
,1
,0
,0
)
(2
,1
,0
,0
)
(0
,2
,0
,0
)
(0
,0
,1
,0
)
(1
,0
,1
,0
)
(0
,0
,0
,1
)
0 1
1 1
2 1
3 1
4 1 1
5 1 2
6 1 3
7 1 4
8 1 5 4 0
9 1 6 9 0
10 1 7 15 0
11 1 8 22 0
12 1 9 30 22 0 9 0
13 1 10 39 52 0 20 0
14 1 11 49 91 0 33 0
15 1 12 60 140 0 48 0
16 1 13 72 200 140 0 65 111 0 0 13 0
17 1 14 85 272 340 0 84 254 0 0 28 0
18 1 15 99 357 612 0 105 432 0 0 45 0
19 1 16 114 456 969 0 128 648 0 0 64 0
20 1 17 130 570 1425 0 153 905 0 0 85 0
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Proof. The identity is the only diagram α ∈ Amk with rank(α) = k. Suppose the number of upper and
lower vertices contained in non-transversal blocks are mu and ml respectively, where u, l ∈ {1, . . . , ⌊ km⌋}.
For each of the PN(m, k,mu) Amk -feasible upper non-transversal patterns that havemu of k upper vertices
contained in non-transversal blocks and PN(m, k,ml) Amk -feasible lower non-transversal patterns that
have ml of k lower vertices contained in non-transversal blocks, there are PT (m, k−mu, k−ml) planar
ways to connect the remaining k −mu upper vertices to the remaining k −ml lower vertices using only
transversal blocks b such that u(b) ≡ l(b) (mod m).
Table 4.12: Example values for PN(3, k, t) and
∣∣∣A3k∣∣∣, calculated using the formulas from Definition 4.2.3 and
Theorem 4.2.4.
k
t
0 3 6 9 12
∣∣∣A3k∣∣∣
3 1 1 2
4 1 2 5
5 1 3 19
6 1 4 3 74
7 1 5 7 320
8 1 6 12 1369
9 1 7 18 19 5732
10 1 8 25 46 24553
11 1 9 33 82 104493
12 1 10 42 128 127 439250
13 1 11 52 185 313 1871610
14 1 12 63 254 570 7952611
15 1 13 75 336 911 33550197
 4.3 The modular partition monoid, |Mmk |
Recall from Definition 2.4.41 that the mod-m monoid Mmk consists of all bipartitions α ∈ Pk such that
each block b ∈ α satisfies u(b) ≡ l(b) (mod m).
4.3.1 Definition: For each m ∈ Z>0 and k1, k2 ∈ Z≥0, by XT (m, k1, k2) we denote the number of
ways to connect k1 upper vertices to k2 lower vertices using only transversal blocks b such that u(b) ≡
l(b) (mod m).
4.3.2 Proposition: For each m ∈ Z>0 and k1, k2 ∈ Z≥0, XT (m, k1, k2) satisfies the recurrence (see
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Table 4.13: Example values for PN(4, k, t) and
∣∣∣A4k∣∣∣, calculated using the formulas from Definition 4.2.3 and
Theorem 4.2.4.
k
t
0 4 8 12 16
∣∣∣A3k∣∣∣
4 1 1 2
5 1 2 5
6 1 3 19
7 1 4 65
8 1 5 4 217
9 1 6 9 766
10 1 7 15 2747
11 1 8 22 9489
12 1 9 30 31 32246
13 1 10 39 72 110817
14 1 11 49 124 383561
15 1 12 60 188 1308449
16 1 13 72 265 264 4430537
17 1 14 85 356 622 15099409
18 1 15 99 462 1089 51718033
19 1 16 114 584 1681 175876825
20 1 17 130 723 2415 595807899
Tables 4.14, 4.15 and 4.16 for example values):
XT (m, 0, 0) = 1
XT (m, k, 0) = XT (m, 0, k) = 0 if k > 0;
XT (m, k1, k2) = 0 if k1 6≡ k2 (mod m);
XT (m, k1, k2) =
∑
(k′1,k
′
2)≤(k1,k2)
k′1≡k′2 (mod m)
(
k1 − 1
k′1 − 1
)(
k2
k′2
)
XT (m, k1 − k′1, k2 − k′2) if k1 ≡ k2 (mod m).
Proof. Clearly we may not connect a positive number of vertices to zero vertices using transversal blocks,
nor given k1 6≡ k2 (mod m) may we connect k1 upper vertices with k2 lower vertices using only transverals
blocks b such that u(b) ≡ l(b) (mod m). Suppose k1 ≡ k2 (mod m) and let k′1 ∈ {1, . . . , k1} and
k′2 ∈ {1, . . . , k2} such that k′1 ≡ k′2 (mod m). For each of the
(
k1−1
k′1−1
)(
k2
k′2
)
ways that a transversal block
containing the upper-right vertex k1 may connect k
′
1 upper vertices and k
′
2 lower vertices, there are
XT (m, k1 − k′1, k2 − k′2) ways in which the remaining k1 − k′1 upper vertices and k2 − k′2 lower vertices
may be connected using only transversal blocks b such that u(b) ≡ l(b) (mod m). Since there is one way
for a single transversal to connect the k1 upper vertices and k2 lower vertices together it is convenient
to have XT (m, 0, 0) = 1.
4.3.3 Definition: For each m ∈ Z>0, k ∈ Z≥m, x ∈
⌊
k
m
⌋
and t1, . . . , tx ∈ Z≥0 such that Σxi=1imti ≤ k,
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Table 4.14: Example values for XT (2, k1, k2), calculated using the recurrences in Proposition 4.3.2.
k1
k2
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
0 1
1 1 1 1 1 1
2 3 9 33 129
3 1 16 106 736 5686
4 9 147 1599 18027
5 1 106 1996 31606 512296
6 33 1599 37383 791439
7 1 736 31606 905416 24489466
8 129 18027 791439 27370227
9 1 5686 512296 24489466 1004077636
Table 4.15: Example values for XT (3, k1, k2), calculated using the recurrences in Proposition 4.3.2.
k1
k2 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
0 1
1 1 1 1
2 3 11 87
3 16 154 2620
4 1 131 2647
5 11 1521 55731
6 154 23562 1419082
7 1 2647 469659
8 87 55731 11676227
9 2620 1419082 353355424
Table 4.16: Example values for XT (4, k1, k2), calculated using the recurrences in Proposition 4.3.2.
k1
k2 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
0 1
1 1 1 1
2 3 13
3 16 211
4 131 4121
5 1 1496 97096
6 13 22518
7 211 428891
8 4121 10039731
9 1 97096 282357916
we denote by XN(m, k, t1, . . . , tx) the number of M
m
k -feasible upper non-transversal patterns containing
precisely t1 type (m, 0), . . . , and tx type (xm, 0) non-transversal blocks.
Note it trivially follows from the mod-m monoid PMmk being closed under the vertical flip involution
∗,
that isMmk
∗ = Mmk , that the number ofM
m
k -feasible lower non-transversal patterns containing precisely t1
type (0,m), . . . , and tx type (0, xm) non-transversal blocks is equal to the number of M
m
k -feasible upper
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non-transversal patterns containing precisely t1 type (m, 0), . . . , and tx type (xm, 0) non-transversal
blocks.
4.3.4 Proposition: For each m ∈ Z>0, k ∈ Z≥m, x ∈
⌊
k
m
⌋
and t1, . . . , tx ∈ Z≥0 such that Σxi=1imti ≤ k,
XN(m, k, t1, . . . , tx) satisfies the recurrence (see Tables 4.17, 4.18 and 4.19 for example values):
XN(m, k, 0, . . . , 0) = 1;
XN(m, k, t1, . . . , tx) = XN(m, k − 1, t1, . . . , tx)
+
∑
i∈{1,...,x}
ti>0
(
k − 1
im− 1
)
XN(m, k − im, t1, . . . , ti − 1, . . . , tx).
Proof. There is only one way to place no non-transversal blocks, giving us XN(m, k, 0, . . . , 0) = 1.
Suppose there is at least one non-transversal block to be placed. There are XN(m, k− 1, t1, . . . , tx) Mmk -
feasible upper non-transversal patterns that contain precisely t1 type (m, 0), . . . , and tx type (xm, 0)
non-transversal blocks along the k−1 left-most vertices, that is so that no non-transversal blocks contain
the right-most vertex k. Let i ∈ {1, . . . , x}. For each of the ( k−1im−1) ways a type (im, 0) non-transversal
block may contain the right-most vertex k there are XN(m, k−1, t1, . . . , ti−1, . . . , tx) Mmk -feasible upper
non-transversal patterns containing precisely t1 type (m, 0), . . . , ti − 1 type (im, 0), . . . , and tx type
(xm, 0) non-transversal blocks from the remaining k − im vertices.
Table 4.17: Example values for XN(2, k,~t) where ~t = (t1, t2, t3), calculated using the recurrences in Proposition
4.3.4.
k
~t
(0
,0
,0
)
(1
,0
,0
)
(2
,0
,0
)
(3
,0
,0
)
(0
,1
,0
)
(1
,1
,0
)
(0
,0
,1
)
2 1 1
3 1 3
4 1 6 3 1
5 1 10 15 5
6 1 15 45 15 15 15 1
7 1 21 105 105 35 105 7
8 1 28 210 420 70 420 28
9 1 36 378 1260 126 1260 84
10 1 45 630 3150 210 3150 210
11 1 55 990 6930 330 6930 462
12 1 66 1485 13860 495 13860 924
13 1 78 2145 25740 715 25740 1716
14 1 91 3003 45045 1001 45045 3003
15 1 105 4095 75075 1365 75075 5005
4.3.5 Definition: For each m ∈ Z>0, k ∈ Z≥m and t ∈ mZ≥0 such that t ≤ k, we denote by XN(m, k, t)
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Table 4.18: Example values for XN(3, k,~t) where ~t = (t1, t2, t3), calculated using the recurrences in Proposition
4.3.4.
k
~t
(0
,0
,0
)
(1
,0
,0
)
(2
,0
,0
)
(3
,0
,0
)
(0
,1
,0
)
(1
,1
,0
)
(0
,0
,1
)
3 1 1
4 1 4
5 1 10
6 1 20 10 1
7 1 35 70 7
8 1 56 280 28
9 1 84 840 280 84 84 1
10 1 120 2100 2800 210 840 10
11 1 165 4620 15400 462 4620 55
12 1 220 9240 61600 924 18480 220
13 1 286 17160 200200 1716 60060 715
14 1 364 30030 560560 3003 168168 2002
15 1 455 50050 1401400 5005 420420 5005
Table 4.19: Example values for XN(4, k,~t) where ~t = (t1, t2, t3), calculated using the recurrences in Proposition
4.3.4.
k
~t
(0
,0
,0
)
(1
,0
,0
)
(2
,0
,0
)
(3
,0
,0
)
(0
,1
,0
)
(1
,1
,0
)
(0
,0
,1
)
4 1 1
5 1 5
6 1 15
7 1 35
8 1 70 35 1
9 1 126 315 9
10 1 210 1575 45
11 1 330 5775 165
12 1 495 17325 5775 495 495 1
13 1 715 45045 75075 1287 6435 13
14 1 1001 105105 525525 3003 45045 91
15 1 1365 225225 2627625 6435 225225 455
the number of Mmk -feasible upper non-transversal patterns that have t of k vertices contained in non-
transversal blocks, that is XN(m, k, t) = Σ t1,...,tx∈Z≥0
t1+...+xmtx=t
XN(m, k, t1, . . . , tx) (see Tables 4.20, 4.21 and
4.22 for example values).
4.3.6 Theorem: For each m ∈ Z>0 and k ∈ Z≥m, the cardinality of Mmk is given by (see Tables 4.20,
4.21, 4.22 for example values),
|Mmk | =
bk/mc∑
u=0
bk/mc∑
l=0
XN(m, k,mu)XN(m, k,ml)XT (m, k −mu, k −ml).
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Proof. Suppose the number of upper vertices and number of lower vertices contained in non-transversal
blocks are mu and ml respectively, where u, l ∈ {0, . . . , ⌊ km⌋}. For each of the XN(m, k,mu) Mmk -
feasible upper non-transversal patterns that have mu of k upper vertices contained in non-transversal
blocks and XN(m, k,ml) Mmk -feasible lower non-transversal patterns that have ml of k lower vertices
contained in non-transversal blocks, there are XT (m, k − mu, k − ml) ways to connect the remaining
k −mu upper vertices to the remaining k −ml lower vertices using only transversal blocks b such that
u(b) ≡ l(b) (mod m).
Note that the author and James East, upon the author having explained how he established the results
from this section, used a very similar counting method to establish recurrence relations for the number
of idempotents in the Brauer monoid. James further generalised this result to establish the number of
idempotents in the Partition monoid, which tied in with some of what Igor Dolinka was working on at
the time and led to the collaborative paper [11].
Table 4.20: Example values for XN(2, k, t) and
∣∣M2k∣∣, calculated using the formulas in Definition 4.3.5 and
Theorem 4.3.6.
k
t
0 2 4 6
∣∣M2k∣∣
2 1 1 4
3 1 3 31
4 1 6 4 379
5 1 10 20 6556
6 1 15 60 31 150349
7 1 21 140 217 4373461
8 1 28 280 868 156297964
9 1 36 504 2604 6698486371
10 1 45 840 6510 337789490599
11 1 55 1320 14322 19738202807236
12 1 66 1980 28644 1319703681935929
13 1 78 2860 53196 99896787342523081
14 1 91 4004 93093 8484301665702298804
15 1 105 5460 155155 802221679220975886631
§ 4.3.1 The modular-2 partition monoid,
∣∣M2k∣∣
The calculated values in the right-most column of Table 4.20, which form the start of the sequence{∣∣M2k∣∣ : k ∈ Z≥2}, match the number of partitions of {1, . . . , 2k} with blocks of even size, which is listed
on the OEIS as sequence A001764. We proceed to establish that the sequence
{∣∣M2k∣∣ : k ∈ Z≥2} matches
sequence A001764 on the OEIS.
4.3.7 Proposition: The cardinality of the mod-2 monoid M2k is equal to the cardinality of partitions of
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Table 4.21: Example values for XN(3, k, t) and
∣∣M3k∣∣, calculated using the formulas in Definition 4.3.5 and
Theorem 4.3.6.
k
t
0 3 6 9
∣∣M3k∣∣
3 1 1 17
4 1 4 155
5 1 10 2041
6 1 20 11 36243
7 1 35 77 826897
8 1 56 308 23405595
9 1 84 924 365 800555801
10 1 120 2310 3650 32417395123
11 1 165 5082 20075 1528888375697
12 1 220 10164 80300 82865247031515
13 1 286 18876 260975 5104104871207161
14 1 364 33033 730730 353921927969377043
15 1 455 55055 1826825 27403472985911422417
Table 4.22: Example values for XN(4, k, t) and
∣∣M4k∣∣, calculated using the formulas in Definition 4.3.5 and
Theorem 4.3.6.
k
t
0 4 8 12
∣∣M4k∣∣
4 1 1 132
5 1 5 1531
6 1 15 23583
7 1 35 463261
8 1 70 36 11259867
9 1 126 324 330763876
10 1 210 1620 11522992578
11 1 330 5940 468713029951
12 1 495 17820 6271 21971754415317
13 1 715 46332 81523 1173833581966501
14 1 1001 108108 570661 70790559991302063
15 1 1365 231660 2853305 4779273111284582836
{1, . . . , 2k} with blocks of even size.
Proof. Given a bipartition α ∈ M2k, each block b ∈ α satisfies u(b) + l(b) ∈ 2Z. Conversely, given a
partition α of {1, . . . , 2k} such that every block has even size, each block b ∈ α satisfies |b ∩ {1, . . . , k}| ≡
|b ∩ {k + 1, . . . , 2k}| (mod 2).
 4.4 The crossed m-apsis generated diagram monoid, |XAmk |
Recall from Definition 3.2.1 that the crossed m-apsis monoid XAmk consists of all bipartitions α ∈ Mmk
such that either:
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(i) α is a permutation, that is α ∈ Sk; or
(ii) α contains at least one type (m, 0) non-transversal block and at least one type (0,m) non-transversal
block.
4.4.1 Definition: For each m ∈ Z≥3, k ∈ Z≥m, x ∈
⌊
k
m
⌋
and t1, . . . , tx ∈ Z≥0 such that Σxi=1imti ≤ k,
we denote by XN(m, k, t1, . . . , tx) the number of XA
m
k -feasible upper non-transversal patterns containing
precisely t1 type (m, 0), . . . , and tx type (xm, 0) non-transversal blocks.
Note it trivially follows from the crossed m-apsis monoid XAmk being closed under the vertical flip
involution ∗, that is XAmk
∗
= XAmk , that the number of XA
m
k -feasible lower non-transversal patterns
containing precisely t1 type (0,m), . . . , and tx type (0, xm) non-transversal blocks is equal to the number
of XAmk -feasible upper non-transversal patterns containing precisely t1 type (m, 0), . . . , and tx type
(xm, 0) non-transversal blocks.
4.4.2 Proposition: For each m ∈ Z>0, k ∈ Z≥m, x ∈
⌊
k
m
⌋
and t1, . . . , tx ∈ Z≥0 such that Σxi=1imti ≤ k,
XN(m, k, t1, . . . , tx) satisfies the recurrence (see Tables 4.23 and 4.24 for example values):
XN(m, k, 0, . . . , 0) = 1;
XN(m, k, 0, t2, . . . , tx) = 0;
XN(m, k, t1, . . . , tx) = XN(m, k − 1, t1, . . . , tx)
+
∑
i∈{1,...,x}
ti>0
(
k − 1
im− 1
)
XN(m, k − im, t1, . . . , ti − 1, . . . , tx).
Proof. There is only one way to place no non-transversal blocks, giving us XN(m, k, 0, . . . , 0) = 1.
Suppose there is at least one non-transversal block to be placed. If t1 = 0 then we cannot XA
m
k -feasibly
place the t2 type (2m, 0), . . . , and tx type (xm, 0) non-transversal blocks, hence XN(m, k, 0, t2, . . . , tx) =
0. Now there are XN(m, k − 1, t1, . . . , tx) XAmk -feasible upper non-transversal patterns that contain
precisely t1 type (m, 0), . . . , and tx type (xm, 0) non-transversal blocks along the k−1 left-most vertices,
that is so that no non-transversal blocks contain the right-most vertex k. Let i ∈ {1, . . . , x}. For each
of the
(
k−1
im−1
)
ways a type (im, 0) non-transversal block may contain the right-most vertex k there are
XN(m, k − 1, t1, . . . , ti − 1, . . . , tx) XAmk -feasible upper non-transversal patterns containing precisely t1
type (m, 0), . . . , ti − 1 type (im, 0), . . . , and tx type (xm, 0) non-transversal blocks from the remaining
k − im vertices.
4.4.3 Definition: For each m ∈ Z>0, k ∈ Z≥m and t ∈ mZ≥0 such that t ≤ k, we denote by XN(m, k, t)
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Table 4.23: Example values for XN(3, k,~t) where ~t = (t1, t2, t3), calculated using the recurrences in Proposition
4.4.2.
k
~t
(0
,0
,0
)
(1
,0
,0
)
(2
,0
,0
)
(3
,0
,0
)
(0
,1
,0
)
(1
,1
,0
)
(0
,0
,1
)
0 1
1 1
2 1
3 1 1
4 1 4
5 1 10
6 1 20 10 0
7 1 35 70 0
8 1 56 280 0
9 1 84 840 280 0 84 0
10 1 120 2100 2800 0 840 0
11 1 165 4620 15400 0 4620 0
Table 4.24: Example values for XN(4, k,~t) where ~t = (t1, t2, t3), calculated using the recurrences in Proposition
4.4.2.
k
~t
(0
,0
,0
)
(1
,0
,0
)
(2
,0
,0
)
(3
,0
,0
)
(0
,1
,0
)
(1
,1
,0
)
(0
,0
,1
)
4 1 1
5 1 5
6 1 15
7 1 35
8 1 70 35 0
9 1 126 315 0
10 1 210 1575 0
11 1 330 5775 0
12 1 495 17325 5775 0 495 0
13 1 715 45045 75075 0 6435 0
14 1 1001 105105 525525 0 45045 0
15 1 1365 225225 2627625 0 225225 0
the number of XAmk -feasible upper non-transversal patterns that have t of k vertices contained in non-
transversal blocks, that is XN(m, k, t) = Σt1∈Z>0,t2,...,tx∈Z≥0
t1+...+xmtx=t
XN(m, k, t1, . . . , tx) (see Tables 4.25 and
4.26 for example values).
4.4.4 Theorem: For each m ∈ Z>0 and k ∈ Z≥m, the cardinality of XAmk is given by (see Tables 4.25
and 4.26 for example values),
|XAmk | = k! +
bk/mc∑
u=1
bk/mc∑
l=1
XN(m, k,mu)XN(m, k,ml)XT (m, k −mu, k −ml).
Proof. There are k! elements of rank k, more specifically the symmetric group Sk, otherwise we must
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have at least one upper and one lower non-transversal block. Suppose the number of upper vertices
and number of lower vertices contained in non-transversal blocks are mu and ml respectively, where
u, l ∈ {1, . . . , ⌊ km⌋}. For each of the XN(m, k,mu) XAmk -feasible upper non-transversal patterns that
have mu of k upper vertices contained in non-transversal blocks and XN(m, k,ml) XAmk -feasible lower
non-transversal patterns that have ml of k lower vertices contained in non-transversal blocks, there are
XT (m, k −mu, k −ml) ways to connect the remaining k −mu upper vertices to the remaining k −ml
lower vertices using only transversal blocks b such that u(b) ≡ l(b) (mod m).
Table 4.25: Example values for XN(3, k, t) and
∣∣∣XA3k∣∣∣, calculated using the formulas in Definition 4.4.3 and
Theorem 4.4.4.
k
t
0 3 6 9
∣∣∣XA3k∣∣∣
3 1 1 7
4 1 4 40
5 1 10 420
6 1 20 10 7220
7 1 35 70 175315
8 1 56 280 5390336
9 1 84 840 364 199770928
10 1 120 2100 3640 8707927600
11 1 165 4620 20020 439169520075
Table 4.26: Example values for XN(4, k, t) and
∣∣∣XA4k∣∣∣, calculated using the formulas in Definition 4.4.3 and
Theorem 4.4.4.
k
t
0 4 8 12
∣∣∣XA3k∣∣∣
4 1 1 25
5 1 5 145
6 1 15 1395
7 1 35 24640
8 1 70 35 683445
9 1 126 315 24291981
10 1 210 1575 1012713975
11 1 330 5775 48083983200
12 1 495 17325 6270 2570506151400
13 1 715 45045 81510 153658593860200
14 1 1001 105105 570570 10213751655054948
15 1 1365 225225 2852850 751055052971960100
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Green’s relations
 5.1 Pattern compatibility ∼S
5.1.1 Definition: Let S be a submonoid of the partition monoid Pk. We say that an S-admissible
upper pattern p ∈ U(S) and an S-admissible lower pattern q ∈ L(S) are S-compatible, which we denote
by p ∼ q or less succinctly by p ∼S q when S is contextually ambiguous, if there exists α ∈ S such that
p is the upper pattern of α and q is the lower pattern of α, that is U(α) = p and L(α) = q.
5.1.2 Proposition: Pattern compatibility is transitive.
Proof. Let p, q, r ∈ U(S). Suppose p ∼ q and q ∼ r. Therefore there exist α, β ∈ S such that U(α) = p,
L(α) = q = U(β) and L(β) = r. It follows from Proposition 2.3.39 that U(αβ) = p and L(αβ) = r, and
hence that p ∼ r.
5.1.3 Proposition: Given a submonoid S of the partition monoid Pk, if S is closed under the vertical
flip involution ∗, that is S∗ = S, then pattern compatibility is an equivalence relation.
Proof. Given p ∈ U(S), by definition there exist α ∈ S such that U(α) = p. Since S is closed under ∗ we
have α∗, αα∗ ∈ S and U(αα∗) = L(αα∗) = p, giving us p ∼ p.
Given p, q ∈ U(S) satisfying p ∼ q, by definition there exist α ∈ S such that U(α) = p and L(α) = q.
Since α∗ ∈ S, U(α∗) = L(α) = q and L(α∗) = U(α) = p, q ∼ p.
5.1.4 Definition: Let S be a diagram semigroup that is closed under the vertical flip involution ∗ and
α, β ∈ S. We say that α and β have S-compatible patterns if any of the following equivalent conditions
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are satisfied:
(i) U(α) and U(β) are S-compatible;
(ii) U(α) and L(β) are S-compatible;
(iii) L(α) and U(β) are S-compatible; or
(iv) L(α) and L(β) are S-compatible.
 5.2 Green’s D relation on diagram semigroups closed under ∗
5.2.1 Theorem: Let S be a diagram semigroup that is closed under the vertical flip involution ∗. For
each α, β ∈ S, (α, β) ∈ D if and only if α and β have compatible patterns.
Proof. Suppose (α, β) ∈ D, and hence that there exist γ ∈ S such that α∗α = γ∗γ and γγ∗ = ββ∗. Then
U(γ) = U(γγ∗) = U(ββ∗) = U(β) and L(γ) = L(γ∗γ) = L(α∗α) = L(α), hence α and β have compatible
patterns.
Conversely suppose α and β have compatible patterns, and hence that there exist γ ∈ S such that
U(γ) = U(β) and L(γ) = L(α). It follows from Proposition 2.3.39 that U(γγ∗) = U(γ) = U(β) = U(ββ∗)
and L(γ∗γ) = L(γ) = L(α) = L(α∗α). Hence by Proposition 2.3.43 ββ∗ = γγ∗ and γ∗γ = α∗α, giving
us (α, β) ∈ D.
Figure 5.1 establishes that Theorem 5.2.1 may not be generalised for diagram semigroups that are not
closed under the vertical flip involution ∗. In particular, the upper pattern of the second diagram is
compatible with the lower pattern of the third element and vice versa, but the second and third elements
are not D related.
 5.3 Green’s D relation on PMmk and Mmk
Note that the number of D classes for the planar mod-m monoid was established more thoroughly in [1].
This section will outline how the author reached the same numbers independently.
It follows directly from Theorem 5.2.1 that elements of PMmk (or M
m
k ) are D related if and only if
they have compatible patterns. Figures 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4 along with Appendices A.1 and A.2 contain
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Figure 5.1: Product table for a subsemigroup of PISk where: pattern compatibility is reflexive but not
symmetric; and there exist distinct elements that are not D related despite their upper and lower patterns being
compatible.
various examples of depictions of Green’s D classes for PMmk and Mmk (Note: Dot D classes are defined
in Subsection 3.8-1 of the manual for the GAP Semigroups package [19]). It further follows that the
number of Green’s D classes for either the planar mod-m monoid PMmk or Mmk , is equal to the number
of equivalence classes under pattern compatibility.
5.3.1 Proposition: Given m ∈ Z>0, k ∈ Z≥m and p, q ∈ U(PMmk ), let rp = rank(p), rq = rank(q) and
s1, . . . , srp , t1, . . . , trq denote the size of each transversal block, from left to right, contained in p and q
respectively.
(i) Σ
rp
i=1si,Σ
rq
i=1ti ≡ k (mod m); and
(ii) p and q are PMmk -compatible if and only if rp = rq and for each i ∈ {1, . . . , rp = rq},
si ≡ ti (mod m).
Proof. It follows from p and q being PMmk -admissible that the sizes of non-transversal blocks in either
p or q are integer multiples of m, and consequently that Σ
rp
i=1si,Σ
rq
i=1ti ≡ k (mod m). Condition (ii)
follows trivially from the definition of the planar mod-m monoid.
5.3.2 Proposition: For each m ∈ Z>0 and k ∈ Z≥0, the number of Green’s D classes for the planar
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Figure 5.2: Given m = 2 and k = 2, D classes for planar mod-2 monoid PM22 are:
Figure 5.3: Given m = 2 and k = 3, D classes for planar mod-2 monoid PM23 are:
mod-m monoid PMmk is given by (see Table 5.1 for example values):
|PMmk /D| =

2max{0,k−1} m > k;∣∣PMmk−m/D∣∣+ op(m, k) m ≤ k.
Proof. If m > k then the planar mod-m monoid PMmk is equal to the planar uniform block bijections
PFk, which has 2
max{0,k−1} D classes. If m ≤ k then it follows from Proposition 5.3.1 that Green’s
D classes for the planar mod-m monoid PMmk may be indexed by ordered partitions of integers from
{k′ ∈ {0, . . . , k} : k′ ≡ k (mod m)} into parts of size less than or equal to m. Which may be broken up
into the sum of the number of ordered partitions of integers from {k′ ∈ {0, . . . , k −m} : k′ ≡ k (mod m)}
into parts of size less than or equal to m, which is given by
∣∣PMmk−m/D∣∣, and the number of ordered
partitions of k into parts of size less than or equal to m, which is given by op(m, k).
Note that the example values computed for |PMmk /D|, which are given in Table 5.1, match with the
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Figure 5.4: Dot D classes for PM24 (left) and PM25 (right).
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Table 5.1: Example values for |PMmk /D|, calculated using the recurrence in Proposition 5.3.2.
m
k
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
2 1 1 3 4 8 12 21 33 55 88 144
3 1 1 2 5 8 15 29 52 96 178 326
4 1 1 2 4 9 16 31 60 117 224 432
5 1 1 2 4 8 17 32 63 124 244 481
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numbers given in [1]. Further note that the numbers in the second row appear to align with sequence
A052952 on the online encyclopaedia of integer sequences [53].
5.3.3 Proposition: Given m ∈ Z>0, k ∈ Z≥m and p, q ∈ U(Mmk ), let rp = rank(p), rq = rank(q) and
s1, . . . , srp , t1, . . . , trq denote the size of each transversal block, from left to right when considering the
left-most vertex in each block, contained in p and q respectively.
(i) Σ
rp
i=1si,Σ
rq
i=1ti ≡ k (mod m); and
(ii) p and q are Mmk -compatible if and only if rp = rq and there exist pi ∈ Srp such that for each
i ∈ {1, . . . , rp = rq}, spi−1(i) ≡ tpi−1(i) (mod m).
Proof. It follows from p and q being Mmk -admissible that the sizes of non-transversal blocks in either p or
q are integer multiples of m, and consequently that Σ
rp
i=1si,Σ
rq
i=1ti ≡ k (mod m). Condition (ii) follows
trivially from the definition of the mod-m monoid.
5.3.4 Proposition: For each m ∈ Z>0 and k ∈ Z≥0, the number of Green’s D classes for the mod-m
monoid Mmk is given by (see Table 5.2 for example values):
|Mmk /D| =

p(m, k) m > k;∣∣Mmk−m/D∣∣+ p(m, k) m ≤ k.
Proof. If m > k then the mod-m monoid Mmk is equal to the uniform block bijections Fk, which has
p(m, k) D classes. If m ≤ k then it follows from Proposition 5.3.3 that Green’s D classes for the mod-m
monoid Mmk may be indexed by partitions of integers from {k′ ∈ {0, . . . , k} : k′ ≡ k (mod m)} into parts
of size less than or equal to m. Which may be broken up into the sum of the number of partitions of
integers from {k′ ∈ {0, . . . , k −m} : k′ ≡ k (mod m)} into parts of size less than or equal to m, which is
given by
∣∣Mmk−m/D∣∣, and the number of partitions of k into parts of size less than or equal to m, which
is given by p(m, k).
Table 5.2: Example values for |Mmk /D|, calculated using the recurrence in Proposition 5.3.4.
m
k
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
2 1 1 3 3 6 6 10 10 15 15 21
3 1 1 2 4 5 7 11 13 17 23 27
4 1 1 2 3 6 7 11 14 21 25 34
5 1 1 2 3 5 8 11 15 21 28 38
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Note that the numbers in the second row of Table 5.2 appear to align with sequence A008805 on the
online encyclopaedia of integer sequences [53], and the numbers in the third row appear to align with
sequence A028289 (also noted by [1]).
 5.4 Green’s R and L relations on PMmk and Mmk
Recall from Corollary 2.3.43 that for a subsemigroup S of the partition monoid Pk that is closed under
the vertical flip involution ∗ and α, β ∈ S:
(i) (α, β) ∈ R if and only if U(α) = U(β); and
(ii) (α, β) ∈ L if and only if L(α) = L(β).
Hence the number of Green’s R classes for S is equal to the number of S-admissible patterns.
5.4.1 Proposition: For each m ∈ Z>0 and k ∈ Z≥m, the number of Green’s R classes, which is equal
to the number of Green’s L classes, for the planar mod-m monoid PMmk is given by (see Table 5.3 for
example values):
|PMmk /R| = |U(PMmk )| =

2max{0,k−1} m > k;
Σ
bk/mc
u=0 PN(m, k,mu)2
max{0,k−mu−1} m ≤ k.
Proof. If m > k then the planar mod-m monoid PMmk is equal to the planar uniform block bijections PFk,
which has 2max{0,k−1} R classes. For m ≤ k, recall from Definition 4.1.5 that for each u ∈ {0, . . . , ⌊ km⌋},
PN(m, k,mu) denotes the number of PMmk -admissible patterns that have mu of k vertices contained in
non-transversal blocks. Since transversal blocks must contain consecutive vertices from the remaining
k −mu vertices, the number of ways for the remaining k −mu vertices to be contained in transversal
blocks is equal to the number of ordered partitions of k −mu, of which there are 2max{0,k−mu−1}.
Table 5.3: Example values for |PMmk /R|, calculated using the recurrence in Proposition 5.4.1.
m
k
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1 2 6 20 70 252 924 3432 12870 48620 184756
2 1 3 6 17 39 108 262 717 1791 4867
3 1 2 5 10 22 52 113 254 590 1316
4 1 2 4 9 18 38 80 173 363 772
5 1 2 4 8 17 34 70 144 296 614
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Note that the numbers in the first row of Table 5.3, which are the number of Green’s R classes for the
planar partition monoid PPk, appear to align with the central binomial coefficients (sequence A000984
on the OEIS [53]).
5.4.2 Proposition: For each m ∈ Z>0 and k ∈ Z≥m, the number of Green’s R classes, which is equal
to the number of Green’s L classes, for the mod-m monoid Mmk is given by (see Table 5.4 for example
values):
|Mmk /R| = |U(Mmk )| =

Bk m > k;
Σ
bk/mc
u=0 XN(m, k,mu)Bk−mu m ≤ k.
Proof. If m > k then the mod-m monoid Mmk is equal to the uniform block bijections Fk, which has
Bk R classes. For m ≤ k, recall from Definition 4.1.5 that for each u ∈
{
0, . . . ,
⌊
k
m
⌋}
, PN(m, k,mu)
denotes the number of PMmk -admissible patterns that have mu of k vertices contained in non-transversal
blocks. Since each transversal block may contain any of the remaining k −mu vertices, the number of
ways for the remaining k −mu vertices to be contained in transversal blocks is equal to the number of
set partitions of k −mu vertices, which is given by the Bell number Bk−mu.
Table 5.4: Example values for |Mmk /R|, calculated using the recurrence in Proposition 5.4.2.
m
k
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1 2 6 22 94 454 2430 14214 89918 610182 4412798
2 1 3 8 31 122 579 2886 16139 95358 611111
3 1 2 6 19 72 314 1479 7668 43184 259515
4 1 2 5 16 57 233 1052 5226 28023 161845
5 1 2 5 15 53 209 919 4420 23037 129206
Note that the numbers in the first row of Table 5.4, which are the number of Green’s R classes for the
partition monoid Pk, appear to align with sequence A001861 on the OEIS [53].
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 6.1 Planar modular-2 partition monoid PM2k
In this section we conjecture relations that appear to give, when combined with the appropriate diapsis
and (2, 2)-transapsis generators, a presentation of the planar mod-2 monoid PM2k for all k ∈ Z≥2.
6.1.1 Conjecture: For each k ∈ Z≥2, the planar mod-2 monoid PM2k is characterised by the generators
{ti, di : i = 1, . . . , k − 1} along with the relations:
(i) t2i = ti;
(ii) tjti = titj for all |j − i| ≥ 1;
(iii) d2i = di;
(iv) didjdi = di for all |j − i| = 1;
(v) djdi = didj for all |j − i| ≥ 2;
(vi) tidi = diti = di;
(vii) tidjti = titj for all j − i = 1; and
(viii) tjdi = ditj for all |j − i| ≥ 2.
The author was able to verify Conjecture 6.1.1 up to k = 7 using GAP (see Appendix A.3 for code).
Since the generators of the planar mod-2 monoid PM2k all commute for differences in indices greater than
or equal to two, the author would be extremely surprised if Conjecture 6.1.1 does not hold.
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While the author has not been able to establish the result in Conjecture 6.1.1 for k ∈ Z≥8, we will proceed
to establish a number of results which may be of use to the eventual establishment for all k ∈ Z≥2. We
begin by noting a number of further relations that are implied by the relations in Conjecture 6.1.1,
then establish a non-equivalent upper bound on reduced PM2k-words in normal form, with a number of
further conjectures for enumerating the number of reduced PM2k-words in normal form contained within
the established upper bound.
6.1.2 Proposition: The following relations are implied by Relations (i) - (vii) from Conjecture 6.1.1:
(i) diti+1di = di;
(ii) di+1diti+1 = di+1ti;
(iii) ti+1didi+1 = tidi+1;
(iv) ti+1diti+1 = titi+1;
(v) tidi+1di = ti+1di;
(vi) didi+1ti = diti+1; and
(vii) di+1tidi+1 = di+1.
Proof. For each i, j ∈ {1, . . . , k} such that j − i = 1:
(i) (di)tjdi = di(titj)di = (diti)dj(tidi) = didjdi = di;
(ii) dj(di)tj = djdi(titj) = dj(diti)diti = (djdidj)ti = djti;
(iii) tj(di)dj = (tjti)didj = (titj)didj = tidj(tidi)dj = ti(djdidj) = tidj ;
(iv) tj(di)tj = (tjdidj)ditj = ti(djditj) = (tidjti) = titj ;
(v) ti(dj)di = (titj)djdi = tjdi(tjdj)di = tjdidjdi = tjdi;
(vi) di(dj)ti = didj(tjti) = didj(titj) = di(djtj)ditj = (didjdi)tj = ditj ; and
(vii) djti(dj) = dj(titj)dj = (djtj)di(tjdj) = (djdidj) = dj .
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§ 6.1.1 A bound on reduced PM2k-words
6.1.3 Definition: We refer to elements of the free semigroup of the planar mod-2 monoid (PM2k)
+ as
PM2k-words, and say that a PM
2
k-word is reduced if it may not be written with fewer generators using
the relations from Conjecture 6.1.1.
6.1.4 Definition: For each i ∈ {1, . . . , k − 1} we denote by Gi the set {di, ti} containing the ith diapsis
generator and the ith (2, 2)-transapsis generator.
6.1.5 Corollary: For each k ∈ Z≥2 and i, j ∈ {1, ..., k − 1} such that |j − i| = 1, every PM2k-word in
GiGjGi is reducible.
Proof. Follows from Relation (iv) in Conjecture 6.1.1 along with the relations established in Proposition
6.1.2.
Note every PM2k-word may be written in the form g1,i1 . . . gn,in where for each j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, ij ∈
{1, . . . , k − 1} and gj,ij ∈ Gij . For example given the PM24-word d3t2d1, letting i1 = 3, i2 = 2, i3 = 1
g1,3 = d3, g2,2 = t2 and g3,1 = d1, we have d3t2d1 = g1,i1g2,i2g3,i3 where for each j ∈ {1, 2, 3}, ij ∈ {1, 2, 3}
and gj,ij ∈ Gij .
6.1.6 Proposition: In any reduced PM2k-word g1,i1 . . . gn,in , the maximal index m = max
{
ij : j ∈
{1, . . . , n}} occurs precisely once.
Proof. Similar to Lemma 2.2 in [54] we use induction on the maximal index of our reduced word. When
m = 1, if any gj,1 = d1 then g1,1 . . . gn,1 = d1, otherwise g1,1 . . . gn,1 = t1. Let m > 1 with our statement
holding for all m′ ∈ {1, . . . ,m− 1}. Suppose there exist j 6= j′ such that ij = m = ij′ , and hence
that our reduced word has the form . . . gj,mWgj′,m . . . where W is either the empty product (when
j′ = j + 1) or a reduced PM2k-word whose maximal index m
′ satisfies m′ < m. We proceed to argue
that the existence of j, j′ forms a contradiction. If W is the empty product then . . . gj,mgj+1,m . . . may
trivially be further reduced, which contradicts the existence of j, j′. If m′ < m− 1 then we may trivially
commute W with gj′,m, allowing . . . gj,mWgj′,m . . . = . . . gj,mgj′,mW . . ., which may further be reduced
again contradicting the existence of j, j′. Finally, if m′ = m− 1, then there exists q ∈ {j + 1, . . . , j′ − 1}
such that W = WLgq,m′WR where the maximal indices mL of WL and mR of WR satisfy mL,mR < m−1.
Hence we may write . . . gj,mWgj′,m . . . = . . . gj,mWLgq,m−1WRgj′,m . . . = . . . WLgj,mgq,m−1gj′,mWR . . ..
Yet again the existence of j, j′ is contradicted since gj,mgq,m−1gj′,m ∈ GmGm−1Gm and, as established
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in Corollary 6.1.5, every element of GmGm−1Gm is reducible. Therefore no such j, j′ may exist, by
induction the maximal index must occur precisely once.
6.1.7 Proposition: If W is a reduced PM2k-word with maximal index m then W may be rewritten as
W = W ′gm . . . gl where W ′ is a reduced PM2k-word with maximal index less than m, l ∈ {1, . . . ,m} and
for each q ∈ {l, . . . ,m}, gl ∈ Gl.
Proof. If there were a gap in the sequence of indices following W ′, then the elements to the right of the
gap all commute with the generators to the left of the gap (up to gm), so may be relocated to the left
of gm then absorbed in to W
′. If the sequence of indices following W ′ increased then m would not be
the maximal index, furthermore since the maximal index occurs precisely once, the sequence of indices
following W ′ may not remain constant.
Note that the same process may be repeated on W ′ in Proposition 6.1.7.
6.1.8 Proposition: For each k ∈ Z≥2, any reduced PM2k-wordW may be rewritten asW = rj1,i1 . . . rjn,in
where:
(i) n ∈ Z>0 and i1, . . . , in, j1, . . . , jn ∈ {1, . . . , k − 1} such that:
(I) for each l ∈ {1, . . . , n}, jl ≥ il;
(II) for each l ∈ {1, . . . , n− 1}, il < il+1 and jl < jl+1, and
(ii) for each l ∈ {1, . . . , n}, rjl,il ∈ Gjl . . . Gil .
Proof. Repeatedly applying the process in Proposition 6.1.7 gives us the increasing nature of the jl,
as they are the maximal indices at each step. Suppose there exists l ∈ {1, . . . , n− 1} such that il ≥
il+1. Let rjl,il = gjl . . . gil and rjl+1,il+1 = hjl+1 . . . hil+1 , since il ≤ jl < jl+1 we have rjl,ilrjl+1,il+1 =
gjl . . . gilhjl+1 . . . hil . . . hil+1 = gjl . . . gil+1hjl+1 . . . (gilhil+1hil) . . . hil+1 . That gilhil+1hil may be reduced
contradicts our word being reduced. Thus we must also have il < il+1 for all l ∈ {1, . . . , n− 1}.
Hence a PM2k-word is written in the form required for Proposition 6.1.8 when the replacement of any
(2, 2)-transapsis generators with the same index diapsis generators forms a Jk-word in normal form (from
Definition 2.4.23). If we think of diapsis and (2, 2)-transapsis generators as being lower and upper case
analogues of each other, then this may be thought of as replacing any instances of upper case letters
with the appropriate lower case letters.
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Unfortunately distinct reduced PM2k-words in the form required for Proposition 6.1.8 may produce the
same bipartition once the product has been performed. For example t2t1 = t1t2 and are distinct reduced
PM2k-words in the form required for Proposition 6.1.8.
Ideally we want to establish an exhaustive set of unique reduced PM2k-words, to be identified as PM
2
k-
words in normal form, much like Jk-words in normal form from Definition 2.4.23. One option is to use
the lexicographical ordering of PM2k-words induced by a total ordering of the generators, then assign to
each element α ∈ PM2k the lexicographically lowest-ordered reduced PM2k-word corresponding to α.
When the analogous procedure is done on Jk-words, in order for the selected reduced Jk-words to be in
the normal form identified in Definition 2.4.23, the generators must be ordered by di ≤ dj if and only
if i ≤ j. If, for example, we used the inverse order then d3d1 would be assigned over d1d3, while only
the latter is a Jk-word in normal form. Similarly, for the selected reduced PM2k-word to be in the form
required for Proposition 6.1.8 then we need lower indexed generators to be ordered lower than higher
indexed generators, however the order of generators at each fixed index is not as important.
Appendix A.4 contains candidates for PM2k-words in normal form using the above procedure both when
diapsis generators are ordered lower than (2, 2)-transapsis generators at each fixed index and vice-versa,
and where diapsis and (2, 2)-transapsis generators have been replaced by lower and upper case letters
respectively from the English alphabet. Note that the candidate words have been ordered based on the
run of decreasing indices that they end with, similar to how we considered the run of decreasing indices
at the end of Jk-words in normal form in Definition 2.4.26.
The first thing the author noticed with the candidates for PM2k-words in normal form from Appendix
A.4 was that for each decreasing run of indices, no neighbouring indices both belong to (2, 2)-transapsis
generators.
6.1.9 Definition: For each i, j ∈ {1, . . . , k − 1} such that j > i, denote by Rji the set of all gj . . . gi ∈
Gj . . . Gi such that there does not exist l ∈ {i, . . . , j − 1} that satisfies gl = tl and gl+1 = tl+1.
6.1.10 Example: Examples of Rji are:
(i) Rii = {di, ti};
(ii) Ri+1i = {di+1di, di+1ti, ti+1di}; and
(iii) Ri+2i = {di+2di+1di, di+2di+1ti, di+2ti+1di, ti+2di+1di, ti+2di+1ti}.
6.1.11 Proposition: For each i, j ∈ Z>0 such that i ≤ j,
∣∣∣Rji ∣∣∣ = F (j − i+ 3), that is the (j − i+ 3)th
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Fibonacci number.
Proof. Example 6.1.10 verifies the cases where 0 ≤ j − i ≤ 3. The remaining cases follow inductively
when noting that {Rj−1i dj ,Rj−2i dj−1ti} trivially partitions Rji .
6.1.12 Conjecture: For each k ∈ Z≥2, any reduced PM2k-word may be written in the form rj1,i1 . . . rjn,in
where:
(i) n ∈ Z>0 and i1, . . . , in, j1, . . . , jn ∈ {1, . . . , k − 1} such that:
(I) for each l ∈ {1, . . . , n}, jl ≥ il;
(II) for each l ∈ {1, . . . , n− 1}, il < il+1 and jl < jl+1, and
(ii) for each l ∈ {1, . . . , n}, rjl,il ∈ Rjlil .
Both sets of candidates for PM2k-words in normal form from Appendix A.4 satisfy Conjecture 6.1.12, as
do both sets of candidates when k = 7 (which was not included in Appendix A.4 due to the number of
words requiring an unreasonable amount of space).
Further note, even if Conjecture 6.1.12 holds, there still exist words in the form required for Conjecture
6.1.12 that are reducible (see Figure 6.1 for an example), and distinct reduced PM2k-words in the required
form whose products are equal (see Figure 6.2 for an example). Table 6.1 contains the number of
candidate PM2k-words in normal form based on which R
j
i the candidate word ends with a run from, once
reducible and equivalent PM2k-words have been removed. Note that these numbers agree both when
diapsis generators are ordered lower than (2, 2)-transapsis generators at each fixed index and vice-versa
from Appendix A.4.
Table 6.1: Number of planar mod-2 normal form words ending with a run from Rji .
k1
k2 1 2 3 4 5 6
1 2
2 3 6
3 5 14 24
4 8 32 68 110
5 13 65 183 348 546
6 21 128 428 1036 1855 2856
6.1.13 Conjecture: The number of required PM2k-words in normal form ending with a run from R
j
1 is
equal to the (j + 2)th Fibonacci number (sequence A000045 on the OEIS [53]).
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Figure 6.1: PM2k-word in the form required for Conjecture 6.1.12 that is reducible:
d2
t1
d3
t2
=
d2
= t1
t3
Figure 6.2: reduced PM2k-words in the form required for Conjecture 6.1.12 that form the same product:
d2
d1
t3
d2
=
d2
=
t1
d3
d2
d2
=
t1
t3
d2
6.1.14 Conjecture: The number of required PM2k-words in normal form ending with a run from R
j
2 is
equal to (2j − 1)F (j + 1)− 2j−2 + 1 where F (j + 1) is the (j + 1)th Fibonacci number.
6.1.15 Conjecture: The number of required PM2k-words in normal form ending with a run from R
j
j
forms the sequence A046646 on the OEIS [53] (that is, the number of certain rooted planar maps).
It was noted on the OEIS [53] page for A046646 by Emeric Deutsch that for each k ≥ 2, the kth number
in sequence A046646 is double the (k−1)th number in the sequence A001764, that is double the number
of PM2k−1-words. Hence Conjecture 6.1.15 would establish that every reduced PM
2
k−1-word (including
the identity) remains reduced when either the (k−1)th diapsis generator or the (k−1)th (2, 2)-transapsis
generator is appended on the right.
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Appendices
 A.1 Dot D classes for PMmk
Appendix A.1 contains dot D classes for various values of m, k ∈ Z>0 on the planar mod-m monoid
PMmk , which were generated using the Semigroups package [19] for GAP [27].
Figure A.3: Dot D classes for PM23 (left) and PM24 (right).
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Figure A.4: Dot D classes for PM25.
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Figure A.5: Dot D classes for PM26.
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Figure A.6: Dot D classes for PM33 (left) and PM34 (right).
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Figure A.7: Dot D classes for PM35.
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Figure A.8: Dot D classes for PM36.
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Figure A.9: Dot D classes for PM44.
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Figure A.10: Dot D classes for PM45.
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Figure A.11: Dot D classes for PM46.
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Figure A.12: Dot D classes for PM55.
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Figure A.13: Dot D classes for PM56.
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 A.2 Dot D classes for Mmk
Appendix A.2 contains dot D classes for various values of m, k ∈ Z>0 on the mod-m monoid Mmk , which
were generated using the Semigroups package [19] for GAP [27].
Figure A.14: Dot D classes for M22 (left) and M23 (right).
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Figure A.15: Dot D classes for M24.
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Figure A.16: Dot D classes for M25.
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Figure A.17: Dot D classes for M33 (left) and M34 (right).
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Figure A.18: Dot D classes for M35.
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Figure A.19: Dot D classes for M44.
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Figure A.20: Dot D classes for M45.
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 A.3 GAP code for PM2k presentation up to k = 7
Appendix A.3 contains GAP [27] code for presentations of the planar mod-2 monoid PM2k for all k ∈
{2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7} (using the relations from Conjecture 6.1.1).
Note that we have relabelled the diapsis generators using d1 7→ a, d2 7→ b, d3 7→ c, d4 7→ d, d5 7→ f ,
d6 7→ g, and relabelled the (2, 2)-transapsis generators using t1 7→ A, t2 7→ B, t3 7→ C, t4 7→ D, t5 7→ F ,
t6 7→ G
freemon2 := FreeMonoid("a", "A");
a := GeneratorsOfMonoid(freemon2)[1];
A := GeneratorsOfMonoid(freemon2)[2];
PMod2 := freemon2/[
[a^2, a],
[A^2, A],
[a*A, a],
[A*a, a],
];
Size(PMod2);
Elements(PMod2);
freemon3 := FreeMonoid("a", "A", "b", "B");
a := GeneratorsOfMonoid(freemon3)[1];
A := GeneratorsOfMonoid(freemon3)[2];
b := GeneratorsOfMonoid(freemon3)[3];
B := GeneratorsOfMonoid(freemon3)[4];
PMod3 := freemon3/[
[a^2, a], [b^2, b],
[a*b*a, a],
[b*a*b, b],
[A^2, A], [B^2, B],
[B*A, A*B],
[a*A, a], [b*B, b],
[A*a, a], [B*b, b],
[A*b*A, A*B],
];
Size(PMod3);
Elements(PMod3);
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freemon4 := FreeMonoid("a", "A", "b", "B", "c", "C");
a := GeneratorsOfMonoid(freemon4)[1];
A := GeneratorsOfMonoid(freemon4)[2];
b := GeneratorsOfMonoid(freemon4)[3];
B := GeneratorsOfMonoid(freemon4)[4];
c := GeneratorsOfMonoid(freemon4)[5];
C := GeneratorsOfMonoid(freemon4)[6];
PMod4 := freemon4/[
[a^2, a], [b^2, b], [c^2, c],
[a*b*a, a], [b*c*b, b],
[b*a*b, b], [c*b*c, c],
[c*a, a*c],
[A^2, A], [B^2, B], [C^2, C],
[B*A, A*B], [C*B, B*C],
[C*A, A*C],
[a*A, a], [b*B, b], [c*C, c],
[A*a, a], [B*b, b], [C*c, c],
[A*b*A, A*B], [B*c*B, B*C],
[c*A, A*c],
[C*a, a*C],
];
Size(PMod4);
Elements(PMod4);
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freemon5 := FreeMonoid("a", "A", "b", "B", "c", "C", "d", "D");
a := GeneratorsOfMonoid(freemon5)[1];
A := GeneratorsOfMonoid(freemon5)[2];
b := GeneratorsOfMonoid(freemon5)[3];
B := GeneratorsOfMonoid(freemon5)[4];
c := GeneratorsOfMonoid(freemon5)[5];
C := GeneratorsOfMonoid(freemon5)[6];
d := GeneratorsOfMonoid(freemon5)[7];
D := GeneratorsOfMonoid(freemon5)[8];
PMod5 := freemon5/[
[a^2, a], [b^2, b], [c^2, c], [d^2, d],
[a*b*a, a], [b*c*b, b], [c*d*c, c],
[b*a*b, b], [c*b*c, c], [d*c*d, d],
[c*a, a*c], [d*b, b*d],
[d*a, a*d],
[A^2, A], [B^2, B], [C^2, C], [D^2, D],
[B*A, A*B], [C*B, B*C], [D*C, C*D],
[C*A, A*C], [D*B, B*D],
[D*A, A*D],
[a*A, a], [b*B, b], [c*C, c], [d*D, d],
[A*a, a], [B*b, b], [C*c, c], [D*d, d],
[A*b*A, A*B], [B*c*B, B*C], [C*d*C, C*D],
[c*A, A*c], [d*B, B*d],
[d*A, A*d],
[C*a, a*C], [D*b, b*D],
[D*a, a*D],
];
Size(PMod5);
Elements(PMod5);
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freemon6 := FreeMonoid("a", "A", "b", "B", "c", "C", "d", "D", "f", "F");
a := GeneratorsOfMonoid(freemon6)[1];
A := GeneratorsOfMonoid(freemon6)[2];
b := GeneratorsOfMonoid(freemon6)[3];
B := GeneratorsOfMonoid(freemon6)[4];
c := GeneratorsOfMonoid(freemon6)[5];
C := GeneratorsOfMonoid(freemon6)[6];
d := GeneratorsOfMonoid(freemon6)[7];
D := GeneratorsOfMonoid(freemon6)[8];
f := GeneratorsOfMonoid(freemon6)[9];
F := GeneratorsOfMonoid(freemon6)[10];
PMod6 := freemon6/[
[a^2, a], [b^2, b], [c^2, c], [d^2, d], [f^2, f],
[a*b*a, a], [b*c*b, b], [c*d*c, c], [d*f*d, d],
[b*a*b, b], [c*b*c, c], [d*c*d, d], [f*d*f, f],
[c*a, a*c], [d*b, b*d], [f*c, c*f],
[d*a, a*d], [f*b, b*f],
[f*a, a*f],
[A^2, A], [B^2, B], [C^2, C], [D^2, D], [F^2, F],
[B*A, A*B], [C*B, B*C], [D*C, C*D], [F*D, D*F],
[C*A, A*C], [D*B, B*D], [F*C, C*F],
[D*A, A*D], [F*B, B*F],
[F*A, A*F],
[a*A, a], [b*B, b], [c*C, c], [d*D, d], [f*F, f],
[A*a, a], [B*b, b], [C*c, c], [D*d, d], [F*f, f],
[A*b*A, A*B], [B*c*B, B*C], [C*d*C, C*D], [D*f*D, D*F],
[c*A, A*c], [d*B, B*d], [f*C, C*f],
[d*A, A*d], [f*B, B*f],
[f*A, A*f],
[C*a, a*C], [D*b, b*D], [F*c, c*F],
[D*a, a*D], [F*b, b*F],
[F*a, a*F],
];
Size(PMod6);
Elements(PMod6);
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freemon7 := FreeMonoid("a", "A", "b", "B", "c", "C", "d", "D", "f", "F", "g", "G");
a := GeneratorsOfMonoid(freemon7)[1];
A := GeneratorsOfMonoid(freemon7)[2];
b := GeneratorsOfMonoid(freemon7)[3];
B := GeneratorsOfMonoid(freemon7)[4];
c := GeneratorsOfMonoid(freemon7)[5];
C := GeneratorsOfMonoid(freemon7)[6];
d := GeneratorsOfMonoid(freemon7)[7];
D := GeneratorsOfMonoid(freemon7)[8];
f := GeneratorsOfMonoid(freemon7)[9];
F := GeneratorsOfMonoid(freemon7)[10];
g := GeneratorsOfMonoid(freemon7)[11];
G := GeneratorsOfMonoid(freemon7)[12];
PMod7 := freemon7/[
[a^2, a], [b^2, b], [c^2, c], [d^2, d], [f^2, f], [g^2, g],
[a*b*a, a], [b*c*b, b], [c*d*c, c], [d*f*d, d], [f*g*f, f],
[b*a*b, b], [c*b*c, c], [d*c*d, d], [f*d*f, f], [g*f*g, g],
[c*a, a*c], [d*b, b*d], [f*c, c*f], [g*d, d*g],
[d*a, a*d], [f*b, b*f], [g*c, c*g],
[f*a, a*f], [g*b, b*g],
[g*a, a*g],
[A^2, A], [B^2, B], [C^2, C], [D^2, D], [F^2, F], [G^2, G],
[B*A, A*B], [C*B, B*C], [D*C, C*D], [F*D, D*F], [G*F, F*G],
[C*A, A*C], [D*B, B*D], [F*C, C*F], [G*D, D*G],
[D*A, A*D], [F*B, B*F], [G*C, C*G],
[F*A, A*F], [G*B, B*G],
[G*A, A*G],
[a*A, a], [b*B, b], [c*C, c], [d*D, d], [f*F, f], [g*G, g],
[A*a, a], [B*b, b], [C*c, c], [D*d, d], [F*f, f], [G*g, g],
[A*b*A, A*B], [B*c*B, B*C], [C*d*C, C*D], [D*f*D, D*F], [F*g*F, F*G],
[c*A, A*c], [d*B, B*d], [f*C, C*f], [g*D, D*g],
[d*A, A*d], [f*B, B*f], [g*C, C*g],
[f*A, A*f], [g*B, B*g],
[g*A, A*g],
[C*a, a*C], [D*b, b*D], [F*c, c*F], [G*d, d*G],
[D*a, a*D], [F*b, b*F], [G*c, c*G],
[F*a, a*F], [G*b, b*G],
[G*a, a*G],
];
Size(PMod7);
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 A.4 Reduced PM2k-words in normal form
Appendix A.4 contains PM2k-words for various values of k. The words were generated by running (with
the specified values of k) ‘Elements(PModk);’ proceeding the code for each presentation in Appendix
A.3, then reordered based on the end run as outlined in Subsection 6.1.1. Note that the presentation
code in Appendix A.3 only covers one ordering of the generators, while in this appendix we will consider
two orderings of the generators.
planar mod-2 words when k=3,
with generators ordered: a,A,b,B
========================================================================
a, A,
------------------------------------------------------------------------
b*a, b*A, B*a,
========================================================================
b, B,
a*b, a*B,
A*b, A*B,
planar mod-2 words when k=3,
with generators ordered: A,a,B,b
========================================================================
A, a,
------------------------------------------------------------------------
B*a, b*A, b*a
========================================================================
B, b,
A*B, A*b,
a*B, a*b,
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planar mod-2 words when k=4,
with generators ordered: a,A,b,B,c,C
========================================================================
a, A,
------------------------------------------------------------------------
b*a, b*A, B*a,
------------------------------------------------------------------------
c*b*a, c*b*A, c*B*a, C*b*a, C*b*A,
========================================================================
b, B,
a*b, a*B,
A*b, A*B,
------------------------------------------------------------------------
c*b, c*B, C*b,
a*c*b, a*c*B, a*C*b,
A*c*b, A*c*B, A*C*b,
b*a*c*b, b*a*c*B, b*a*C*b,
B*a*c*b, B*a*c*B,
========================================================================
c, C,
a*c, a*C,
A*c, A*C,
b*c, b*C,
B*c, B*C,
a*b*c, a*b*C,
a*B*c, a*B*C,
A*b*c, A*b*C,
A*B*c, A*B*C,
b*a*c, b*a*C,
b*A*c, b*A*C,
B*a*c, B*a*C,
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planar mod-2 words when k=4,
with generators ordered: A,a,B,b,C,c
========================================================================
A, a,
------------------------------------------------------------------------
B*a, b*A, b*a,
------------------------------------------------------------------------
C*b*A, C*b*a, c*B*a, c*b*A, c*b*a,
========================================================================
B, b,
A*B, A*b,
a*B, a*b,
------------------------------------------------------------------------
C*b, c*B, c*b,
A*C*b, A*c*B, A*c*b,
a*C*b, a*c*B, a*c*b,
B*a*c*B, B*a*c*b,
b*A*C*b,
b*a*c*B, b*a*c*b,
========================================================================
C, c,
A*C, A*c,
a*C, a*c,
B*C, B*c,
b*C, b*c,
A*B*C, A*B*c,
A*b*C, A*b*c,
a*B*C, a*B*c,
a*b*C, a*b*c,
B*a*C, B*a*c,
b*A*C, b*A*c,
b*a*C, b*a*c,
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planar mod-2 words when k=5,
with generators ordered: a,A,b,B,c,C,d,D
========================================================================
a, A,
------------------------------------------------------------------------
b*a, b*A, B*a,
------------------------------------------------------------------------
c*b*a, c*b*A, c*B*a, C*b*a, C*b*A,
------------------------------------------------------------------------
d*c*b*a, d*c*b*A, d*c*B*a, d*C*b*a, d*C*b*A, D*c*b*a, D*c*b*A, D*c*B*a,
========================================================================
b, B,
a*b, a*B,
A*b, A*B,
------------------------------------------------------------------------
c*b, c*B, C*b,
a*c*b, a*c*B, a*C*b,
A*c*b, A*c*B, A*C*b,
b*a*c*b, b*a*c*B, b*a*C*b,
B*a*c*b, B*a*c*B,
------------------------------------------------------------------------
d*c*b, d*c*B, d*C*b, D*c*b, D*c*B,
a*d*c*b, a*d*c*B, a*d*C*b, a*D*c*b, a*D*c*B,
A*d*c*b, A*d*c*B, A*d*C*b, A*D*c*b, A*D*c*B,
b*a*d*c*b, b*a*d*c*B, b*a*d*C*b, b*a*D*c*b, b*a*D*c*B,
B*a*d*c*b, B*a*d*c*B, B*a*D*c*b, B*a*D*c*B,
c*b*a*d*c*b, c*b*a*d*c*B, c*b*a*d*C*b, c*b*a*D*c*b, c*b*a*D*c*B,
C*b*a*d*c*b, C*b*a*d*c*B, C*b*a*d*C*b,
========================================================================
c, C,
a*c, a*C,
A*c, A*C,
b*c, b*C,
B*c, B*C,
a*b*c, a*b*C,
a*B*c, a*B*C,
A*b*c, A*b*C,
A*B*c, A*B*C,
b*a*c, b*a*C,
b*A*c, b*A*C,
B*a*c, B*a*C,
------------------------------------------------------------------------
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d*c, d*C, D*c,
a*d*c, a*d*C, a*D*c,
A*d*c, A*d*C, A*D*c,
b*d*c, b*d*C, b*D*c,
B*d*c, B*d*C, B*D*c,
a*b*d*c, a*b*d*C, a*b*D*c,
a*B*d*c, a*B*d*C, a*B*D*c,
A*b*d*c, A*b*d*C, A*b*D*c,
A*B*d*c, A*B*d*C, A*B*D*c,
b*a*d*c, b*a*d*C, b*a*D*c,
b*A*d*c, b*A*d*C, b*A*D*c,
B*a*d*c, B*a*d*C, B*a*D*c,
c*b*d*c, c*b*d*C, c*b*D*c,
C*b*d*c, C*b*d*C,
a*c*b*d*c, a*c*b*d*C, a*c*b*D*c,
a*C*b*d*c, a*C*b*d*C,
A*c*b*d*c, A*c*b*d*C, A*c*b*D*c,
A*C*b*d*c, A*C*b*d*C,
c*b*a*d*c, c*b*a*d*C, c*b*a*D*c,
c*b*A*d*c, c*b*A*d*C,
C*b*a*d*c, C*b*a*d*C,
C*b*A*d*c, C*b*A*d*C,
b*a*c*b*d*c, b*a*c*b*d*C, b*a*c*b*D*c,
b*a*C*b*d*c, b*a*C*b*d*C,
B*a*c*b*d*c, B*a*c*b*d*C, B*a*c*b*D*c,
========================================================================
d, D,
a*d, a*D,
A*d, A*D,
b*d, b*D,
B*d, B*D,
c*d, c*D,
C*d, C*D,
a*b*d, a*b*D,
a*B*d, a*B*D,
A*b*d, A*b*D,
A*B*d, A*B*D,
a*c*d, a*c*D,
a*C*d, a*C*D,
A*c*d, A*c*D,
A*C*d, A*C*D,
b*a*d, b*a*D,
b*A*d, b*A*D,
B*a*d, B*a*D,
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b*c*d, b*c*D,
b*C*d, b*C*D,
B*c*d, B*c*D,
B*C*d, B*C*D,
c*b*d, c*b*D,
c*B*d, c*B*D,
C*b*d, C*b*D,
a*b*c*d, a*b*c*D,
a*b*C*d, a*b*C*D,
a*B*c*d, a*B*c*D,
a*B*C*d, a*B*C*D,
A*b*c*d, A*b*c*D,
A*b*C*d, A*b*C*D,
A*B*c*d, A*B*c*D,
A*B*C*d, A*B*C*D,
a*c*b*d, a*c*b*D,
a*c*B*d, a*c*B*D,
a*C*b*d, a*C*b*D,
A*c*b*d, A*c*b*D,
A*c*B*d, A*c*B*D,
A*C*b*d, A*C*b*D,
b*a*c*d, b*a*c*D,
b*a*C*d, b*a*C*D,
b*A*c*d, b*A*c*D,
b*A*C*d, b*A*C*D,
B*a*c*d, B*a*c*D,
B*a*C*d, B*a*C*D,
c*b*a*d, c*b*a*D,
c*b*A*d, c*b*A*D,
c*B*a*d, c*B*a*D,
C*b*a*d, C*b*a*D,
C*b*A*d, C*b*A*D,
b*a*c*b*d, b*a*c*b*D,
b*a*c*B*d, b*a*c*B*D,
b*a*C*b*d, b*a*C*b*D,
B*a*c*b*d, B*a*c*b*D,
B*a*c*B*d, B*a*c*B*D,
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planar mod-2 words when k=5,
with generators ordered: A,a,B,b,C,c,D,d
========================================================================
A, a,
------------------------------------------------------------------------
B*a, b*A, b*a,
------------------------------------------------------------------------
C*b*A, C*b*a, c*B*a, c*b*A, c*b*a,
------------------------------------------------------------------------
D*c*B*a, D*c*b*A, D*c*b*a, d*C*b*A, d*C*b*a, d*c*B*a, d*c*b*A, d*c*b*a,
========================================================================
B, b,
A*B, A*b,
a*B, a*b,
------------------------------------------------------------------------
C*b, c*B, c*b,
A*C*b, A*c*B, A*c*b,
a*C*b, a*c*B, a*c*b,
B*a*c*B, B*a*c*b,
b*A*C*b,
b*a*c*B, b*a*c*b,
------------------------------------------------------------------------
D*c*B, D*c*b, d*C*b, d*c*B, d*c*b,
A*D*c*B, A*D*c*b, A*d*C*b, A*d*c*B, A*d*c*b,
a*D*c*B, a*D*c*b, a*d*C*b, a*d*c*B, a*d*c*b,
B*a*D*c*B, B*a*D*c*b, B*a*d*c*B, B*a*d*c*b,
b*A*d*C*b,
b*a*D*c*B, b*a*D*c*b, b*a*d*c*B, b*a*d*c*b,
C*b*A*d*C*b,
C*b*a*d*c*B, C*b*a*d*c*b,
c*B*a*D*c*B, c*B*a*D*c*b,
c*b*A*d*C*b,
c*b*a*d*c*B, c*b*a*d*c*b,
========================================================================
C, c,
A*C, A*c,
a*C, a*c,
B*C, B*c,
b*C, b*c,
A*B*C, A*B*c,
A*b*C, A*b*c,
a*B*C, a*B*c,
a*b*C, a*b*c,
B*a*C, B*a*c,
b*A*C, b*A*c,
b*a*C, b*a*c,
------------------------------------------------------------------------
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D*c, d*C, d*c,
A*D*c, A*d*C, A*d*c,
a*D*c, a*d*C, a*d*c,
B*D*c, B*d*C, B*d*c,
b*D*c, b*d*C, b*d*c,
A*B*D*c, A*B*d*C, A*B*d*c,
A*b*D*c, A*b*d*C, A*b*d*c,
a*B*D*c, a*B*d*C, a*B*d*c,
a*b*D*c, a*b*d*C, a*b*d*c,
B*a*D*c, B*a*d*C, B*a*d*c,
b*A*D*c, b*A*d*C, b*A*d*c,
b*a*D*c, b*a*d*C, b*a*d*c,
C*b*d*C, C*b*d*c,
c*B*D*c,
c*b*d*C, c*b*d*c,
A*C*b*d*C, A*C*b*d*c,
A*c*B*D*c,
A*c*b*d*C, A*c*b*d*c,
a*C*b*d*C, a*C*b*d*c,
a*c*B*D*c,
a*c*b*d*C, a*c*b*d*c,
C*b*A*d*C, C*b*A*d*c,
C*b*a*d*C, C*b*a*d*c,
c*B*a*D*c,
c*b*A*d*C, c*b*A*d*c,
c*b*a*d*C, c*b*a*d*c,
B*a*c*B*D*c,
B*a*c*b*d*C, B*a*c*b*d*c,
b*A*C*b*d*C, b*A*C*b*d*c,
b*a*c*B*D*c,
b*a*c*b*d*C, b*a*c*b*d*c,
========================================================================
D, d,
A*D, A*d,
a*D, a*d,
B*D, B*d,
b*D, b*d,
C*D, C*d,
c*D, c*d,
A*B*D, A*B*d,
A*b*D, A*b*d,
a*B*D, a*B*d,
a*b*D, a*b*d,
A*C*D, A*C*d,
A*c*D, A*c*d,
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a*C*D, a*C*d,
a*c*D, a*c*d,
B*a*D, B*a*d,
b*A*D, b*A*d,
b*a*D, b*a*d,
B*C*D, B*C*d,
B*c*D, B*c*d,
b*C*D, b*C*d,
b*c*D, b*c*d,
C*b*D, C*b*d,
c*B*D, c*B*d,
c*b*D, c*b*d,
A*B*C*D, A*B*C*d,
A*B*c*D, A*B*c*d,
A*b*C*D, A*b*C*d,
A*b*c*D, A*b*c*d,
a*B*C*D, a*B*C*d,
a*B*c*D, a*B*c*d,
a*b*C*D, a*b*C*d,
a*b*c*D, a*b*c*d,
A*C*b*D, A*C*b*d,
A*c*B*D, A*c*B*d,
A*c*b*D, A*c*b*d,
a*C*b*D, a*C*b*d,
a*c*B*D, a*c*B*d,
a*c*b*D, a*c*b*d,
B*a*C*D, B*a*C*d,
B*a*c*D, B*a*c*d,
b*A*C*D, b*A*C*d,
b*A*c*D, b*A*c*d,
b*a*C*D, b*a*C*d,
b*a*c*D, b*a*c*d,
C*b*A*D, C*b*A*d,
C*b*a*D, C*b*a*d,
c*B*a*D, c*B*a*d,
c*b*A*D, c*b*A*d,
c*b*a*D, c*b*a*d,
B*a*c*B*D, B*a*c*B*d,
B*a*c*b*D, B*a*c*b*d,
b*A*C*b*D, b*A*C*b*d,
b*a*c*B*D, b*a*c*B*d,
b*a*c*b*D, b*a*c*b*d,
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A.4: Reduced PM2k-words in normal form
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A.4: Reduced PM2k-words in normal form
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Notation
∅ null set
X − Y {x ∈ X : x /∈ Y }
P(X) power set of X
R real numbers
Z integers
Z>0 positive integers
Z≥0 non-negative integers
Z>x {z ∈ Z : z > x}
Z≥x {z ∈ Z : z ≥ x}
sT {st : t ∈ T}
ST {st : s ∈ S, t ∈ T}
Z/mZ integers modulo m
Bk k-th Bell number
F (k) k-th Fibonacci number with F (1) = F (2) = 1
p(k) number of integer partitions of k
p(m, k) number of integer partitions of k into parts of size
less than or equal to m
op(k) number of ordered integer partitions of k
op(m, k) number of ordered integer partitions of k into parts
of size less than or equal to m
bxc max {y ∈ Z : y ≤ x}
dxe min {y ∈ Z : y ≥ x}
x ≡ y (mod m) y − x ∈ mZ
x 6≡ y (mod m) y − x /∈ mZ
x ≡ y ≡ z (mod m) y − x, z − x, z − y ∈ mZ
D,H,J ,L,R Green’s relations
S+ free semigroup of S
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NOTATION
S? free monoid of S
〈R1, . . . ,Rn〉† congruence relation generated by relations R1, . . . ,Rn
Dk set of k-diagrams
δ ∼D δ′ δ and δ′ have the same connected components
Γ
(
δ1, . . . , δp
)
product graph of diagrams δ1, . . . , δp
U (b) upper vertices contained in block b
u(b) number of upper vertices contained in block b
L (b) lower vertices contained in block b
l(b) number of lower vertices contained in block b
idk identity bipartition
α⊕ β horizontal sum of bipartitions α and β
α∗ vertical flip of bipartition α
UN(α) upper non-transversal blocks in bipartition α
LN(α) upper non-transversal blocks in bipartition α∗
T (α) transversal blocks in bipartition α
UT (α) {U(b) : b ∈ T (α)}
LT (α) {L(b) : b ∈ T (α)}
U(α) upper pattern of bipartition α
L(α) lower pattern of bipartition α
U(A) {U(α) : α ∈ A}
L(A) {L(α) : α ∈ A}
rank(α) number of transversal blocks in bipartition α
σi i-th transposition generator
ti i-th (2, 2)-transapsis generator
ami i-th m-apsis generator
di i-th diapsis generator, ie. di = a
2
i
fi, bi i-th PISk generators
Sk symmetric group
Pk partition monoid
PPk planar partition monoid
Bk Brauer monoid
Jk Jones monoid
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ISk symmetric inverse semigroup
PISk planar symmetric inverse semigroup
Fk monoid of uniform block bijections
PFk monoid of planar uniform block bijections
Amk m-apsis generated diagram monoid
XAmk crossed m-apsis generated diagram monoid
Mmk modular partition monoid
PMmk planar modular partition monoid
rji run of m-apsis generators, ie. a
m
j ...a
m
i
Θmk m-apmorphisms
Tmk transversal building blocks
Umk upper non-transversal building blocks
Lmk lower non-transversal building blocks
C[Sk] symmetric group algebra
Cξ[Pk] Partition algebra
Cξ[Bk] Brauer algebra
Cξ[Jk] Temperley-Lieb algebra
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